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The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society

has for its objects:—

1. The Practical study of Natural Science.

2. The protection, by its influence with landowners and others, of
indigenous species requiring protection, and the circulation of
information which may dispel prejudices leading to their

destruction.

fl ho discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer
species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plants in their native localities.

4. The record of facts and traditions connected with the habits,

distribution, and former abundance or otherwise of animals
and plants which have become extinct in the County; and the

use of all legitimate means to prevent the extermination of

existing species, more especially those known to be diminishing

in numbers.

h. The publication of Papers on Natural History, contributed to

the Society, especially such as relate to the County of

Norfolk.

G. The facilitating a friendly intercourse between local Naturalists,

by means of Meetings for the reading and discussion of

papers and for the exhibition of specimens, supplemented by
Field-meetings and Excursions, with a view to extend the
study of Natural Science on a sound and systematic basis.
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List of the publications received by the Society as Donations

or Exchanges from March, 1881, to March
,
1882.

Animals.
A Catalogue of British Vertebrated Animals, the Names

derived from Bell’s British Quadrupeds and Reptiles, and
Yarrell’s British Birds and Fishes

;
so printed as to be

available for labels. 8vo. pp. 77. Land. 1845

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Bennett (F. J., F.G.S., of H.M. Geological Survey).

The Geological Survey and its relations to Agriculture. A
Paper read before the Ixworth Farmers’ Club, on April

7th, 1879. 8vo. pp. 19. Diss, 1879

From Mr. II. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Bidgood (William).

A Guide to the Museum of the Somersetshire Arclueological

and Natural History Society, in Taunton Castle. By
William Bidgood, Curator. 8vo. pp. 18.

Taunton, 1879

From Mr. H. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Birds.

A Guide to an Arrangement of British Birds. Svo.

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Clarke (William Eagle).

The Great Bustard in Yorkshire. [Reprinted from the

Handbook of Yorkshire Vertebrata, by W. E. Clarke,

and W. D. Roebuck.] Svo. pp. 4. 1881

From the Author.

Day (Francis, F.L.S., F.Z.S.).

The Fishes of India
;
being a Natural History of the Fishes

known to inhabit the Seas and Freshwaters of India,

Burma, and Ceylon. 2 vols. 4to. Land. 1878

From the Author.
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Doubleday (Henry).
A

^rS!w!
atUr

! ?f.
Br
i
tish Eil'ds

i beillS a Systematic
Catalogue of all the Species hitherto discovered in GreatDritam and Ireiand, intended for labelling Collections of
British Birds and their Eggs. 8vo. Lond. 1836
From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Edwards (M. Milne).
Bapport sur quelques Acquisitions Nouvelles faites par la

Calcric Ormthologique du Museum Adresse a l’Assemblde
dcs Professeurs-Administrateurs, lo 17 Octobre, 186,5.

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

ERjrAm

^t

(Kodolpiie, Correspondant du Museum d’Histoire

Catalo^ie ^isonnd des Oiseaux observes dans la Subdivision

1858
1

Tto
1 (A1SCnC) d° Novombrc

’ 1S5G
>
a tfovembre,

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Gray (Robert).

Notes on the occurrence of the Great Auk in Scotland,
heprrnted from ‘The Birds of the West of Scotland,
18< 1. J pp. 13.

’

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

IIartlng (J. E, F.L.S., F.Z.S.).
iritl

whidi
r°^ie aQ ntt

f
mpt

-

t0 cnumerate the Heronries

[r ?
h

?
r° at present existing in. the British Islands

8™ inrt fTOm <The October, 18?2J

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Newton (Alfred, M.A., F.L.S.).
0n tb® Pos

T
s
.

ibil
,

ifc

{
of taking an Ornithological Census. rFrom

Flic Ibis, April, 1861.] 8vo. pp. 6.
L

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Newton (Alfred, M.A. FL.S.), and Newton (Edward; M.A.,Auditoi-General of Mauritius).
( >U

°/- the Solitaire or Didino Bird of thesland ot Rodriguez, Pezophaps solitaria
(Gmel ).

f
.,7

tbe 1 h^osophical Transactions, 1869. pp. 327—
362.] 4 to. With 10 plates.

U
From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.
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Newton (E. T., F.G.S.).

Notes on the Yertebrata of the Pre-Glacial Forest Bed Series

of the East of England. Parts 1— 5. [From the

Geological Magazine, 1880—81.] 8vo.

From Mr. H. B. Woodward
,
F.G.S.

Eamsay (Alexander).
The Scientific Poll and Magazine of Systematized Notes.

Conducted by Alexander Eamsay. Yol. i. nos. 1— 6.

Climate. 8vo. Bond. 1880—82

From Mr. Alexander Ramsay.

Sabine (Capt. Edward, F.E.S.).

A Memoir on the Birds of Greenland : with Descriptions and
Notes on the Species observed in the late Yoyage of

Discovery, in Davis’s Straits and Baffin’s Bay. [From
the Transactions of the Linnean Society. Vol. xii.

pp. 527—59.] 4to. 1819.

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Sabine (Joseph, F.E.S., F.L.S., etc.).

Zoological Appendix to the Narrative of Captain Franklin’s

Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea, in the years

1819, 1820, 1821, and 1822. Being Notices of the

Quadrupeds and Birds of which Specimens were collected

during the Journey. 4to. pp. 57. Loud. 1823

Fi•om Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Selby (P. J.).

A Catalogue of the Generic and Sub-Generic Types of the

Class of Aves, Birds, arranged according to the Natural

System
;

with Separate Lists, distinguishing the various

quarters of the Globe in which they are to be procured.

8vo. pp. 70. Newcastle

,

1840

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Southwell (Thomas, F.Z.S.).

The Seals and Whales of the British Seas. Sm. 4to.

Lond. 1881
From the Author,

Stevenson (Henry, F.L.S.).

Memoir of the late Thomas Dix. [From * The Zoologist
’—

November, 1873.] 8vo. pp. 8.

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.
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J iiomson (Alexander, of Banchory, Aberdeen).
Biographical Account of the late William Macgillivray, A. M.,

LL.p., Regius Professor of Natural History in the
Marisehal College and University of Aberdeen. [Re-
printed from the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal
for April, 1853.] 8vo. pp. 20. Edinb. 1853
From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Woodward (Horace B., F.G.S.).

The Origin of Mountains. 8vo. pp. 11. [Reprinted from
the ‘ Midland Naturalist ’ for January and February,
1881.] Birmingham

,
1881

From the Author.

Bath.

Proceedings of the Bath Natural History and Antiquarian
Field Club. Vol. iii. nos. 1, 2, and 4. 8vo.

Bath, 1874—77
From Mr. //. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Bristol.

Proceedings of the Bristol Naturalists’ Society. New Series,
Vol. iii. parts 1 and 2. 8vo. Bristol, 1880—81

From the Bristol Naturalists' Society.

Brussels.

Annales do la Societe Beige de Microscopic. Tome v.. Anneo
1878—1879. 8vo. Bruxelles, 1879

From la Socictc Beige de Microscopic.

Cardiff.

Cardiff Naturalists’ Society. Report and Transactions Vol
xii. 1880. 8vo. Loncf. 1881

From the Cardiff Naturalists' Society.

Croydon.
Proceedings and Transactions of the Croydon Microscopical

and Natural History Club, from February 20th 1878
to January 19th, 1881. 8vo. Croydon

, 1881
From the Croydon Club.

Edinburgh.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Vols. v vi

x., and xi. part 1. 8vo. Edinb. I860—81
From the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
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Edinburgh.
Transactions and Proceedings of the Botanical Society. Yol.

xiv. part 2. 8vo. Edinb. 1 882

From the Botanical Society.

Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society. Yols. i.

—

iii. and iv. part 1. 8vo. Edinb. 1870—81

From the Edinburgh Geological Society.

Essex.

Transactions of the Epping Forest and County of Essex
Naturalists’ Field Club. Parts 4 and 5. 8vo.

Buclchurst Hill, 1881

From the Epping Forest and County of Essex Naturalists'
Field Club.

Glasgow.
Proceedings of the Natural History Society of Glasgow.

Vol. iv. part 2. 1879—80. 8vo. Glasgow, 1881

From the Natural History Society of Glasgow.

Hertfordshire.
Transactions of the Hertfordshire Natural History Society

and Field Club. Vol. i. parts 3—7. 8vo.

Bond. 1SS1— 82

From the Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

Lapland.
Of the Quadrupeds and Birds of Lapland. 4to.

From Mr. John Henry Gurney, jun., F.Z.S.

Leeds.

The Sixtieth Beport of the Council of the Leeds’ Philosophical

and Literary Society, at the close of the Session, 1879—80.

pp. 44. Boy. 8vo. Leeds, 1880

From the Leeds' Philosophical Society.

Leicester.

Sixth Beport of the Leicester Town Museum Committee to

the Town Council. To March 31st, 1878. pp. 23.

8 vo. Leicester, 1878

From Mr. II. B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Liverpool.

Proceedings of the Liverpool Naturalists’ Field Club, for the

year 1880—81. 8vo. Liverpool, 1881

From the Liverpool Naturalists' Field Club.
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London.
lhe Journal of the Quekett Microscopical Club. No. 47 •

and Second Series, No. 1. Also, General Index to the
hirst Series. 8vo. Lond. 1881—82

From the QueJcett Microscopical Club.

Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society. Second Series
Vol. i. nos. 2—G ; and Vol. ii. no. 1. 8vo.

Land. 1881—82
From the Royal Microscopical Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly
Record of Geography. New Monthly Series. Vol. ii.^ ?~ 12; y°L iii; and Vol. iv. nos. 1— 3.
It0^- bv0 Loud. 1881—82

From Mr. II. G. Barclay
, F.R.G.S.
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address.
Read by the President, Mu. J. H. GinxEY, Jusa, F.X.S., to the

Members of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ /Society

at their Thirteenth Annual Meeting
, held at the Norfolk and

Norwich Museum, March 2Sth, 1881.

Lunas and Gentlemen—When it was proposed to me to accept
the office of President, I felt some doubt about accepting it; not
that I failed to appreciate the honour, but I feared that I should
not bo regular in my attendance in the Chair at our meetings
held at the Museum

; for, living twenty miles away from Norwich,
1 find a good deal of difficulty in coming up to evening meetings.

Put I have attended more than I expected, and I have much
enjoyed the opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the
members of our Society.

Although our meetings have been fairly attended, I think more
would make an effort to be present if they knew how interesting

they always are, and I can well imagine’ that those who have come
once are quite sure to come again.

I will now, with your permission, briefly allude to the papers
which have been read. At our April meeting .Mr. Horace B.

Woodward read a memoir of I)r. S. P. Woodward, well-known to

Naturalists as the author of a ‘Manual of the Mollusca,’ and
Mr. Edward Bidwell exhibited an albino Lesser Shrew, killed at

Ihetford. At the May meeting Mr. Oldham Chambers read an
essay on “Pisciculture as a Source of National Wealth,” in which
he showed that measures for multiplying the supply of our food
lishes, by aiding national economy, increased national wealth. At
the September meeting Mr. J. B. Bridgman read some notes on

vor,. nr.
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the recent excursion of the Society to Feltliorpe. A paper was

also read from Lord Walsingham oil Lepidoptera at Merton
;
and

Mr. Southwell exhibited an example of Mus alexandrinus killed

on a wherry at St. Swithin’s Wharf, at the same time adding some

remarks on the history of the black Eat, now exterminated by the

spread of the brown Eat. In October a valuable paper on the

noteworthy Springs and Spas of Mo rfolk was contributed by

Mr. H. B. Woodward. In November Mr. Stevenson furnished us

with the results of some researches into the plumage of the

Waxwing, drawn from an examination of a very large series which

came under his inspection in the winter of 18GG— G7
;

and

Mr. II. D. Geldart exhibited a microscopic parasite which lie had

found infesting a subterranean Aphis. In December we received a

particularly interesting paper from Mr. F. D. Power, being orni-

thological observations by himself and his brother, during four

collecting trips to Cley and Blakeney, and recording one species

—

the White-spotted Bluethroat,—which had never occurred in Nor-

folk before. A series of photographs of the Fame Islands, showing

the multitudes of Guillemots, Kittiwakes, Gormorants, Eider

Ducks, etc., all sitting beside their eggs, sent for exhibition by

Mr. Edward Bid well, attracted much attention; and Mr. Southwell

gave us an interesting extract from a letter of Captain D. Gray’s,

of Peterhead, about the effect of close time on the Greenland Seal

Fishery. In January Mr. Norgate’s paper on the nesting of the

Hobby was held to have quite proved the fact that it occasionally

nests in his neighbourhood; while Mr. Geldart’s paper on the

destruction of the Lombardy Poplar in the winters of 1S79—80

and 1880—81 was perhaps of more general interest than anything

which has been offered during the year. Mr. Geldart attributed

the wholesale destruction of these striking trees, which lias been

patent to every eye, to two unprecedentedly severe winters, con-

sidering the circumstance of the Black Poplar and other trees not

suffering in the same way amply accounted for by their more

hardy character. This paper was in part a summary of replies to

a circular issued by the Secretary. In February wo received

Mr. Stevenson’s paper on the occurrence for the first time in
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Norfolk of Sabine’s Gull, of which two immature specimens
(readily distinguished from the Little Gull by their forked tails)

\v too shot at Yarmouth last October; and Mr. Stevenson, judging
fiom what had happened before, hazarded a guess that it would not
bo long before the Lastern Counties were visited by them again.

Mr. Southwell contributed some notes on the Herring Fishery of
the past year

; and wo had a paper from Mr. Frank Norgato (which
was road by Mr. Geldart) on the extraordinary mildness of the
winter, as evidenced by the appearance of insects and bats, the
nosting of birds, and blossoming of flowers. This list will give a
pretty good idea of the literary work done in tho Session, and will

stand tho test of friendly comparison with any society in tho
kingdom.

Our excursions during tho summer mouths were four in number.
Iho first, to Mr. C. Lewis Buxton’s, at Bolwick Hall, was a great
success. Tho Secretary and several members of the Committee
of tho National fisheries Exhibition (which had been recently
held with so much eclat at Norwich, and which gave a great
stimulus to Natural History) were present, and to all Mr. Buxton’s
lake, from which the water had been let off, and his fish-tanks,

were an object of great interest.

The second excursion, by invitation of Mr. Gurney Buxton, was
to Felthorpe Heath. Several rare plants were met with; and
among birds, some examples of (Edicnemns scolopax (Gmel.) and
a nest of Caprimulgus earnpasus (Linn.) were seen. Mr. Bridgman
found a Sawfly which had not been seen in Norfolk before, and the
larvm of another; also three very rare Bees of the species Amirena
Hattorjiana from a Scabious in a grass-field (about these ho has
given us a paper).

Tho third excursion was to Ilorstead, to a very curious excava-
tion in the marl there on the property of Mr. Trafford, said to be
entirely artificial. It may bo likened to a canal, the banks being
richly clothed with trees. Nothing can exceed the stillness and
v online of this, one of tho prettiest and least-known spots in East
Norfolk. On tho last excursion to this charming “oasis,” on the
-<s th ot August, 1870, Mr. Dix wrote a short paper, which has not

t 2



appeared in our ‘ Transactions,’ and 1 cannot do better than give,

with his permission, an extract from it.

“ We found,” lie writes, “ Mr. Trafford’s steward on the look out

for us to conduct us to Little Switzerland, which consists of two

long ravines produced by quarrying marl and chalk for agricultural

purposes principally, and from which many thousands of wherry-

loads have been taken to the neighbourhood of Slalham, and other

places from twenty to thirty miles down the river, to fertilize the

land by top-dressing. Our boatman said lie had seen as many as

forty wherry-loads a week taken away for that purpose. This trade,

we were informed, has now been stopped for more than six months,

the sides of the ravine having been planted from time to time, and

now strictly preserved. As it was thought advisable that avc

should visit the northernmost creek first, the steward, in a small

punt, took us by a short cut into the river again, when avo

proceeded about half a mile Here avc entered a creek

which Avas much choked Avith Aveeds for a short distance
;

this Avas

the commencement of Little Switzerland, and surely the beautiful

clear Avater Avith its thousands of small fish and the lovely over-

hanging trees in large measure justified its name. Quietly roAving

along for about half a mile, avc arrived at a bridge that spanned the

creek at a height of upAvards of twenty feet to the parapet, and

Avide enough to admit the passage of a Avherry for the conveyance

of marl Avhen the pit Avas Avorked.”

Later on the party Avere joined by Mr. H. B. "Woodward, Avho

accompanied them to a marl-pit, Avhere one of those peculiar geo-

logical formations called jparamoudra—which are a series of

cylindrical flints standing one above another, almost perpen-

dicularly from the top to the bottom of the pit

—

Avas to bo seen.

The last expedition. Avhicli I Avas unavoidably prevented from

attending, Avas, by the permission of Sir Francis Boileau, to the

Woods at Ivetteringham and Ilethel. It was unfortunately a very

Avet day, Avhicli detracted from the pleasure of Avhat Avould have

doubtless been an enjoyable trip.

The number and strength of our Society continue to go on

increasing. At the time of the last annual meeting avo numbered
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-’Olr members, and at the annual meeting before that 194.
’U c now reach 234, having in the past year lost none, I am
glad to say, by death, and only nine by withdrawal, and added
thirty-nine.

All this, combined with the scientific excellence of much which
lias appeared and will appear in our 1

Transactions,’ is very satis-
factory; 1 lie addition of so many new members particularly so;
and it is to be hoped that some of them will contribute papers fur
the evening meetings, though not necessarily for publication if the
authors do not wish.

One ot the best features of our .Society has been the formation
of a Naturalists’ Library, easy of access to all, and providing books
and, more particularly, Scientific Journals and Transactions which
arc very difficult to be had. The chief additions to this department
have been . I ho dishes ot India, by Francis Day, presented by
the Author; the ‘Seals and Whales of the British Seas,’ by
thomas Southwell, presented by the Author; the ‘Proceedings of
the Loyal Geographical Society,’ presented by Mr. Hugh G.
Parclay; Vols. i.—vii. of the ‘Transactions of the Northumber-
land Natural History Society,’ presented by the Society. Besides
all this, through the energy of our Secretary, exchanges of publica-
tions have, during the past session, been established with the
following additional Societies The Northumberland Natural
History Society, The Royal Society of Edinburgh, The Croydon
Microscopical and Natural History Society, The Northamptonshire
Natural History Society, The Imperial Society of Naturalists of
Moscow.

I propose to occupy the rest of this evening with some remarks
on our County’s Ornithology of some slight interest to those of our
members who have an ornithological bias, and I hope that I shall
not be dull to the rest who find occupation for their time in other
specialities. A hdo we all love Nature, each, be lie a student of
ilowers, insects, or birds, occupies himself with and devotes his
time to the branch he likes best

; but it is the united strength of
all which has kept up the Norwich Naturalists’ Society, and will
keep it up, I hope, for many a long day.
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The last fifteen years have been signalized by the return of one

or two of our extinct species to their old haunts, but only as

migratory visitants. The magnificent Great Bustard, which

appeared at Mr. Upcher’s, at Feltwell, in 187G,* will be fresh in

your recollection. In 18G9 four Cranes, if not more, were killed

;

viz., one at Somerton, one at Thornham, one at Twickenham, and

one at Burnham, or possibly two, if the same specimen was not

inadvertently recorded twice over. At the same time four others

were killed in other parts of Great Britain, and a fifth was seen in

Devonshire (‘Zoologist,’ 18G9, p. 186G).

When the first volume of the ‘Birds of (Norfolk’ was published,

many of us supposed we had seen the last of the Kite, but this

fine “ raptor,” extinct as a resident, will probably always be an

occasional visitant. Since the last mentioned by Mr. Stevenson,

four have been killed, and at least one other seen
;
namely, one

killed at Martham in 18G5, one at Plumstead in 1870, two seen at

Northrepps in 1877, and one killed at Beeston Itegis, and one

killed at Northrepps in 1880;t and I hear, quite recently, of two

killed in Suffolk, one of which I have seen.

* He was sitting down when I saw him, not particularly shy, and yet far

enough off to be quite out of danger, llis great body so very light-coloured

that it was some time before I could realize that it was indeed Otis tarda

himself, but I think the wings must have been partly unfolded, which would

have added to his bulk. With his head and neck erect, we could see him a

mile off. At length he rose, facing the north, and took a haughty view of

the two individuals who were presuming to watch him with a telescope,

before Hying off', which he soon did with outstretched neck. The head was

held on a level with the back as he Hew, and not depressed as it usually is

in the Crane. No sooner were the pinions stretched, than the tail, which

had been before erect and closed (as in the plate in 2nd vol. of ‘Birds of

Norfolk’), flattened itself out and opened to the full extent. Any amount of

tracks were to be seen where he had been, and his weight was evident from

the deep impressions. These impressions measured four inches across, and

three and a quarter lengthways.

t Many years ago a Kite was killed in the “ Hungry-IIills ” woods at

Northrepps (exactly the same locality which produced the specimen in

lySO). I have a pencil sketch by some unknown hand, apparently taken

after it was stuffed, and a note to the effect that it was shot whilst in the

net of devouring a rabbit, and the skin preserved.



I lie Short-cared Owl had ceased to breed in Norfolk some time
bclorc Mr. Stevenson wrote his account of this species, in which lie

gives 1851 as the hist date of a nest in West Norfolk; but states

that they had probably ceased to breed in East Norfolk for some
time before that. It is satisfactory to know, that in spite of game-

preserving, these birds have once more begun to breed with us,

and in both divisions of the county. In the summer of 1878,
Mr. (,ole, ot Norwich, received three nestlings from the neighbour-

hood of Dereham, and three more from somewhere in the same
locality in 1879; and in East Norfolk, in the “Broad" district,

two, it not three clutches of young birds were found. Again in

1^8 1, two more nests wore found in the “ Broad ”
district, and on

the 3rd of August I saw one flying about,—too early, I think, for

a migrant. It has been ascertained by Mr. K. M. Christy that

they are also breeding in Cambridgeshire (‘Zoologist/ 1881, p. 33G).

All this is very satisfactory; and we may hope that a bird which
has always been a common winter visitant, may again take rank
permanently as a resident.

All our Owls and Birds of prey are suffering terribly. A game-
keeper remarked to me that lie did not think the Kestrel did much
haim

; but, added he, significantly, “It is all the same to me if I

have my gun, I shoot all Hawks." The Tawny Owl is almost
extinct at Cromer, and I very seldom see a Kestrel. In one
palish near Cromer, where game is preserved, between the years
ltvol and 18(31, the enormous number of 379 Hawks and Owls were
shot, trapped, or netted by one gamekeeper. Between 1865 and
1871, 169 were killed. Ihese consisted of fifty Long-eared Owls,
forty-seven Kestrels, twenty-four Sparrow-hawks, twenty-two
Tawny Owls, sixteen Barn Owls, one Short-eared Owl, one
Montague's Harrier, and eight unrecorded, in addition to nine
Jajs and three Magpies. The greatest number killed in one
}ear was sixty-nine, in 1863. In 1861 forty-nine were killed,

and in 1867 thirty-seven, consisting of twenty-two Hawks and
fifteen Owls. Ike smallest number was in 1868, when only
seventeen were killed, of which thirteen were Hawks and four
Owls.



Hobbies occur in the summer, and Buzzards of different species

arrive in large numbers in the autumn, but they are doomed never

to go back again to Scandinavia. The Raven, once so common, is

a thing of the past. Sir Thomas Browne said they ate up all the

carrion round the towns, and drove the Kites away. In those

days Norwich was like what Cairo is now. Refuse of the worst

kind openly exposed) no drains or appliances for carrying it away)

and outside the city, four-legged scavengers, Kites, and Ravens,

performed this office.

I suppose the time is not far distant when wo shall

bewail the loss of the Carrion Crow as a breeder among us. In

Koxley wood, its great stronghold, it still breeds abundantly)

but Mr. Norgatc tells me the wood is to be preserved, and then

its days will be numbered. Fortunately there are still a few

—

a very few—other places where gamekeepers are at a discount,

and Pheasants do not multiply to the extinction of the birds of

the soil.

Slaughter, for different reasons, follows in the steps of

the thick-billed Hawfinch, which is yearly increasing, not

only as a winter visitant, but as a resident, breeding in

our gardens, particularly where there are any old Yews or

Hornbeams.

Snipes and AVikl Ducks decrease from drainage and cultivation,

but not from shooting where a proper close-time is observed

)

and that should be from March 1st to duly 10th for AVild Ducks,

and from March 1st to August 1st for Snipes. The matter has

more than once been debated before the Justices of Norfolk, and

a host of arguments brought forward. Quot homines, tot sententhv.

Different dates suit different localities. By the middle of July

all the flappers have left such broads as Ranworth and South

AValsham
)
but the owners of those decoys and secluded lakes to

which they then betake themselves think August 1st quite early

enough for the close time to end.

In many districts of Norfolk there is always a spring passage

of Snipes. In some of these districts it is said none breed
)
the

owners, therefore, naturally think they ought to be allowed to



shoot migrating Snipe after March 1st
;

but for the general weal
of the community it would bo much better that they should not
do so. #

All our gunners agree that the Waders in our harbours are not
so plentiful as they used to be. There are twenty gunners at

Treydon where there used to be one; and t lie railway is projected

to Blakonoy, and Parliament has granted the Act for it. .Still, at

these places the birds are protected in the breeding season.

1 will not dwell on the well-known scarcity of the lhilf. In
three visits to our principal Norfolk broad I was unable to get

a sight ol any
;
and should not the local proprietors afford them

more protection, the last breeding-place of this species in England
will be gone.

There is certainly no visible cause for speaking of the Coot as

a decreasing inhabitant of our broads, but during the last two
years I have been several times to our principal broads, both
in the spring and autumn, and have seen very few. Lubbock
speaks of it as ‘ 4 universally dispersed in the breeding season:”
he has known ;>0() or GOO eggs taken in a season from one small
broad alone. To quote his own comparison at the time when
he wrote :

—“A broad entirely devoid of Coots would be London
without Sparrows, or Newcastle without coals.” Put if this was
so in his day, it is all changed now. It is quite possible to go to

many of our principal broads, such as Hickling, Horsey, Filby,

bouth A alsham, Panworth, and Breydon without seeing a single

Coot, and they are equally scarce on Fritton and Oulton in

Suffolk.

* In the lengthy and somewhat acrimonious discussions in the ‘ Field
’

newspaper, and among the Justices assembled at Quarter Sessions, a
difference has existed as to the date when Wild Ducks and Snipes begin
to lay. Having been occasionally appealed to, I have been at some trouble
to collect all the reliable information I could on the subject. I am indebted
principally to the note-books of .Mr. W. E. Clarke, Professor Newton,
Mr. F. Norgate, and Mr. R. Nr. Christy for forty dates of Wild Ducks’
nests and fifty-nine of Snipes’, which make it appear that the average
date of deposition of the first egg is March 31st for Wild Ducks, and
April 1.0th for Snipes.
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Many other similar facts might be brought forward respecting

other birds. Bearded Tits are nothing like as plentiful as they

used to be, and Harriers are very rare. Our celebrated broads

are becoming a collecting-ground for London dealers, who would

flock down, if they dared, in shoals, like excursionists to Epping

Forest, and invade the waste of waters which is the asylum of our

native Warblers and Swallow-tailed Butterflies, where the Osmunda

Fern rears its head in tufts of lordly size, and the Osprey occasion-

ally soars overhead, and the Short-eared Owl breeds when unmolested.

These sacred solitudes and their rare inhabitants it is our duty,

as good Naturalists, to protect. Let us raise our voice in behalf

of the last remnant of the Buffs and Beeves, before it is too late

;

and let us plead that the nests of the Harriers and Short-eared

Owls may be spared, and they will reward those on whose domains

they still are for many a long day to come. It is a sad reflection,

that the greed for specimens, the preservation of game, and the

advances of cultivation, should rob our sons of much which

is interesting in our native Avi-fauna. The evil might be

greatly checked if the taste for Natural History was more general,

and the desire for the excessive multiplication of the domestic

Pheasant did not cause so many of our proprietors to license their

gamekeepers to trap and shoot everything indiscriminately

though this is not the only factor in the extermination which is

going on.
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I.

A MEMOIR OF

DR. S. 1\ WOODWARD, A.L.S., F.G.S., Ac.

WITH A LIST OF HIS PUBLISHED PAPERS.

By Horace B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Read 26th April
,
1881.

'lino roll of Norfolk Naturalists would be incomplete without the

name of S. P. Woodward. Although his contributions to the

Natural History of his native county arc small, yet in wider fields

his published works have occupied an influential position; and his

‘Manual of the Mollusca ’ alone sufficiently proclaims the author

to be ono of the scientific men of mark of whom Norfolk may
justly be proud.*

To the class of Naturalists of whom Edward Forbes was pre-

eminently the leader, belonged the subject of this memoir. In

boyhood a student of insects, he became later on an ardent collector

of plants, and an excellent botanist; geology next took up most of

his attention; and, finally, he devoted himself to the particular study

of the Mollusca, with a perseverance that led him to be recognized

as the highest living authority on recent and fossil shells.

Asa Natural History Reviewer his “Literary Remains,” published

in the ‘Critic’ and other periodicals, have commended themselves

to all who have read them, by their pleasant style, their valuable

criticism, and the many original remarks with which they are

interspersed.

Such a bald statement, even if accompanied by a list and analysis

of his chief scientific works, would give but little idea of the man,
of his passionate love of Nature, and his earnestness in striving to

do thoroughly whatever he undertook. The story of his life may
present few incidents of particular interest to Naturalists, and I

shall attempt no more than an outline of its leading features;

but the position he had gained for himself, and the esteem in

* A short memoir of S. F. Woodward was given in ‘ Men of the Time ’ by
E. Walford (1S62).
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which he was held by men like Sedgwick, Darwin, Lyoll, and Owen,
not to mention other distinguished men of science, leave mo no
] oom to doubt that I do right in offering this tribute in memory of him
to tire ‘Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society.’

His scientific works are so well known to all who would be
interested in them, that the list appended to this memoir will in
most cases sufficiently indicate his labours. My object will be to
sketch some of the surroundings and circumstances of his life,

that served to prompt his undertakings.

Samuel Pickworth Woodward was the second son of Samuel
Woodward of Norwich, and was born in Briggs Lane, in that city,

on the. 17th of September, 1821. Ilis father, at that date (and
until his death in 1838) a clerk in Gurneys' Bank, was well known
as an enthusiastic Naturalist, and especially for his researches into
the Antiquities and Geology of Norfolk. *

In 1828, when seven years of age, S. P. Woodward was placed
at the Priory school, at Gray friars (situated near the top of what
is now the Prince ot "W ales Road, in Norwich), conducted by
Mr. William Brooke, where he received a sound knowledge of Latin
and Greek, besides the ordinary English subjects. In 1831 his

father removed to Grove Cottage, Lakenham, where the remaining
years of his childhood were spent. As a boy he often accompanied
his father, his elder brother B. B. Woodward, and their school-fellow

1. G. Bayfield, on country walks
;
sometimes to the crag-pits at

Bramerton, Postwick, and Thorpe, at other times in search of plants
on Household, and on the heaths and marshes of St. Eaith’s,

Horsham; and no doubt these excursions kindled the love of
Natural History which influenced his after-life.

As before mentioned, entomology was his earliest recreative

science, and on one occasion he brought home some specimens of

the Hymenopterous insect Trichiosoma lucorum, a notice of which
his father contributed to the ‘ Magazine of Natural History ’ on the

16th May, 1831, accompanied by a drawing (which was engraved)

made by his little son, then nine and a half years of age, and entirely

self-taught, t

* A memoir of Samuel Woodward was published in the Trans. Norfolk
and Norwich Nat. Soc. vol. ii. p. 5G3.

t See Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. v. (1832) p. SC.
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His half-holidays wore mostly spent in rambles with his brother
Lernard, and in learning the names of the birds, and butterflies, and
flowers they noticed in their walks. Nor did they neglect the “slugs
and snails,” for they searched the country round, and collected
in hedge and marsh nearly a hundred species. Many years later he
spoke of the hours thus spent as among the pleasantest recollections
ol his school-boy days.

In Juno, 1 835, S. 1’. W oodward, then not ijuito fourteen years
of ago, stayed a short time at Yarmouth, with Mr. Dawson Turner,
K.R.S., having been asked to collect plants for him. Early in the
following year (lcS,U>) his school-days had terminated, and he was
engaged by Mr. turner to work at his extensive collection of dried
plants. Accordingly lie left Norwich in February by the river-
steamer, and found the passage over Dreydon very pleasant.
Waiting home, he observes that

Hundreds of little snow-white Gulls and Terns were running about the
•sands, the Herons were wading breast deep in the shallow water, every post
had its long-necked Cormorant, and large flocks of Royston Crows* were
picking shells out of the mud banks, which being covered with grass wrack
looked more like a common intersected by ditches than a quicksand which
would at most bear a duck or a gull.”

Ho found plenty to do when he arrived at his destination, and in
writing to his mother ho says :

—
“ My work this morning [Feb. 16th, 1S36] consisted in carrying the plants

from the Ante-library to the Attic, up two long flights of stairs, more than
twenty times, with as many as I could possibly carry, Mr. T. laughing all the
time in a manner peculiar to himself.”

Mr. T. s collection consists of almost all the British flowering plants a
vast number of foreign plants, mosses, fungi, &c., &c., named and arranged
according to the old system. These I shall have to clean, re-name and
arrange according to the present systems. Besides these, Mr. T. has a great
quantity of unarranged plants (many hundreds) which I shall have also to
clean, name, fasten on paper and arrange; they are mostly in parcels just as
they were sent from all the great botanists who lived twenty or thirty years
ago, some of the plants have been in the papers they are now in more than
forty years, and the worms have eaten them through and through but they
are very valuable nevertheless !

” 05 J

In this employment he made great progress with his botanical
knowledge, and for some years afterwards the study of plants

* Hooded or Norway Crow.
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became the pastime of bis leisure hours. In the course of time he

formed a large and valuable herbarium himself, chiefly made between

the years 1835—50, and which was ultimately purchased for the

Royal Agricultural College at Cirencester.

Many years later, in reviewing the ‘ Foot-notes from the Page of

Nature ’ (by the Eev. Hugh Macmillan, 1861), he observed, the

author’s “ genial enthusiasm brings back to us recollections of our

own beginnings in botany ;
the pleasure of gathering a plant at the

place where some master of the science had found it many many

years before, and the disappointment experienced when we failed—as

in the case of the Buxbaumia (B. aphylla), that queer little moss

named after a queer old German, which Sir W. Hooker first

discovered in England at a spot where we have spent many a

holiday.” This was in a fir plantation at Sprowston, near Norwich.

His herbal was indeed a source of great delight: to lnm “there was

a tale on every page—the flowers were the book of his remembrance;
’

and yet a companion once likened it “to so much donkeys feed !

In 1837 he went to Fakenham, as usher in Mr. Carr’s school, but

was unable to settle there, and left after three months. During his

stay he made the acquaintance of Mr. Legge (the independent

minister) ;
and of Mr. J. Gage Pigg * a student then reading for

college, the friendly intercourse with whom exercised considerable

influence upon his religious sentiments.

After leaving Fakenham he was employed for a time in the office

of Mr. Brightwell, a lawyer in Norwich; but early in the following

year (1838) his father died, and thenceforth lie was thrown entirely

upon his own resources.

Shortly afterwards he went to London, at the request of Mr.

Hudson Gurney, to arrange and catalogue the library at his town

residence in St. Janies’ Square ;
and through Mr. Gurney’s influence

he obtained, in May, an appointment in the library of the British

Museum. This office he filled little more than twelve months,

being elected next year (1839), chiefly on the recommendation of

Professor Sedgwick, to be Sub-curator to the Geological Society

of London, an office then vacant through tho resignation of

Mr. Searles Y. Wood.

* Afterwards minister of Marlborough Chapel, Old Kent Road, London.

He died in 1861.
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Mr. William Lonsdale, of whom my father speaks as “ his friend

and master was then the curator. 8. P. Woodward entered

upon his duties at Somerset House f on June 1st, 1839, and was
employed in arranging, labeling, and cataloguing specimens, in

drawing illustrations for the evening-meetings, and in attending the

students and visitors who then, much more often than now,

consulted the Society’s Museum. His occupations were congenial,

and he set to work “with zeal and assiduity.” Fortunate indeed

was ho, while in the service of this Society, in working under the

immediate direction of such a man as Lonsdale, who, besides his

extcnsivo and accurate knowledge of palaeontology, had been

educated to the profession of a soldier, and, to quote the words of

Dr. Fitton, brought into the service of the Society “some of the

best qualities of the military character,—singleness of purpose, tho

strongest sense of duty and subordination, with such devoted

energy in tho performance of whatever he undertook, as too often

led him to exertions beyond his strength.”

Partly, no doubt, to Mr. Lonsdale’s example he acquired those

habits of scrupulous neatness in his arrangements of books,

specimens, and papers, and in writing on tablets, &c., which
formed a remarkable trait in his character. Unfortunately it may
bo said of him as of Lonsdale, that his spirit “ no labours could

have tried,” but the “ frame of adamant ” was wanting, t

While his attention was confined to geological subjects during
the day, he gave up much of his spare time to botany. In 1S39.
he was elected a member of the Botanical Society of London, which
had been instituted November 29th, 1S3G, mainly with the object

of promoting the exchange and distribution of plants. Of this

Society in 1843, Mr. J. W. Ewing of Norwich, the Rev. George
Munford of East Winch, and Daniel Stock of Bungay, were local

secretaries. He also belonged to a Botanical Club, of which
Adam White, Edward Doubleday, G. E. Dennes, Arthur Henfrev,
and others, were members. It is also noteworthy, as a matter of
local interest, that a Botanical Society was in 1841 (September Gth)

established at Holt, of which Mr. >T. W . Bloy was the secretary.

•Preface to the ‘ Manual of the Mollusca.’

t The Society now has rooms at Burlington House.

$ Remarks at Anniversary Meeting of Geological Society, IStG.
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In 1840 my father spent a short holiday with Mr. Dawson
Turner at Yarmouth, and made many botanical excursions, some in
company with the Eev. John Gunn, lie says, in a letter to a
friend, on Tuesday, July 23rd, “we went to Upton Broad,
St. Bonnet's Abbey, and Mr. Gunn’s house at Smallborough, where
we slept this was my hardest day’s work, there I gathered my
rarest plant, it cost me a jump into the water, and a dozen miles
walking afterwards.” And lie “was covered to the waist with
mud.”

Ho also collected nineteen species of ‘Crag-shells’ from the
washed beds at Scratbv, Caister, and Gorleston, including an

entire specimen of Valuta Lambert!, which he obtained in
company wiuh Mr. Gunn at Scratby. These beds have since been
carefully examined by Messrs. Wood and Ifarmer, and grouped by
them as “Middle Glacial.”

His assistance was acknowledged by Edward Newman, in his
‘History of British Terns,’ published in 1840

;
and in the following

)cui, when but twenty years of ago, he communicated his first

scientific paper to the ‘ Annals and Magazine of Natural History.’
It was entitled the “Flora of Central Norfolk,” being “Addenda
to Mr. Mann’s List of Norwich Plants,” published in a previous
number of the magazine.

In the same year (1841) he was chosen as an Associate of the
Linnean Socict}, a purely honorary election, as but a limited
number of associates are made.

Among the prominent members of the Geological Society at this
time were Fitton, Sedgwick, Buckland, Lyoll, Murchison, Henslow,
Whewell, and Do la Beche

;
while among younger members of the

council were Darwin, Owen, and Sir Philip Egorton.

There was a vigour and freshness about the science of Geology
which gave rise to papers of general interest, and led to interesting

and warm discussions at the Society’s rooms.* Thus, in June, 1840
Agassiz for the first time pointed out the evidence of the former
existence of glaciers in the British Islands, and in November of the
same year, the subject was taken up by Buckland. Some notes of
the discussion which followed the reading of their papers before
the Geological Society, were made at the time by my father.

*Seo ‘Life of Sir Roderick I. Murchison,’ by Archibald Geikie, vol. i. p. 195.
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Luekland pointed to the evidence furnished by groovings on the
lock-surfaces, and to the scratches on the boulders; but ho met
IV. h much opposition from Murchison, Whewell, and Greenomri,
After an animated debate, Buckland rose to reply, expounding
some length the doctrines of the neiv theory; Ld in concluding
With a look and tone of triumph, ho pronounced upon \Z
opponents who dared to question the orthodoxy of the facial
•scratches when they should come to perdition, the pains of e°ternal
i on, without the privilege of scratching !

!

'

My father was a great lover of poetry, many of his earlier letters arc

, ,

°f ‘ ; "hll°’ amonS l,rosaio '™*s, ho speaks with enthusiasm
(when twenty-two years of age) of HorscheU’a ‘Astronomy,’

wrt* .vT
Um °“ Studira of 1,10 University,’ and

V l e vells Bridgewater Treatise’ on Astronomy and Genemi

1
Carlyle has said that “a man’s religion is the chief fact

th regard tohmi; ' and as in this age of frcethought, science is
often regardedms the enemy of religion, I should not omit tomcnt.on that my father was ever animated by a deep appreciation

of those doctrines of Christian teacl.ing, which in their highest
...man development rise above all fixed creeds and formularies
l.s religious views, as before mentioned, had taken their inspiration

at the fount of the Congregational Independents, and for a time he
taught in tile Abney Chapel Sunday School in London

; while hi,sediments were further strengthened by intercourse with hishro her Bernard, who had entered the Highbury Theological
College, and afterwards accepted charge of a congregation at
lailosten Although in alter years his views broadened, and his

ideas ol the Sabbath enabled him to enjoy a country ramble, or a
tew hours gardening, lie never hesitated to make'a determined
stand against the materialistic teachings that have been doomed

culture

t!shtly
’ M th° l0Si°al outcomo scientific

hrom the year 1811 to 1830 (excepting only 1852) he attended
every meeting of the British Association, acting as reporter of the
Geological Section for the ‘Atheuamm.’ His accounts, whichcontained full notes of the discussions, are elaborate and interesting
1 lie journeys he thus made, which always included a walking tourafforded him many opportunities of adding to his herbarium andma-ing oiservations on various geological subjects. His note-

vor< m.
u
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books are filled with, miscellaneous memoranda and drawings.
Here, lists of plants

;
there, a sketch of some village church;

memoranda on fossils, descriptions of scenery, and not a few
extracts of poetry. On November 17th, 1843, he read before the
Botanical Society of London some “ Notes of a Botanical Excursion
in Warwickshire, Worcestershire, Wales and Ireland.” This was
a rambling account principally of the ferns and flowers he met
with, accompanied by references to the geological features.

Under the direction of Mr. (afterwards Sir Roderick) Murchison,
he prepared in 184^ the Geological Map of England and Wales,
published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge;
and another edition published in relievo by Messrs. Dobbs & Co.
M hile fortunate in working under Lonsdale, equally so was he

when, in 1842, the Curator resigned his position at the Geological
Society, and Edward Forbes was appointed in his stead, as Curator
and Librarian, The friendship then formed was enduring, and
thiough Foibes researches on the Mollusca my father’s particular
attention was no doubt concentrated later on upon this subject.
TV ith such an enthusiastic and gifted colleague, the museum work
must have been carried on with great delight, and as Eorbes became
professor of Botany, in King’s College, there were many bonds of
sympathy between them. Forbes resigned his office in 1844, on
being appointed Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey; and
Mr. D. T. Ansted succeeded him under the title of Vice-Secretary
of the Society. The same year my father assisted Lyell in
comparing and naming a large collection of fossil plants from the
Coal-measures of North America; and in 1845, he applied for, and
obtained (in August), the appointment of Professor of Geology
and Natural History in the Royal Agricultural College just

established at Cirencester. This at once gave him a recognized

position, and employment that was congenial in all respects.

On leaving the Geological Society, the Council recorded their

sense of the great value of the services ho had rendered
; and it

was also resolved unanimously (September 7th, 1845), that the
thanks of the Botanical Society of London be presented to him for

the great services he had rendered tire Society during the whole
time he had been a member. On the 29th November of the samo
year, the Council of this Society appointed him Local Secretary
for the county of Gloucester.
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11ns year was marked also by his marriage with Elizabeth
eldest daughter of John Teulon, the descendant of a Huguenot
family of Nisnies.* And it may be mentioned that during the
course of the next fifteen years he became possessed of eight
hostages to fortune,” two of whom, however, did not survive a

very tender age.

The^ Royal Agricultural College, which obtained its charter on
the 27th March, 1845, was intended to teach agriculture, the
various sciences connected with it, and their practical application in
the cultivation of the soil, and the management of stock.
The Professor of Geology and Natural History was to teach the

rudiments ot those sciences, and to draw attention to the various
“ insects, animals, plants, or minerals, with which the farmer in
this country is most concerned.” Ho had, in course of time to
give, to the senior department, three lectures a week on Natural
History, and two lectures a week on Geology, with occasional
examinations. To the junior department, one Botanical, and one
Geological lecture or examination were to be given each day.
lortjons of the above course of instruction were given in the
held.

IlenoB'the duties of the Professor gave him constant occupa-
tion flic lectures covered a wide range of knowledge, including
tlio structure and physiology of both plants and animals. Whilst
at Cirencester (my father writes) “for nearly 400 days of that
tune I made it a rule to get a diagram done daily, in addition
to the collect,ons I made to illustrate my lectures." And these
diagrams were done so elaborately that each ono was a work
oi art.

Tim other Professors at this time were Mr. Thomas Arkell
(• gucu ture), Mr. J. T. Way (Chemistry), the Rev. G. C. Hod<r-kmson, Principal of the College (Mathematics and Natuml

p

hilosophy), Mr. John Bravender (Surveying and Practical'J,

^
meering), and Mr. Robinson (Veterinary Surgery).
111 jng hit, residence there he took a prominent part in the

which' r‘ 1

0?~d NatamIista' Club, a brief account ofu Inch it may be interesting to give.

•Smiles mentions that the Teulon family del from France and settled in
! " rn‘* "bout thc tln“ »' Revocation of the Edirtof Sll(October, 1685). ‘The Huguenots’ (1867), p. 520 .

* antes

u 2
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In June, 1843, Sir Thomas Tailored sent out a circular containing

a proposal for the formation of a club similar to the Berwickshire

Naturalists’ Club, the earliest club of the kind established in this

country
;
and in the course of his remarks he says :

“ Thus it will be seen that the Club is a peripatetic body, the rendez-vous

being appointed at some village or country town, where a substantial break-

ast is ready, at about eight o’clock. At this any members within reach
and so disposed assemble, accompanied occasionally by friends, and after

breakfast proceed in one or more bodies, as may best suit the objects of each,

to explore the neighbourhood, some attending to the geology, others to the
botany, entomology, and other branches of the Natural History of the

district traversed by them, visiting on the way any fine park, curious

manufactory, remains of antiquity, or whatever other object of interest the

walk may produce. Some may be armed with fishing tackle or a gun, or the

cool stream may invite to a bath. From their several rambles the different

parties return by a stated hour to a plain dinner, at which it is a rule to

avoid expense, so that, for instance, the native beverage of the north,

whisky, is substituted for wine, after dinner. This repast being ended, and
a few customary toasts drunk, the President calls upon any members who
may be prepared to read communications, which are discussed, and if of

sufficient interest are printed in the transactions.”

On the 7 tli July of the same year a few Naturalists met at the

“Black Horse” on Birdlip Hill, and in the course of a walk

through Witcomhe Woods, to the Roman Axilla, and Cooper’s Hill,

Sir Thomas Tancred “ showed how much enjoyment and in-

struction might he gained by a simple ramble through beautiful

scenery, in company with several men who are all more or less

skilled; but at least, all interested in that glorious study of nature.” *

There were present at this first meeting (besides Sir T. Tancred)

Mr. Prideaux J. Selby, of Twizell House, Northumberland, who

came to assist at the inauguration of the new Society; Mr. T.

Barwick Lloyd Baker, of Hardwicke Court
;

Air. J. T. Way and

Air. S. P. Woodward, Professors at the Royal Agricultural College
;

and the Rev. J. M. Prower, Vicar of Purton. Dr. Daubcny of

Oxford, and Mr. H. E. Strickland were enrolled as members at

this first meeting. Thus was established the Cottesv'uld Naturalists’

Pield Club, which has continued to do good work ever since.

At its first meeting my father gave an account of the geology of

the district to be explored by the Club.

* Sec address to Cotteswold Nat, Field Club, by Mr. Baker, Feb. 16th, 1850.
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llis youngest brother Henry* joined his classes and those of the
other Professors at Cirencester, and laid the foundations of that
natural history knowledge which has since gained for him the
high position lie now occupies.

A little over two happy years passed at Cirencester, for although
lie had to labour hard, his work brought him into frequent contact
with Nature, and later on (18G3) he wrote: “Our first term at
Cirencester was passed in a new world to us, and such a world ! I
would go back to it now if I could.” This delightful time,
however, was not of long duration. Owing to pecuniary difficulties,
the result of mismanagement, the Council of the Agricultural
College were reluctantly obliged to diminish the number of their
stall and remodel the professorships; and on the 24th July, 1847,
my father was informed that his tenure of office must terminate at
Christmas. This decision of the Council, which they expressed
with regret, came quite unexpectedly, and was most disappointing
alter the labour ho had bestowed upon his lectures. At the close
of the year he left Cirencester, and at the age of 2G, without any
fixed occupation or income, settled in London. The Council of the
Botanical Society temporarily engaged his services, as did also
1 rolessor Tennant, whose large collection of fossils (to quote Mr.
lonnants words) ho assisted in naming and arranging “with his
usual accuracy and neatness,” and whose catalogue (published in
1858) he subsequently prepared.

Dunng his residence at Cirencester lie was subject to occasional
attacks of asthma, which, though at first slight, gradually became
more frequent after he had settled in London, and until the end of
his days he suffered more or less acutely.

On the 1st July, 1848, Mr. Hudson Gurney having heard,
through Sir Henry Ellis, then Principal Librarian of the British
Museum, of a vacancy in the Natural History Department of that
institution, wrote to my father, telling him he thought he might
probably obtain it. An application was accordingly sent in a
fortnight afterwards, accompanied by testimonials from Mr. Gurney,
the Dean of Westminster (Dr. Buckland), Professor Sedgwick,
G. B. Greenough, Dr. Mantel], Murchison, Lyoll, Darwin, 'll. E.
Strickland, J. S. Bowerbank, T. Sopwith, Owen, Lonsdale,

* Henry Woodward, LL.D., F.R.S., is now Keeper of the Geological
Department in the British Museum (Natural History), South Kensington.
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E. Forbes, 1). T. Ansted, Thomas Bell, James Paget, E. E. Grant,
W. B. Carpenter, De la Beche, John Phillips, A. C. Eamsay,
Dr. Daubeny, John Edward Gray, and others.

It is not to be wondered at, with such support, that (on the
28th September following) he received notice of his appointment
as. First-class Assistant in the Department of Geology and
Mineralogy in the British Museum. At this time Mr. Charles
Konig,* who was Keeper of the Department, reserved to himself
exclusively the Minerals and Fossil Fishes

;
Mr. G. E. Waterhouse

(who entered the Museum in 1843) was working at the Fossil
Osteological collection; and my father obtained leave to work at
the Invertebrata, commencing on those of the Oolites. Thence-
forth nearly all the specimens belonging to this division that were
purchased were previously examined by him and recommended to
the Trustees. After the death of Mr. Konig in 1851, Mr. G. E.
Waterhouse was appointed Keeper of the Department; and in 1857
he requested the Trustees to divide it into two. Mr. Waterhouse
was then appointed Keeper of the Geological Department, and
l iofessor N. Story Maskelyne of the Mineralogical Department. +

Mi. Henry W oodward, who joined the Geological Department
in 18ofc, had previously assisted in compiling the materials for the
catalogue of Brachiopoda in the collection of the Museum, which
was edited by my father. From this time the two brothers
worked together; Mr. Henry Woodward, as is well known, devoting
his particular attention to the elucidation of the fossil Crustacea.

During the seventeen years he held office at the British Museum,
besides thenaming and arranging of various invertebrate fossils, a great
deal of my father s time was taken up in displaying and expounding
the treasures to the numerous visitors, British and Foreign, who
came for the purposes of inquiry and study. Many a youthful
student, moreover, owed much to his kindly help and encouragement;
amongst whom may be mentioned Mr. Harry Seeley.

J:
(now Professor

of Geography in King’s College, London), Mr. George Sharman
(now Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey of England),

* Mr. Konig in his youth was Librarian to Sir Joseph Banks.

f Professor Owen was appointed Superintendent of the Natural History
Department in 1855.

-t See Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Sept. 18G5.



and .Lucas Barrett (lato Liiector of the Geological Survey of
the West Indies). And my father speaks (in one of his letters)

ol the great (and gratuitous) assistance ho had received “ almost
continuously u from Mr. Sharman and Mr. Barrett. The sad death
ot Mr. Barrett affected him very much; and in the ‘Critic’ of

February 1st, 18G3, lie writes: “Since the death of Edward Forbes,
no British naturalist had won such golden opinions, or raised such
hopes of a brilliant future as the young and ardent spirit who thus
met with a sudden and untimely end. ’ Mr. Barrett was drowned oft'

Jamaica, while dressed in a diving-suit, when only 25 years of age.

Soon after ho entered the British Museum my father’s thoughts
began to bo taken up with his ‘ Manual of the Mollusca,’ and it

occupied the “ unceasing attention ’ ol his leisure hours for six

years. I ho first part was published in 1851, the second in 1851, and
the third in 185G. They were accompanied by twenty-four plates,

engraved by Mr. J. W. Lowry
;
and six hundred and three species

were figured, all ot which were previously drawn by the author.
The general appearance of the work and of the plates was, however,
unfortunately much injured by the necessity of their being cut
down to the size ol the volumes in Weale's Series.

It was a work at once well received and adopted by all the
leading Naturalists at home, and by many abroad. In his presi-

dential address to the Linneau Society (18G6) Mr. Busk makes the
following remarks in reference to it :

—

“.This work speedily took the very first rank among text-books on the
subject and desen edly so, both by the lucidity of its arrangement, the
amazing amount of correct information compressed into a small space, and
the great amount of original matter contained in it. The Supplement, more
especially, containing a detailed account of the geographical distribution of
living Mollusca and of the distribution in time of the fossil forms, is
particularly deserving of notice as a monument of the full aud accurate
information possessed by the author, and as one of the most useful
compendiums of what is known on those subjects ever given to the world.”

I might add the testimonies of many distinguished men, of
Lyell, Mantell, and others

;
but two will suffice.

Darwin writing on June 3rd, 1850, says : “I have just finished studying, with
all the attention of which I am capable, your book. And I, for one, am deeply
indebted to you for its publication, as 1 have not derived for years so much
solid instruction and interest from any other book.”
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1 • P- CarPenter, a well-known conchologist, remarks in reference

to the Manual of the Mollusca,’ “ a comparison of all ordinary books with
which, only amazes us more and more at the vast amount of patient
investigation, of accumulated facts, and of philosophic judgment, which its
author has condensed into a small and cheap volume.”

In an article which my father published in ‘ Recreative Science
’

for February, 1861, he enumerates several works which would he
serviceable to “the shell-collector in London,” and observes:

‘“Our own’ manual, we must refer to (as people speak of children who
have cost them pain and trouble) with mingled satisfaction and regret. More
than seven thousand copies of it have been circulated, and it is now both out
ol print and out of date, for in the last ten years an amount of conchological
work has been done, which was altogether unprecedented

; so many new
shells have been described and new genera proposed

; so many of the old
names have been changed for better or worse

; new facts of structure and
history made out and recorded, that the last published manual already
requires revision in every page.”

“ ‘We write in sand, our science grows,
And, like the tide, our work o’erfiows.’”

Eventually over eleven thousand copies were sold, by which the
publishers must have realized at least £1000 : my father never
received more than £75. For a short time before his death he had
been occupied in preparing a new edition of this work from the
elaborate notes he had ready, mostly in his own interleaved copy.
Unfortunately but little progress was made, and no portion of his
own work appears in the later editions, brought out by the publishers
under an editor who, I believe, laid no claim to any special knowledge
of the Mollusca. llic work indeed passed from the hands of

ealc to the firm of Virtue & Co., and has since passed through
the hands ot Messrs, fetrahan & Co. to those of Messrs. Lockwood
& Co.

A valuable addition to the original work was the Appendix by
Mr. Ralph late (now Professor of Natural Science in the
University of Adelaide), published by Virtue & Co. in 1868.

It will always be a matter of regret that, owing to the short-

sightedness and parsimony of the publishers, the new edition was
not placed in the hands of my uncle, Mr. Henry Woodward. This
is not, perhaps, surprising when I learn from a communication
made to my father, that Virtue, the publisher, had “offered £40 for
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a real new edition, and .£20 for ail ordinary revision.” A French
translation, by M. Humbert, was printed in 1870.

I!y Die publication of bis ‘Manual,’ my father became a recognized

authority in all matters relating to the Mollusca, or to the scicnco of

Malacology. Conchology be treated as “a craft rather than a science,”

calling it “ the art of collecting, naming, and arranging shells
;

”

and “ a capital amusement for young people, and ladies, and for

gentlemen who have some leisure and spare means, and whoso
tastes are not sanguinary.” It is true that collections of shells,

selected as types of beauty of colour and form, are not undeserving
ot commendation, for in most respects they may be quite as

instructive as a series of less-favoured specimens
;
but those whose

ambition it is to make advances in the knowledge of the Mollusca,

cannot bo content with the outward form, and “ treat the shell-fish

themselves as mere abominations, unfit for the contemplation of
those who daintily arrange their ‘ cones ’ and ‘ cowries ’ in drawers
of rosewood and cedar.” *

To the study of the Mollusca my father brought a knowledge,
not only of the fossil as well as recent forms, but lie was intimately

acquainted with their anatomical details and microscopic structure.

The dredge and the hammer, the aquarium and the microscope, all

lent their aid to his researches. His summer holidays, in 1853,
were spent in sea-side studies of the Mollusca at Folkestone (the

results of several dissections were published in the ‘Annals and
Magazine of Natural History ’), while his familiarity with the
Invertebrata generally, enabled him the better to elucidate several

obscure forms which had puzzled those Naturalists who had
previously attempted to interpret them.

Perhaps his most important special contribution to science was
his paper on the structure and affinities of the Hippuritidaj, read
before the Geological bociety of London in 1S5L These remark-
able fossils, ranged under the order Eudistes by Lamarck, had been
variously grouped as Cephalopods, Corals, Annelides, Balani,
Lrachiopods, and Lamellibranchs. To the last-named division they
indeed belong

;
but those who had so regarded them had not agreed

as to their family-relationship. Their position between the
Chamaceie and Cardiadcr, where they were placed by Qucnstedt,

# His own collection of the genera of Mollusca was, after his death,
purchased for the Anatomical Museum in the University of Cambridge.
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was now proved to be the true one
; they were further shown to

constitute a distinct family—the Hippuritidae, and to furnish the only
instance of a whole family of bivalve shells which has become extinct.
He subsequently described a new and remarkable genus of

llippurites from Jamaica, which he named Barrettia, in honour of
the late Lucas Barrett.

Another obscure form which he investigated, was a new and
anomalous Echinoderm from the Chalk of Kent, and he named it

Echinothuria flora, after the discoverer, Mr. J. Wickham Flower.
Its particular rank and affinities were not apparent

; but in
describing it the author said, “ the publication of it should be
acceptable to those who base their hopes on the ‘ imperfection of
the geological record, as it seems to indicate the former existence
of a family or tribe of creatures whose full history must ever
remain unknown.”

It is most interesting to find that these anticipations have been
strangely set at naught, for Sir C. Wyville Thomson, in his
‘ HffiAhs of the Sea,’ has actually founded the family of Ecliino-
thundee, to contain, besides the original fossil named by my father,
two recent genera, Calveria and Phormosoma, which have been
brought to light by the recent deep-sea dredgings. And he
remarks that Woodward “describes the Chalk species E. florid,

almost as fully and accurately as we could describe it now with a
full knowledge of its relations.”*

In 1856 he identified a number of land and freshwater shells
fiom Kashmir and libet, and observed it was “somewhat surprising
to find, that of 22 sorts collected by Dr. Thomson, one half were
Biitish species, and the rest of the commonest and most widely
diffused Indian forms.” He also described four new species of
freshwater shells from Lake Tanganyika in Central Africa, collected

by Captain Speke.

The genus Synapta—a marine animal allied to the Sea-cucumbers
—formed the subject of a paper by Lucas Barrett and himself.

The species (of which one new one was described) are familiar to

all workers at the microscope, comprising spicules which present
the appearance of miniature anchors.

* See ‘Depths of the Sea’ (1S73), pp. 1G3, 1G4
; also paper by R. Etheridge,

Jun., Quart. Journ. Oeol. Soc. vol. xxx. p. 307.
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In 1854 lie was elected a Fellow of the Geological Society of
London. His certificate was signed, among others, by Sedgwick and
Murchison. The latter, in expressing his great pleasure in signing
the paper, added :

“ I need not say how gratified I am to find my
name once more associated with that of my eminent friend the
Woodwardian Professor, whose steps I willingly follow, except
when they invade and carry into captivity all my lower Silurian
subjects.”

He was twice (1854 and 1857) presented with the balance of
the proceeds of the Wollaston Donation Fund by the Council of
the Society in recognition of his palaeontological labours, to the
merits of which Professor Edward Forbes and Colonel Portlock,
the respective Presidents on these occasions, bore testimony. In
1851) ho was chosen a Member of the Council, and continued
to serve on it for the rest of his life.

Wo may pass briefly over the incidents connected with his later

years. He was constantly occupied at the British Museum in the
daytime, while he devoted his winter evenings to literary work,
and most of the summer ones to his garden, where he took delight
in cultivating the so-called “old English flowers,” and displayed
much skill in constructing summer-houses out of materials that
appeared anything but promising.

Up to the year I860 lie was a frequent attendant at the weekly
receptions held by Dr. Bowerbank at his house in Highbury Grove,
llicie wero gathered together, not only men eminent in various
departments ot science, but youthful students, who found in their
distinguished host “ a willing instructor and a sincere and kind
friend. The treasures of his museum, the use of his microscopes,
and his peisonal assistance were at the disposal of every one.”^
liul^, science owes much to these sdeial-scientific gatherings.
A life without especial incident is one that happily belongs to

most' °f ns
; though not exempt from those cares and worries to

which all are more or less subject. It is “ uneventful ” because
hee from the more remarkable and unexpected occurrences, when
great obstacles are surmounted, great sacrifices made, or when the
incidents have some connection with public events. Such a life

may, however, teach its lessons of patience under suffering, of

* Geol. Mag., decade 2, voL iv. p. 192.
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oi earnest effort in the pursuit of truth
Hie severe asthmatic attacks from which my father suffered in later
years were “so distressing as to awaken the sympathies of all, and
caused many to marvel at his wonderful flow of genial and animated
discourse during times of release from pain.”*

,

In one of his essays in the ‘ Critic’ (Review of Life of William
Scoresby, 18G1) he remarks :

It is pleasant to review the life of a good man—one who has achieved
distinction, yet kept the whiteness of his soul.’ We feel a personal interestm ins strivings, and claim to participate in his success. Thank Heaven,
there are many such in every profession, and in the midst of the heroes of
Arctic discovery, yet distinct from the rest-like the pole star among the
constellations of the North-is the figure of William Scoresby. We rise
from the perusal of his ‘Life’ with a better opinion of human nature,
tor we have here the example of a man tried more than most of
us have been, and coming out of the furnace unharmed, purified,
victorious. It has been too much the tendency of the age to attribute
right-doing and ill-doing to ‘organization;’ but, practically, we all know
what it is to look back upon opportunities wasted, and struggles which
need not have ended in failure. We remember being struck with the sound
practical sense of Jane Eyre’s advice to Mr. Rochester, ‘ to begin at once so
to think and act that in a few years he would have laid up a new and
stainless store of recollections, to which he might revert with pleasure.’
And they who read this Life of Scoresby will find the precept illustrated,
with the addition of other and more exalted motives.”

Family ties prevented my father from taking many extended
holiday excursions during the later years of his life* But one
of the most interesting trips he ever took was in 1857, when
he was invited by Mr. Robert McAndrew to join him in a
dredging expedition to Vigo Bay, an opening on the Spanish
coast. Mr. Lucas Barrett, then 19 years of age, accompanied
them. On the 20th of May they started from Gosport in Mr.
McAndrew s yacht “ Naiad,” full of spirits and eager expectation
to haul up “the treasures of the deep.” Their outward voyage
was a tantalizing one, for before they sighted Spanish land they
experienced a very heavy gale, the wind was dead against them,
and at one time they could do nothing but “ lay to ” and hope it

would moderate before they drifted all the way back again. They
were forced to keep under cover, watching the petrels, when each

* Obituary notice in the ‘ Reader,’ July 22nd, 1865.
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heave of tho soa revealed a watery bank with “ Mother Cary’s
chickens ’ playing on it. This bird he observed was very much
like the Marten on tho wing :

“ it never swims, and goodness only
knows where (or whether) it rests day or night.” On the
2bth May they were sixty miles nearer home than on the 24th;

having drifted for three days in spite of jib and try-sail; and then,

when tho storm did abate, for some time they had all sail set and no
wind, with nothing to do but to catch crabs. At length the wind
freshened; on Juno 1st they sighted the Spanish coast, and on the
following day they cast anchor in Vigo Bay.

Lo his own astonishment, no less than his friends’, he never felt
“ at sea ” once

; and Mr. McAndrcw observed, that after a week’s
ci uise ho already looked five years younger. A sea-voyage
invariably gave him relief from his asthmatic troubles.

It would, perhaps, be tedious to describe the dredging operations,

but I may note a few Natural History observations ho made
inland.

In writing homo he said :
“ Every bank is a ilower garden.

Many of our old favourites are here, and many new to me. Beds
of golden-flowered Chrysanthemum and beds of blue Bugloss, three
kinds of C 1stus (Rockcist) white, yellow like ours, and yellow with
a black eye. A yellow Oxalis grows on the walls, with Cotyledon
and I ellitory white and yellow Stone-crop, and abundance of the
annual Fern (Gymnogramma) of Guernsey. Many of our
commonest flowers, like the narrow-leaved Vetch, appear to flower
twice as large and abundantly as with us. On the sunny banks
we saw the golden green (Guernsey) Lizard, as well as our nimble
Lizard, and the whole air was vocal with grasshoppers. At first I

thought it was an hundred larks singing all at once. But there
are song birds too—Blackcap and Chaffinch, and Robin at least.

Ihc Switt and Swallow are here too In the deep rocky
lanes which lead from the high ground east of the town to the beach,
we found a great many ferns, Osmunda regalis, Scolopendrium,

,

Lady fern, (Asplenium) Adiantum-nigrum and Trichomanes,
Brake, Broad tern, and Blechnum—but not our common Aspidium
(Lastrea) felixmas. In the afternoon we walked along the beach
westward, and picked up shells and starfishes mostly familiar
English sorts, scallops and cockles, (Aporrhais) pcs-pelicani, and
tho Chinaman’s hat ( CahjptromJ

”
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and in conjunction with the llev. Thomas Wiltshire, the energetic

secretary, he was to take part in a monograph on the Cretaceous

Mollusca (exclusive of the Brachiopoda, which Mr. Davidson had
described). This joint work was proposed by Mr. Wiltshire in

18G3, but my father did not live to fulfd his portion of the under-

taking. At one time he contemplated the publication of a manual

of the Itadiata, as a companion-work to his book on the Mollusca :

this likewise was not carried out, and his large collection of

Echinodermata was afterwards purchased for the Edinburgh Museum.
Another work on ‘British Fossil Shells’ was also at one time

advertised by Lovell Reeve to be prepared by him.

In 18G1, however, ho assisted Professor Owen in his work on

Palaeontology, first published in the ‘Encyclopaedia Britanniea,’

who acknowledges (p. Ill) that “ for the drawings and most of tho

facts or their verification, relating to invertebrate fossils, the writer

is indebted to his experienced colleague in charge of that depart-

ment of the British Museum, Mr. S. P. Woodward, F.G.S.”

Professor Morris, too, records his assistance in his ‘ Catalogue of

British Fossils,’ and Lyell took frequent occasion to consult him on

paleontological matters in tho preparation of his celebrated

works.

Humorous species, both recent and fossil, have been named in

honour of him, chiefly Mollusca, Echinodermata, and plants.

In 1848 ho discovered at Stratton St. Margaret’s, near Swindon,
some “ puzzling specimens ” of a Thistle, which were described and
temporarily distinguished as Cardints Woodwardii* And in 18GG
a new mineral, a hydrous sulphate of aluminium and copper,

occurring usually in blue rippled incrustations, discovered by
Mi’. Richard Tailing in Cornwall, was analyzed by Professor

A. II. Church, and named in his memory Woodwarditaf
Nor were his merits unacknowledged in other ways. In I860 he

was elected an honorary member of the Yorkshire Philosophical

Society, and in 18G2 a foreign associate of the Zoologico-Botanical

Society of Vienna. On October 9th, 18G4, Dr. Wilhelm Keferstein

(Professor of Zoology and Director of the Zoological Museum at

Gottingen) wrote to inform him that the Philosophical Faculty of

Cybele Britanniea,’ by II. C. Watson, vol. ii. (1849) p. 83.

+ Journ. Cliem. Soc. vol. iv. p. 130 ; Geol. Mag. vol. iii. p. 190.
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In 1861 he contributed the list of Mollusca from the Norwich
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101 WaS pubhshod 111 Mr> Gunn’s sketch of the Geology of

In the early part of 1865 his asthmatic attacks had become muchmoie troublesome and frequent, and his strength thereby was
greatly reduced. In the spring-time he kept at home on sick-leave
and Professor Owen wrote to him (May 25th) strongly recommending
urn to put all thoughts aside of returning to work at the British
Museum, until he had completely recovered his bronchial troubles •

addmg, “you are too precious to us to he risking anythin- bv
prematurely returning to this atmosphere.” Later on he went toHerne Bay in the hopes of recruiting his health and strength.
But, as on many a previous occasion, his zeal and interest led him
to undertake expeditions to which his physical strength was unequal,

* Pressor Prestwick lias published lists of the species then collected fromBroom Hill and Gomer. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxvii. pp. 12? 124

1
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ami the rupture of an artery in the lungs, occasioned by over-
exertion at this Kentish watering-place, was the immediate cause of
his passing away on the 11th July, when he was not quite forty-
iour years of age.

1 here is no need to recount the many expressions of regret which
were made, and felt, by a large circle of scientific friends, several
ol whom paid a last tribute of respect at the funeral at Hudmato
Cemetery.

Ihe President ol the Geological Society (Mr. \V. J. Hamilton,
F.R.S.) observed in his address (I860), that “by his death the
Society has experienced a very serious loss. His sound knowledge
and assistance, both as a naturalist and a palaeontologist, were
always at the servico of the Society or of its Fellows.”

ihe President of the Linncan Society (Professor Dusk, F.H.S.),
wh‘le deploring his early death, spoke of his “amiable and modest
demeanour, and the readiness with which lu; was at all times willing
to aid those who might seek his assistance,” adding that he displayed
‘•in all he rvroto the utmost acuteness of observation, combined
a\ ith the most minute attention to accuracy and truth.”

In this attempt to sketch the principal circumstances of the life
of S. P. "Woodward, and the chief scientific labours which have
tended to make his name known to students of Natural History,
I have, however, but barely alluded to those other literary works
winch he left behind him, the now lost-sight-of essavs and reviews
winch were printed in the ‘ Critic’ and some other periodicals*
To use his own words “ the. best memorial of a literary man is a

selection from the articles he may have contributed to periodical
literature. Such fugitive pieces are usually more spontaneous, and
exhibit the writer’s feelings and sentiments more truly than works
of deliberate character and higher pretensions.” h

His own reviews truly give an insight to his sentiments which
1 ie pint 1\ .scientific papers could not yield. In the latter we haAre
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literally the “ dry bones ” of science—the descriptions of new or
little-known species of animals, which only a few who have devoted
themselves particularly to the subject would care to read or could
appreciate : we have for the most part hard facts which seem to
have little, if any, direct application to the welfare of the human
race. Nevertheless, however minutely we seek to trace out the
works of Nature, there is always good to be gained, and lessons to
be learned, that may in one way or another serve to increase the
happiness, and contribute to the well-being of mankind. And
enthusiasm need never flag when we remember, that in the details
we investigate we are ever seeking out the laws of Nature, tracing
out, however obscurely, a Divine plan. No wonder that the
highest teachings of science become interblended with religious
emotion !

In these “ Literary Domains ” of my father may be discerned a
deeper purpose than the mere description of a new or obscure fossil,

a protest against the materialistic tendencies of the age; and the
desire to uphold “ The Power, Wisdom, and Goodness of God, as
manifested in the Creation.” Such indeed was the guiding idea in
the celebrated treatises prepared under the will of the Earl of
Bridgewater (1829). In the present age such works are sometimes
looked upon as out of date, if not unscientific : a notion no doubt
originating in the fact, that theological dogma has too often retarded
the progress of science. Experience also teaches us that the
elementary teaching of science and theology should be kept quite

distinct—though the philosophy of both becomes merged.**

# [P.S.—That the “Argument from Design” has failed in many special

instances or examples, through the teachings of Darwin, may be admitted
;

but this does not in any way affect the general argument, as recently main-
tained (in ‘Nature,’ Oct. 20th, and Nov. 3rd, 18S1) by the Duke of Argyll.

He observes that there are many minds “ who not only fail to see any
contradiction between evolution and design, but who hold that the doctrine
of evolution and the facts on which it is founded have supplied richer
illustrations than were ever before accessible of the operations of design in

nature.” And, he adds, “ no possible amount of discovery concerning the
physical causes of natural phenomena can affect the argument that the
combination and co-ordination of these causes which produce the ‘apparent’
effects of purpose are really and truly what they seem to bo—the work of
Mind and Will.” (See also remarks by Dr. G. J. Romanes, ‘Nature’
Oct. 27th, 1881.)]
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It is then that the man of science, as much as the theologian, has
to lace many perplexing questions. My hither has remarked,
(m some MS. notes for a lecture), that—

“ Evidence of Divine Wisdom may be seen in each individual, and the
re ations of the whole. Beauty is everywhere apparent, not only in form andcolour, but in that higher excellence, fitness, or adaptation to purpose. The
question arises, What evidence is there of Goodness ? One half the livingwoikl preys on the other half, and thus to morbid sentiment it appears a vast
charnel house in which deeds of violence extinguish all gentler feeling Ifnot checked in numbers the bivalves {e.g.) exhaust the ground, and die outIt is an essential part of the Economy of Nature that the youn-q feeble and
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To some of the conclusions in the ‘Origin of Species,’ as taught by
I anvm, he made grave objections. In many of his reviews lie
had occasion to touch upon tho subject, and, inasmuch as he
supported lus objections by an appeal to the species of Mollusca it
•null not perhaps be thought inadvisable that I should briefly
indicate the position lie took. The subject was one that lie had
;vell considered. As early as 185(3 (July 18th) Mr. Darwin wrote:am growing as bad as the worst about species, and hardly have a
\ o&tige of belief in the permanence of species left in me, and the con-
fession will make you think very lightly of me; but I cannot help
t, such has become my honest conviction, though the difficultiesand arguments against such heresy are certainly most weighty.”
In a review of Phillips’ ‘Life on the Earth’

(1860) my father
spoke of the transmutation theory as “useful in tracing out the

tin, i The
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; iS n° m°re the System of mature itself,
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scaffolding is identical with the temple it is used to raise.”

e coincided with those who maintain “that the array ofact, which has been relied on for proving that the worldwas abandoned to itself from the beginning, are in reality sonan} evidences of the manner in which the Divine author hasbeen pleased to work;’ and that ‘natural selection’ has operated
as a provision for maintaining-not for destroying-the stability of
SpGC16S«
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liemarking upon tire number of recent species of Mollusca, he
observed, “that we have a catalogue of sixteen thousand shells

which wants revision from beginning to end
;
and among the

benefits likely to arise from the revision, not the least will bo the

reduction of perhaps one-fourth of these reputed species to the rank
of mere varieties.” “To this pervading fault may be attributed a

good deal of the scepticism respecting the ‘ reality of species,’ of

which we have lately heard so much.” It may be interesting to

quote what he says on this subject.

“ Linnaeus, with liis usual felicity of expression, has given us his opinion

respecting genera and species :

“ ‘ Classis et ordo est sapientias, species naturae opus,’

which may be freely translated, ‘ Species are real
;
genera, ideal.’ The mar-

shalling of species in classes and orders is matter of discretion
;
but species

themselves are the work of God. It is an axiom in natural history, as in

philosophy, that like produces like; and, as this is the result of all human
experience, we have come to regard relationship by descent as the essential

quality constituting identity of species. Absolute agreement in size and
appearance is not expected, since we must all have observed how greatly the

individuals of one brood may differ
;
but it is only by long and frequent

observation that we can tell in what respect and to what extent these

variations may occur. Dredge up a thousand shells of Astarte compressa

in Berwick Bay, and you may select from among them half-a-dozen more
deeply furrowed than the rest, many which are less distinctly marked than

the average, and a few quite smooth and polished.

“ The town naturalist to whom you show the selected series might reasonably

conclude that there were at least three species, unless he had previously seen

instances of the kind. Gregarious shells, like the common whelk and peri-

winkle, which occur in very great abundance, are more prone to vary than

others
; but these variations occurring at the same place are individual, and

not hereditary
;
whereas variations peculiar to different localities occur

amongst all widely-distributed species, and constitute permanent varieties or

races. Hence the idea of a * species ’ is not so simple or readily expressed

as at first might appear. It generally includes—as in the case of our own

species—many permanent races (each composed of individuals differing more

or less from one another), distributed over a definite geographical space, and

related—more or less remotely—by descent.

“A genus in like manner, is a group of species, related to each other

topographically, just as races are related to species. Upon this point the

best naturalists are agreed. But the same inference with respect to

relationship by descent does not necessarily follow, and is rendered at least

improbable by the evidence of fixity of species which paleontology affords.
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i lr. UoHiiston—a most accurate observer—speaking of the land shells of
a.leira, says that nearly all the species (upwards of one hundred) are found

"i a fossil state, and they have not altered, apparently, so much as a
puncture or a granule during the enormous period which has elapsed—
a pei 10 ( in which there is every reason to believe that the various physical
conditions of the whole region have most materially changed. Similar
° servatl0ns have been made in England. The shells of Helix hortensisam nemoralis (by some regarded only as ‘races’), and the shells of the
idle Helix costata and H. pulchella

, found in the newer Pleiocene
i, called Pleistocene! deposits, arc just as distinct as those now living in

e c nmtiy. Another minute land-snail—Helix labyrinthica—now livingm the United States, is .indistinguishable from fossil specimens found in
the London clay at Ilordle !

” *

In .i leview ot Ljclls ‘Antiquity of Man’ (1803), lie observes, in
reference to the subject treated by the “ Historian of Geology :

’’

‘ Upon any hypothesis it is tolerably certain that the ‘cradle of our race

,'
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11 ^ no^ lbat °f ‘ nature,’ approaches as nearly as possible
to the state of the brute creation.”
“°Ur

,

first I,arents neeJ not have been savages, although unacquainted

!
modern arts

; for steam-engines and philosophical instruments arc thc
pi educe of a complex civilisation and artificial wants in the world’s old age—
lings not needed in the prime. They mark a particular phase in the

l evelopnieiit of the human faculties, rather than an advance on all thatasac ueve. e oie. It the last century has witnessed great improvements
medicine and surgery, and mechanical inventions-almost always madeempnically—we must not forget that we owe to former times our best

models m sculpture and poetry, our highest style of architecture, systems of
ogic and metaphysics, algebra, geometry, and the elements of our boasted

jurisprudence. )\ >11 anyone dare to say that if the spirit of Pericles hadsu vivcd m Athens until now-if the Moors still flourished in Spain, or the
o Stan age had never known decline at Rome—that those people would

\er have devoted their intellect to physical science, or that we should haveu )tamed through them chronometers or microscopes, theodolites or rifled

become 1

^ for
?
fath*” coulJ be P°Iite> refined, religious, or whatever bestbecomes humanity, without these things.

”

Speaking further on the subject of man’s origin, in criticizing
Huxleys ‘Evidence as to Man’s Place in .Nature,’ lie points out

Review "f Reeve’s ‘Elements of Concholngy’
( | S60).
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how religious aspirations and the development of intellect serve to

distinguish man from other members of the animal creation.

The real question involved in the “Darwinian Heresy” is

(he says), ‘ whether the world is governed entirely by natural
laws

j or, whether these ‘ natural laws ’ are subject to the constant
management and control of a superintending Providence.” lie
admits the possibility of such interference without any apparent
violation of the ordinary course of affairs,” for “ we must be dull
indeed if we advance far in life yet fail to perceive the existence of
this influence

; both dull and soulless if we refuse to recognise it

even within the limits of our own experience.”

Prom these and other passages it will appear plain that, to my
father, the doctrine of the “Origin of Species” as taught by Darwin,
was, taken by itself, not satisfactory

;
and it also appears that he

was greatly influenced by a feeling that its acceptance identified
man too closely with the animal creation, that the line of separation
became indistinct if not inseparable, and consequently Materialism
usurped the place of all religious aspiration. Since his views were
thus advocated great progress has been made in illustrating and
substantiating the doctrine of Evolution, and there are few
Naturalists who do not accept it in some degree. Embryology in
one direction, and Palaeontology in another, have continued to

supply evidence in its favour
;

so that the opponents have found
themselves standing on more and more uncertain ground, and their

faith has in many instances been shaken. Indeed, had my father
been living now, I am disposed to think that he would no longer
have been regarded by Darwin as a “good man ” whom ho would
very much like to stagger,” and “to pervert,” for ho might have

modified his views on the origin of species without relinquishing

his cherished faith in religion.

Even in accepting all that is taught by Darwin, and others, on
the structural development of the various complex forms of life, it

is not necessary that we should yield up any faith in Divine
Providence

;
it is not necessary that the holding of such views

should lead to Materialism. No greater mistake could be made.
The concluding passage in ‘The Origin of Species’ (6th edit.

1878) is as follows : “There is grandeur in this view of life, with
its several powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator
into a few forms or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone



cycling on according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a
beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being evolved.” If in tracing out the plan of the
Creation it is ultimately demonstrated that all forms of life have
sprung from one original speck of life, surely our notions of its

grandeur cannot be less than if wo picture many distinct acts of
creation at many different periods; the scries of developments that
has resulted is scarcely more wonderful than that which every day
arises from the earliest stages of each form of plant or animal
around us. lho germ of animal life may have been imparted in

the beginning, and carried on consecutively even to man; and
while lie possesses in varying degrees, according to the individual
sources of inheritance and association, much that pertains to the
purely animal creation, the germ of intellectual life—of intellectual

enjoyment, and I may add of religious emotion, —that distinctly

marks him ofl from the rest of the animal creation, may, and so far as
our sources of information go, must have been directly imparted to

him, when his structural and perishable organization had (it may
be inferred) been sufficiently developed from the lower types of
animal life,*'

And I may close these remarks by observing, that whatsoever
may happen in the provinces of anatomy and physiology, as they
a fleet our structural organization, intellectually and spiritually the
history of mankind, as exemplified in this memoir, is a continual
protest against the doctrine of the “ survival of the fittest.”

It may be mentioned that as yet “ there is a complete absence of any
fossil type of a lower stage in the development of man” (Virchow). See
also Dawkins’ ‘ Early Man in Britain.’

Note.—TAe accompanying Portrait of Dr. S. P. Woodward is an
autotype by Messrs. Sawyer 4" Bird, enlarged from a photograph
taken in 1850 (at. 35^.
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Flora of Central Norfolk. Addenda to Mr. Mann’s List of Norwich
Plants. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. vii. pp. 201—20G.

1844.
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Wales, and Ireland. Botanical Society, London. Phytologist,

No. 33, pp. 875—879.

1846.

Un ‘Honey-Dew’ (signed ‘ Ituricola ’). Wilts and Gloucestershire
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Weeds and Insects. Ibid. May.

1847.
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Agricultural) College Farm. Proc. Cotteswold Nat. Club, vol. i.

pp. 1—8
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[2] vol. xvi. p. 466.
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26. On the occurrence of the fossil genus Conoteuthis, D’Orb., in England.
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,
var.
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;
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,
and Micraster. Figures and de-
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Memoirs of the Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. 4to.

London.
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List of genera of Fossil Mollusca in the St. Cassian and Hallstatt Beds.
Supplement to Lyell's Manual. 2nd edition.

General view of the Bradford Clay Fossils of Cirencester. Quart.
Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xiv. pp. 117, 11S.

185S.

On some Pleistocene Shells from Aberdeenshire. Quart. Journ. Geol.

Soc. vol. xiv. p. 532.

On the genus Synapta. By S. P. Woodward and Lucas Barrett.

Proc. Zool. Soc. vol, xxvi. pp. 300—367, plate xiv. ; Ann. and
Mag. Nat. Hist. [3] vol. iii. (1S5D) pp. 214—221.
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The article “Oonchology” in Bohn’s ‘Young Lady’s Book.’ Svo.
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Another note on the tenacity of life in Snails. Ann. and Mag. Nat.
Hist. [3] vol. iii. p. 448.

On a new species of mollusk of the genus Scissurella
, D’Orb. Proc.

Zool. Soc. vol. xxvii. pp. 202—204. Plate xlvi.

Note on Cyclostoma articulatum. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. [3]

vol. iv. p. 320
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Proc. Zool. Soc. vol. xxvii. p. 201, plate xlvi.
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I860.
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Ibid. p. 288.
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Collecting Sea Shells. Ibid. September, pp. 103 il l.
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, pp. 603—607.
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1S62.

Note on Konig’s Sea-urchin (Cyphosoma Keenly
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Some account of Barrettia, a new and remarkable fossil shell from the
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On the Fossil Human Skeletons from Guadaloupe. Letter of Admiral
Sir Alexander Cochrane respecting the Fossil Human Skeleton
from Guadaloupe, now in the British Museum. Intellectual
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Chalk of Kent. Geologist, vol. vi. pp. 327—330.

Obituary notice of Lucas Barrett, F.G.S. Ibid. p„ 60-63- and
Critic, February, 1863.
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70.
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NOTES ON SOME EAIiE TORTRICID.E OCCURRING

AT MERTON.

By Lord Walsingiiam.

AVru/ 27/A September ,
1881.

On the 14th anil 15th of June, in the present year, the pretty

little Phthoroblustis ochsenheimcriana occurred at Merton in the

same locality as before, flying during the afternoon at the ends of the

highest branches of Abies cephalonica on trees of about thirty-five

years’ growth. The specimens were for the most part worn. 1 had

found a single male in good condition nearly a fortnight earlier

;

but, unfortunately, the moment when the greatest number of good

specimens might have been taken was missed. This species,

although rather later than usual in its appearance, was certainly

more abundant than when I had observed it in previous years

:

from which it may reasonably be conjectured, that the larvae do not

feed in the cones of the Firs
;
the trees on which they are found

having produced scarcely a single cone in the season of 1880, but

as there is now an abundant crop this question can easily be

determined. Mr. C. G. Barrett (Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. xv. p. 14G)

compares ochsenlieimeriana with strobilella, to which he considers it

to be nearly allied ;
but these two species are placed widely apart

in continental collections—as in Staudinger and Wocke’s catalogue,

.s-/ro5i7e//rtbelonging to thegenus Grapholitha, H.S., ochsenlieimeriana

being placed by Heinemann’s system of classification in the genus

Phthoroblustis
,
Led., of which the male has no vein ending in

the costa of the hind wings.

Mr. Barrett’s remarks
(
l.c.) as to the introduction of this and

other continental species into England, make it interesting to

observe, that Abies cephalonica was introduced at Merton ex-

clusively by means of seed
;
and I am not aware that any foreign
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Pines or Firs, with tlie exception of Sequoia giyantea, and perhaps

Taxodium sempevvirens, have been established there in any othei

manner.

On one of the two days above mentioned, I observed a single

larva of one of the Tortricidce hanging from a branch of

A. cephalonica. Having put it into a tin box, with a fresh shoot

of the tree, I unfortunately failed to describe it, thinking at the

time, that it was probably the larva of Baiodes augustLorana, Haw.

It soon spun a few silken threads, and changed to a brown pupa

;

but it had almost escaped my recollection, until on the 9th of July,

when opening the box, I was agreeably surprised to find a living

moth, which was quite unknown to me. Mons. E. Eagonot,

who has kindly examined it, assures me that it is Steganoptyclia

yufimitranu
,

II. S. This species was first noticed as occurring in

this country by Mr. E. Meyriclc (Ent. Mon. Mag. vol.xiii. pp. 188,

189), who there describes two specimens taken by Mr. F. J. H.

Jenkinson at Cambridge. M. Eagonot informs me that the larva,

although suspected to feed on Firs, has not hitherto been recognized.

This is the fifth new, rare, or local Tortricid which has occurred

within one hundred yards of the same spot, these are as follows

P(ED ISCA PROXIMAXA.

Coccyx proximana, H.S., 127, vol. iv. (1849), p. 219

Orthotcenia piceana, West. & Humph, vol. ii. (1854), p. 172,

pi. 99, fig. 14.

Coccyx distinctana, Wk., Brit. Tort. vol. iii. (1859); Stn. Man.

vol. ii. p. 216; Barrett, Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. x. p. 65.

Grapholitha (Poediscci.) proximana, ITein., 165 (1863); Staudr. &

Wocke, Cat. p. 1067.

This occurs not uncommonly here, but I have never met with it

flying about the common Spruce Fir
(
Abies communis), although an

occasional specimen, found in company with its more common ally,

best known in this country as Coccyx hyrcinianu, W k., may ha\o

been beaten from this tree where it grows in close proximity to Abies

cephalonica,. Hr. John Wood has found it in Herefordshire, and

has bred it from larvae feeding on Silver Fir (Abies picea).—See Ent.

Mon. Mag. vol. xv. pp. 108—109.

It is, probably, impossible to clear away the doubts which exist

as to the original name given to this species.



Wilkinson writes: “lug. 14 of pi. 99 of Westwood Sc

Humphrey’s ‘British Moths and their Transformations,’ vol. ii.,

gives a good idea of this insect.” I am not aware that any other
species has been identified as represented by Westwood’s figure,

which certainly agrees (as does also the description there given)

with the specimens before me.

'Westwood & Humphrey (/. c.) write in a foot-note “Synonyme
Tortrix piceana, Hubnorf?

)"
This name is regarded by Hr. Wocke

(Cat. 924) as possibly a synonym of liciinia resinana, Fab.

Not having at hand a copy of 1 lubner’s work, I referred the question
to Mr. A. G. Butler, with a specimen of the insect, for comparison.

Mr. Butler kindly writes: “The species figured by Hubner
(bamml Eur Schmott, lortricos, pi, 11, tig. 72) as ‘ piceana' is quite

distinct in my opinion from the insect which you send
;

it is of the
same size and general form, but there the resemblance ceases.

But that Hubner represents his species with white fringe, as in

Retinia resinana, I should have supposed it to be a figure of
Jl. sylvestrana

Mr. Barrett (/.c.) points out, that Wilkinson’s name “
distinctana''

has been sunk, as ho thinks, incorrectly in Staudingcr Sc Wocke’s
catalogue as a synonym of proximana, H.S. He writes: “Zeller
considers proximana, H.S., to be merely a variety of our next
species (hyrcinuina, D.L . ), and this, a specimen sent by him
certainly confirms

\
but he also thinks that distinctana is a variety

of that species with unusually dark markings,” with which latter

opinion Mr. Barrett disagrees ;—with good reason, as has been
shown by Dr. J. AYood.

So good an authority as Mr. Barrett is not likely to be at fault

:

and I have no doubt that he has correctly determined the
specimen sent to him by Professor Zeller as a variety of Pcedisca
tiedella, Linn, (hyreiniana, D.L.)

;
but I cannot refrain from

accepting Herrieh Schaffer’s figure of proximana as representing
most correctly the species now before me, which is, almost without
a shadow of doubt, the species described by Wilkinson under
Bentley’s MS. name “ distinctana .”

Wilkinson’s reason for adopting this name, instead of the older
name “ piceana,” was probably his retention (also in the genus
Pcedisca) ot the special name piceana, Haw., now known as a
variety of P. semifuscana, Haw.
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Under these circumstances, I would suggest the restoration of

Herrieh Schaffer’s name “ proximana,” on the evidence afforded

by his excellent figure; but I would point out, that the very

appropriate name “ picecma ” (West. & Humph.) was published in

1854-, and would therefore take precedence of Wilkinson’s
distinctana, if proximana, H. S., should not be retained.

By Staudinger & Wocke’s Catalogue, as by Heinemann’s system of

arrangement, this species would belong to the genus Grapholitha, Tr.,

sub-genus Pcedtsca, Led.
; out it we retain the strict binominal

system of nomenclature, it should probably bo classed simplv as

Poedisca proximana, II. S.

PtEDISOA NIGRICANA.

Coccyx nigricana, H.S., 138, vol. iv. (1849), p. 220.

Grapholitha (Poedisca) nigricana, Hein., 165 (1863), Stand. &
Wocke Cat. p. 1064.

Grapholitha nigricana. Barrett, Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. xiv. (1878),

p. 241.

This was first observed in this country by Dr. John Wood, and
is noticed and redescribed by Mr. C. G. Barrett (/. c,). Dr. Wood
has also bred the species from larvrc feeding on Abies picea (Ent.

Mon. Mag. vol. xvii. p. 155). I have not met with it in Norfolk

before this year, when I took five examples in good condition,

about the 15th of June.

Grapholitha erectana.

Stigmonota erectana. Barrett, Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. xii. p. 8.

I his species was taken by the Hon. Beatrice de Grey, on a small

bush of Broom (Sparthan scoparium) growing beneath the branches
of the same trees from which the other species here alluded to

were obtained. There is no evidence at present to connect it with
any particular food plant

;
the specimen in my collection, so far

as I am aware, is still unique. I have not yet been able to meet
with the species, although I have repeatedly searched for it on the

spot where it was taken. Hie capture has, however, been indirectly

not unfruitful
;

for I should probably not have looked for new or

rare species so near home as in the precincts of my own kitchen

garden, had it not been for this strong inducement.
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The neuration of the single female specimen at present known
agrees with that of Gmpholitha internana, placed by Guenee in his

genus Stigmonota
,
indeed, it seems to differ from the female of

that species only in having tho dorsal streak undivided. It should

certainly stand next to internana in specific order. This would

place it in the genus Semasia
,

II. S., in Wocke’s Catalogue, but

both these species arc allied to compositella, Fab., which Heinemann

placed in Grupliolitha
,
1I.S.

Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse proposes to give a coloured figure of this

unique example in ono of tho next parts of his new and useful

publication, tho ‘Aid to tho Identification of Insects.’*

Tho other two species, sufficiently alluded to above, are the

following :
—

PilTIIOROIILASTIS OCHSENHEIMERIANA.

Grapholitlia ochsenheimeriana. Zeller, ‘Isis’ (184G), p. 249.

Grapholitha loxiana, II. S., 323, vol. iv. (1849), p. 273.

Plithorohlastis ochsenheimeriana, Hein., p. 203. Staud. & Wocko
Cat. p. 1205.

Coccyx ochsenheimeriana. Barrett, Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. xv. p. 14G.

STEOANOPTYCHA RUFIMITRANA.

Coccyx rufimitrana, II. S., 139, vol. iv. p. 220.

Stcganoptycha rufimitrana, Hein., 212. Staud. & Wocke, p. 1227.

Poedisca rufimitrana. Meyrick, Ent. Mon. Mag. vol. xiii.

pp. 188, 189.

With tho exception of Piedisca proximana (distinctanaj these

are all additions to the list of Norfolk Lepidoptera, published by
Mr. C. G. Barrett in 1874.

I have received some fine specimens of Cacoecia lafauryana, Bag.,

taken by Mr. E. A. Atmore near Lynn. The larva feeds at the

end of June and the beginning of July among the terminal leaves

of Alyrica gale; and was described, together with the perfect insect,

by Mons. Emile Bagonot (‘Annales de la Societe Entomologique
Frangaise,’ 1875, p. 72 [No. 49, p. 78]. 5* serie, tome v. [1876],
pi. vi. fig. 2). Its occurrence in_ England is first recorded by
Mr. Atmore (Ent. Mon. Mag., June, 1881, p. 17).

* See ‘Ail,’ vol. i. pi. t>4.

VOL. III. Y
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III.

THE NOTEWORTHY SPRINGS AND SPAS OF NORFOLK.

By Horace B. Woodward, F.G.S.

Read 25th October
,
1881.

As one object of this Society is to record the various facts of natural

interest in the County of Norfolk, it may not he inappropriate to

draw attention to some of the more remarkable springs and mineral

waters.

At the outset of such a study one might follow the plan carried

out by our Secretary, Mr. Bidwell, in his interesting paper on

“Norfolk names derived from those of animals, birds, and plants,”

and ascertain the names of places derived from particular springs.

But a glance through the well-known work of the Rev. George

Munford, is sufficient to inform us that nothing of interest con-

nected with noted springs can be gathered from a study of the

names of our towns and villages. For although the terminal

syllable well is met with in a number of villages, as in Ashwell-

thorpe, Bawdeswell, Feltwell, Titchwell, &c.
;
in no case, excepting

that of the town of Wells itself, is the word well connected with

certainty with any spring or springs in the neighbourhood. In

most instances the meaning of the word is uncertain
;

for, as Mr.

Munford* observes, there is much difficulty in deciding when it

represents a well or spring on the one hand, or a bank or rampart

on the other. Nor will a study of the physical geography or

geology of the parishes enable us to decide the question
;
for springs

are abundant in Norfolk', and may always be looked for where the

valleys are cut out of sand and gravel resting on clay, brickearth,

or other impervious strata. Nevertheless an examination of the

Ordnance Survey maps, and of the works of topographical and

other writers on the county, acquaints us with the situation and

* ‘Local Names in Norfolk,’ p. 41.
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historical surroundings of particular springs, and even of some that

have been regarded as spas or medicinal waters.

Of springs, whoso virtues are entirely legendary, may be mentioned

tlio “ WishingWells ” situated in the Abbey grounds at Walsingham.

Tlioy were described by the Iiev. H. J. Lee-Warner, as being

slightly chalybeate. There are two of these wells, situated close

together in the alluvial ground bordering the Stiil'key stream, and

whatsoever virtue they possess is probably owned also by the little

river which keeps up their supply. In the same enclosure of the

Abbey grounds is a larger well, which may have been a baptistery,

or a pool for healing tho aillicted, or simply a bathing-place

for dusty pilgrims : its original purpose has long been lost

sight of.

In tho churchyard at East Dereham is a well dedicated to Wit-h-

burga (tho youngest daughter of Annas, king of East Anglia), who
died A.D. Go 4. Although supposed by some to have been used as

a baptistery,* it is probable that this woll also, in by-gone times, was
visited by tho sick at certain appropriate soasons, and lot us trust

with bonelicial results. Mr. J. II. Blake informs mo that the spring

issues at tho junction of Glacial sand and gravel with the chalky

Boulder Clay beneath.

On the Ordnance Map, near Costessey, a spot is marked “Walsams
Wells;” and Blomefield mentions that on Church Farm, a little

below Bauburgh Church, there was a healing spring, called St.

Walstan’s Well. The saint, who was born at Bauburgh (Baber),

died in Costessey Wood, and a spring rose at tho spot “ contrary to

the nature of the place.” +

For more than three hundred years the medical properties of

mineral waters have attracted the attention of the learned
;
but

towards the middle and close of the last century, and for tho first

twenty-five years in this, there was a sort of rage for these waters.

In hundreds of places in this country, where there had been
detected waters containing a small percentage of iron-oxide, or saline

matter, or which were delicately seasoned with sulphur, there were
advertised tho virtues of a spa. At many of these places baths
were erected, while analyses of the waters were made, books and

* See ‘ Arclueologia,’ vol. xi. p. 127.

t * History of the County of Norfolk’ (fol. ed.), vol. i. p. 641.

Y 2
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pamphlets were written on the subject, and people flocked in

numbers to be cured of every kind of complaint.

No wonder then that Norfolk was not entirely free from their

presence. At least two springs that attained some note were dis-

covered in the county : one at Aylsham, and the other at Thetford.

And Blomefield mentions that at Olton (or Oulton) near Aylsham,

“ is a fine spring called the Spaw, being a strong Mineral, much

frequented formerly, before the Spaw at Aylesham had gained its

reputation.”*

The memory of the Aylsham water, which was chalybeate, is still

retained in the “Spa Farm” about a mile south of the town.

Accounts of it have been published in the works of B. Allen (as

early as 1G99), Dr. J. Elliot, and Blomefield. It was formerly

frequented by individuals suffering from asthma and other chronic

diseases; hut even in 1829, it was remarked, that “the resort to

this chalybeate is now hut trifling.” t It issues from the Glacial

sands at their junction with the Lower Glacial brickearth.

The Spa at Thetford was probably the most important one in

Norfolk : it was known and analyzed in the year 1746 by Matthew

Manning, physician
;
and many years later (1819) Mr. F. Accurn

published an analysis of the spring, which he spoke of as the

Thetford chalybeate water, j: This was as follows :
—

Contents op One Gallon

Carbonate of iron . • 2 -75 grains.

Muriate of magnesia . 3 25 „

Muriate of lime 2'25
,,

Sulphate of magnesia . 1-25 „

Muriate of soda . 2 125 „

Sulphate of lime 3 5J

14-625 „

Carbonic acid gas 12-07 cubic inches.

Oxygen .... 1-21
55

Atmospheric air 3-04
55

16-32
55

* ‘ Norfolk,’ vol. iii. (1769) p. 617.

\ Chambers, * General History of Norfolk,’ vol. i. p. 179.

t
‘ Guide to the Chalybeate Spring of Thetford ’ (12ino. London, 1819).
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At this time the Spa was of considerable local repute, as in

1818 baths were opened for public use. The water rises “in a

verdant meadow, at the east end in the Norfolk part of the town,

near New Place,” consequently it issues from alluvial deposits on

the borders of the river. According to Mr. Accum, the temperature

of the water was invariably ten degrees below that of the atmosphere.

The Spa House still remains, though the visitors have long ceased

to come. A second spring, it is said, was afterwards discovered

in the neighbourhood.

Mineral waters have been stated to occur also at Mundesley,

Bungay, and Ridley. With regard to Mundesley, it appears that

in “September, 1823, a mineral spring was discovered here, on

the estate of F. Wheatley, Esq. The well which has been sunk

is not more than six hundred yards from the edge of the cliff, and is

iifty-six feet deep.”* I can learn nothing further concerning this

particular “ spa ” at Mundesley
;
but along the cliffs between

Ilappisburgh and Weybourn there are numerous springs, some of

which are conspicuously charged with iron-ore. t

About a mile cast of North Walsham is a place called “ Spa

Common,” which is suggestive of a mineral spring, but I have

not been able to obtain any information about it.

Riflley (or Redley) Spring is situated about two miles north-east

of Lynn, and has been described in a work by J. Grisenthwaite,

published at Lynn in 1804 ;
a work, however, I have not been

able to find at Lynn, Norwich, or in the British Museum, London.

This is mentioned by Blomefield as a chalybeate spring. Another,

and probably a similar spring, is situated about a mile and a half

cast of Lynn, at Gaywood.

Mr. Whitaker writes me word that the Ridley spring is still

running, and seems to be the result of the drainage of a small

•Chambers, ‘ General History of the County of Norfolk,’ vol. ii. p. 1333.

f In the discussion which followed the reading of this paper, Mr.

F. Sutton remarked that the nearest approach to medicinal waters occurring

in Norfolk, was to be found in the Glacial beds near Cromer and Mundesley,

and he had detected in specimens of such waters, notable quantities of iron,

soda, potash, &c., but, still, not enough to render them really medicinal.

Some waters also in Norfolk contained sulphur in very small proportions.

—

‘ Norfolk Chronicle,’ November 5th, 1SS1

.



tract of Boulder Clay, through whose decomposed surface the

water finds its way. It has a nasty (irony) taste.

My attention was called, by Mr. S. W. Utting, to the name

Bedwell Street in Norwich, which is suggestive of iron-stained waters.

All I can learn about the well is contained in Blomefield’s work.*

It is situated in the parish of St. Michael-at-Plea
;
also “ in some

old evidences” it is called “St. Michael at Muspole, that is Much-

Pool, there being formerly a Pool where the Rad Well now is.

. . . . The Pond or Pool was filled up when the Well was

made here, and the Pump was fixed in 1G29.”

I was informed by Mr. Bayfield that a spring of a petrifying

nature was to he met with in the neighbourhood of Burgh Apton.

No doubt it derived its calcareous matter from the chalky Boulder

Clay. This ends the record of the so-called Mineral Waters of

Norfolk. The fresh-water springs, to which, as before hinted,

Wells-next-the-Sea owes its name, flow into the tidal creek at the

quay, and may bo seen at low water running through the piles,

or rising out of the mud. t

The spring mentioned as occurring at Bungay, is no doubt the

one that issued from the Bath Hills at Ditchingham in Norfolk.

It is said to be a remarkably cold spring.

Mr. Clement Beid informs me that the waters of the Bath Hills

appear to come out of the shingly Crag, but the spring seems to

be choked. Nor does the “Thwaite Spring” call for special mention.

It is marked on the Ordnance Map at Thwaite-next-Loddon, and

Mr. Beid says that, so far as he remembers, it is now merely a

swamp. At Spring Farm, Attlebridge, at Holt, Letheringsett, and

Hempton there are more or less copious springs. That at Holt rises

on the west side of the town, at the junction of marls and brick-

earths with overlying sandy and gravelly beds, all belonging to the

Glacial period. Although frequently spoken of as an “Artesian”

water, it simply flows from the surface, through the porous strata,

until arrested and thrown out by the marly and clayey beds

beneath. The spring at Hempton, which issues from the Glacial

sands on the grounds of the Abbey Farm, was analyzed by

* Op. cit. (fol. cd.) p. 719.

f See Munford, ‘Local Names in Norfolk,’ p. 219.
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Mr. F. Sutton, and although bright and palatable, it was found to

contain minute doses of iron-oxide (so I was informed by Mr.

J. A. Miles), which render it undesirable a.s a water for drinking.

Mr. Miles drew my attention to the fact he had noticed, ul a

difference of temperature between the two streams, sources of the

Wensum, which unite to the east of Tatterford Common. In

bathing ho had found that the one proceeding from Tattcrford

was decidedly warmer than that which flows from Itainham. This

difference is most probably duo to the direct influence of the suns

rays, tho Tattcrford spring being more open and exposed than the

other, which flows through the wooded tracts of Whissonsctt and

Itainham.

Blomefield mentions that at Norwich, “ close by the Fiver on

tho left hand, going out of Bishop’s (late, is a spring of pleasant

water, formerly much resorted to.” A stone conduit was erected

over it in 1611 by Sir John Pettus, which has been sketched by

Stark. This spring, no doubt, issued from the C lialk, but a 1*

Mr. J. W. Eobbcrds has remarked, “ Whether in consequence of

tho excavations made in the bed of chalk, through which it flows,

or from somo hidden cause, it has been completely deserted by the

nymph of the fountain ;
the channel is left dry, and the stream has

broken forth again at another point.”*

My colleague, Mr. F. J. Bennett, informs me that there is little

doubt that tho Mere at Diss is fed by springs from the Chalk.

It contains a good deal of mineral matter, carbonate of lime,

chloride of lime, chloride of sodium, &c.+

The fashion for visiting spas has, in this country, almost ceased.

They were recommended by one doctor because they were

medicines prepared in the laboratory of Nature, “ the constant

accuracy of whose results is so certain that [as he remarked] we

ourselves cannot be sure of success in any of our cliemico-medical

compositions.”J

• ‘ Scenery of the Rivers of Norfolk,’ by James Stark
;
with descriptions

by J. W. Robberds. 4to. Norwich, 1S‘28, 1834.

f See paper by B. Wiseman on the effect of the Mere of Diss on

various substances immersed in it (Phil. Trans, vol. lxxxviii. p. 5G7).

i ‘ The Spas of England’ (Northern Spas), by A. B. Granville, M. D. (1841).
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I am inclined, however, to question the absolute uniformity in

the composition of any natural waters, because, as we know, they

rive then m^iedients from the rocks through which they pass,

and these themselves are never or seldom of uniform chemical

composition. If, moreover, we compare the analyses made at

various intervals of waters like those of Hath, we may notice

differences, which may be ascribed to defective analysis, but which
may also be partly due to slight variations in the rocks from which
the waters derive their mineral ingredients. Some waters, indeed,

which have been credited with working wonderful cures, have
proved on analysis to contain but homoeopathic doses, which might
be used as an argument in favour of the efficacy of this system
of medicine.

But the people who, in by-gone days, visited our spas, set out

on the journey in coaches, or waggons, or post-chaises, proceeding

by gradual stages
;
while now-a-days they would travel by rail at

forty or fifty miles an hour, and expect to be cured with corres-

ponding rapidity. This and other reasons have combined to

render our spas and notable springs a matter chiefly of historic

interest*'; but, on this account, I did not think it would be less

worth while bringing the subject before you.

Appended is a list of all the books and papers dealing with

Norfolk waters which I have been able to ascertain.

1099.

Allen, B.

The hfatural History of the Chalybeat and Purging Waters of England.

[Aylesham, pp. 23.] 8vo. London.

Another Edition entitled, The Natural History of the Mineral Waters

of Great Britain. 8vo. London, 1711.

1781.

Elliot, Dr. J.

An account of the Nature and Medicinal Virtues of the Principal

Mineral Waters of Great Britain and Ireland. [Aylesham, pp. 127
;

Thetford, pp. 170.] 8vo. London.

Another edition in 1789.

* See Granville, op. cit. p. xxxv. &c.
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1804.

Grisenthwaite, John.

RefHcy Spring, an Epistle in Verse. 8vo. Lynn.

1818.

Manning, Rev. II. C.

An analysis and brief account of the Thetford Mineral Waters : trans-

lated from the Latin Original of the late Matthew Manning, M.D.,

of that place [dated 1746]. 8vo. Thetford.

Another edition in 1820 (?).

1819.

Accum, F.

A Guido to the Chalybeate Spring at Thetford, exhibiting the general

and primary effects of the Thetford Spa, &c. 12ino. London.

See also analysis in Phil. Mag. vol. liii. p. 359.

1820.

Anon.

Thetford Chalybeate Spa ; a Poem : by a Parishioner of St. Peter’s.

8vo. Cambridge.

Bailey, II. W.
A Letter to the Committee of the Thetford Mineral Spring Company,

with the First Report, &c. 12mo. Thetford.

1S75.

Lee-Warner, Rev. II. J.

The Walsingham “ Wishing AVells.
”

Original Papers, Norf. and Norw. Arch. Soc. vol. iii. part 2, pp. 51-56.
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IY.

ON THE PLUMAGE OF THE WAXWING,

AMPELIS GARRULUS, LINNAEUS,

From the examination and comparison of a large series of

Specimens killed, in Norfolk, in the winter of 1866—67.*

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S., V.P.

Read 2nd Nov., 1 S81 .

To Naturalists generally and Ornithologists in particular the

“ hither and whither” of this beautiful migrant was long a source

of interest and uncertainty; and whilst Wolley’s researches in 1856

established the fact of its breeding in northern Europe, they

proved, also, that this species is not less erratic in its visits to

known breeding haunts than in its appearance in more southern

latitudes in winter—whether in numbers limited to a few stragglers

or to be literally counted by hundreds.

From the winter of 1849—50, when, in the month of January

alone, about twenty-two specimens were received by the Norwich

birdstuffers, and Mr. Edward Newman, in his summary of the

* In a short notice in the ‘Zoologist’ for 1867 (p. 596) of this great

immigration of Waxwings (as regards the Norfolk coast), I stated my

intention to publish the result of observations made on the plumage of this

species ;
but my original list of specimens, and other memoranda were,

by a strange accident mislaid, and therefore lost to me, for several years.

They were recovered, however, and this paper nearly completed, in time

to be submitted to Professor Newton when writing Ins account of the

Waxwing in Yarrell’s ‘British Birds’ (4th cd.).



records made at that time in the ‘ Zoologist,’ * between November

and March, gave a total of 580 examples killed in various

parts of Great Britain, wo had experienced nothing worthy the

name of a “Waxwing year” till the winter of 18GG—G7 ;
and

though the advent of these birds is by no means limited to severe

seasons, in this instance, undoubtedly, a very sudden and marked

change in the weather occurred simultaneously with the appearance

of the earliest specimens.

None would seem to have been cither seen or procured prior

to the 17th of November; but the rapid change in temperature,

at that time, accompanied by a heavy gale from seaward, and

followed, on tho 19th, by a considerable fall of snow, accounted,

no doubt, to a great extent for tho extraordinary influx of

Waxwings on our coast, as well as for tho appearance, in the early

morning of tho 17th, of an enormous mass of wildfowl upon

Surlingham Broad, near Norwich, which, as an old gunner

described it, “ rose like a bank of living birds,” and left the

neighbourhood altogether.

It is difficult to form any estimate of tho number of Waxwings
which, nolens volens

,
visited us at that time, since even the

examples known to have been killed fell far short, in all proba-

bility, of the actual slaughter. Those only are included in my list

that came into the hands of our birdstuffers, yet many others may
have been thrown aside as soon as shot. But as these birds were

seen in flocks of from five to ten and twenty, and in some cases,

oven, of fifty and sixty individuals, we may presume that the llight

which alighted on our shores, and became dispersed by constant

persecution, amounted to some hundreds.

The appended list, comprising 144- specimens, shows not only

the dates of those that came under my own observation, but of

many of which authentic information was furnished by correspon-

dents in different parts of the county. From these strangely

consecutive dates also, extending from November 17th to the

7th of January following, I am inclined to think that we had no

second arrival during that winter, but, as before remarked, the

original flock having alighted on every part of our extended

*Seo ‘ Zoologist,’ 1850, preface (p. ix.).
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sea-board, from the extreme western shores of the Wash to

Yarmouth and Lowestoft on the east, became gradually dispersed,

and when more and more sought after, as their arrival became

known, the same localities which supplied the earlier specimens

afforded others, later on, when further explored.

It would be useless here to give the locality of each specimen,

as entered in my note-book, since local readers only would be able

to distinguish places on the coast from those inland
;
but I may

state generally that, of the 144 birds included in the list appended

to this paper, over 100 were killed either immediately on the coast,

or within five or six miles, as the crow flies
;
the remainder in

various inland localities, even those most remote from the sea.

Of the coast specimens, the chief proportion were obtained in the

neighbourhood of Lynn, Cromer, and Yarmouth.

So rarely does an opportunity occur of examining and comparing,

in a fresh state, a large series of these interesting birds, that I

gladly availed myself of the numbers sent to our birdstuffers to note

their differences of plumage, and, if possible, detect any external

distinctions between males and females. Upwards of sixty

examples thus passed through my hands, of which forty-one

were brought to Mr. T. E. Gunn, of this city, to be stuffed; and as

these were all carefully dissected, as they came in, and daily

memoranda made as to sex, number of Avax-tips, and other special

features, the folloAving statistics may be fully relied upon, as they

apply only to such examples as I then saw
;

all those of which

merely the date was communicated to me by correspondents being

left blank under other headings.

I should here state, also, as I may have further occasion to refer

to it, that Mr. Gunn kept a list as Avell as myself, which, Avitli

remarks from his OAvn observations, at the time, Avas published in

the Huddersfield ‘Naturalist’ for 1867 (pp. 163—66, and 173 t 7).

Notes on Sex and Plumage.

Of sixty-eight dissected specimens, forty-one proved to be males,

and tAventy-seven females, and as Yarrell states* Avith regard to

* This is, of course, altered in Professor Newton’s fourth edition of

Yarrell’ s ‘ British Birds.’ See vol. i. p. 534, foot-note.
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tho number of wax-tips on the wings that the female has “ never

more than five,” and Macgillivray, evidently referring to the males

only, that “ tho greatest number is seven,” the following tablo

may help to correct erroneous impressions :

—

Males. Females.

3 tad 4 tips. * 1 had 2 tips.

7 99 5 „ 4 99 3 a
14 99 6 » 7 99 4

99

14
99 7 „ 6 91 5 if

3 99 8 „ 7 a 6 a
2 a 7 99

1 a 8 JJ

41 2S

Here, then, wo find tho wax-tips in males ranging from four to

eight, with six and seven as an equal compliment in the majority

of instances. In females wo have from two to seven and in one

solitary instance eight, whilst six is evidently very usual; in fact,

• those with four, five, and six tips, were all but equal in number.
Of the exceptional female with eight tips (No. 75), I may remark,

that the sex was accidentally omitted in my original notes but it is

so entered in Mr. Gunn’s, and I believe correctly from what I

remember of the circumstances as tho bird, owing to its brilliant

plumage and large size, attracted our special notice. It was
killed at Worstead on the 15th of December, and was extremely

fat, weighing just 3 oz., tho average weight being not more
than 2} oz. That size, also, is no reliable indication of sex in

this species is sufficiently shown by Mr. Gunn, who carefully

measured his specimens in tho flesh, and from his list (see

also a few measurements appended to my own) the average
length from beak to tail is about 8§ in.; one only, a male

* This specimen (No. 19) was not dissected by either Mr. Gunn or myself

;

out the sex can scarcely be considered doubtful, as we found no male with
I ess than four

;
and a brooding female killed from the nest, presented by the

ate Mr. John AVolley to the Norwich Museum, has only two tips on
;ach wing.
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(No. 96), reaching 9 in.
; the shortest, a female, 7|- in. But

though the females were generally the smallest, still, in some
cases they came fully up to the average. Macgillivray, however,

gives 9 in. as the usual length of the male, of the female

“somewhat less.”

The wax-like tips, which are a prolongation of the shaft beyond
the webs of the secondary feathers in each Aving, vary as much in

size as in number in both males and females, and therefore afford

no certain evidence of sex; excepting, as before stated, that no
males Avere found to have less than four.

A reference to the list Avill sIioav that, in many instances, the

number of tips on the wings is uneven, and in my summary,
therefore, I have reckoned the highest number in each individual

case, as I think I may say that, in all I examined Avith uneven
numbers I could trace evidences of abrasion—injury by shot or

other causes—to account for the absence of one or more tips, and
in a normal state, it seems reasonable to suppose that they should

correspond in each Aving. The odd numbers would then become
even again after the next moult. But here arises the question

Avhether the highest numbers are the result of age, more and more
being acquired year by year, or due rather to constitutional vigour

in certain specimens? The list undoubtedly sIioavs that though
the lowest numbers Avere always the smallest tips yet the reverse of

this Avas by no means the rule. Some specimens Avith only six tips

to each Aving had the majority of them quite as fine as in any
examples having seven and eight

;
and, in one or tAvo cases, birds

Avith seven tips to each wing made but a poor sIioav. This applies

equally to males and females, the tips of the latter, in one or two
instances, being as fine as in any of the former. As a rule, the

middle tips arc the longest and broadest, some of the outer ones
being barely perceptible, a mere colouring of the extreme point of

the shaft, and scarcely showing beyond the web.

These horny prolongations can hardly be termed flat, at least in

their fully developed state, as, Avhen looked at from the underside,

they Avill be found more or less curved, resembling somewhat the

nail of the human hand. The longest examined by Mr. Gunn and
myself measured three-eighths of an inch in length, and one-eighth

in Avidth. The upper surface is glazed like scarlet sealing-wax, the
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u lulu r surface is of a pale unglazed pink.* Fortunately, to assist

us in solving the question I have raised as to the development by

ago or constitution, or both, of these waxen tips, the long-existing

mystery as to the breeding haunts of the Waxwing has been cleared

up through the researches of tho late Mr. John Wolley, and the

plumage of the nestlings ascertained at tho same time.

Plumage of the Young as Nestlings.

In tho Norwich Museum, thanks to Mr. Wolley’s warm interest

in that Institution, is a case containing one of the first Waxwing’s

nests taken by his collectors in Finnish Lapland in the summer of

185G; togethor with a pair of old birds killed from the nest, and

a nestling taken on the 5th of August as it fluttered from its nest

when disturbed. This youngster, tho first that had ever been met

with at that stage of its growth, was found to tho surprise of all

ornithologists to liavo its wings already fringed with waxen

appendages ;
indeed, to uso Mr. Wolley’s own words in communi-

cating tho grand discovery to his friend Professor Newton, “tho

wax-like ends to tho wing feathers, tho yellow tip to the tail, the

black patch between the eye and tho beak, are all there
;
” and,

excepting tho absence of tho black patch on the chin, the general

dulnoss of tho colouring, and the peculiarly mottled and striped

appearance of the under parts of the plumage, this young bird so

nearly resembles the parents as to form an exception, almost, to the

ornithological rule, that in species where the adult males and

females resemble each other tho nestlings have a plumage of

their own.

This most interesting specimen, at first sight, appears to have

four tips on one wing and three on the other, but a more careful

examination of the latter, shows five projecting shafts, from two

of which, as in some old birds, the waxen ornaments have been

scaled off. In the wing with four perfect tips there is no sign of

projection in the shafts of any of the other feathers, and, in this

* “ The structure of these appendages,” writes Professor Newton (Yarrell’s

‘British Birds,’ vol. i. p. 534), “has l«jen carefully described and compared
with similar substances found in other birds by llerr C. II. Andersen”
(CEfvers. K. Vet.-Ak. ForhandL 1859, pp. 219—231, pi. ii. ).
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case, therefore, the numbers would seem to be naturally uneven,

though not so observed in adult specimens. The wax ends pro-

ject only from the white-tipped secondary feathers, commencing

next to the inner and whole-coloured ones, and range outwards.

Besides the white tips to the secondary quills it has the usual

white terminations to the primary coverts, and the patches at the

end of the outer webs of the primaries are white, suffused in part

with yellow. This nestling is, I should say, a young male. Of

the parent birds, in the same case, the male has but five tips on

each wing, scarcely finer than in the offspring, and the female has

but two minute tips on each wing, both, I should think from their

plumage, being birds of the previous year paired for the first time.

In the male, although the yellow band on the tail is vivid in colour,

the white patches on the outer webs of the primaries are only slightly

tinged with the same hue, whilst in the female the patches on the

primaries are but narrow white lines, the white on the secondaries

and primary coverts is fairly developed, and the band on the tail is

not so deep as in the male, and straw yellow.

The above nestling, however, though the first discovered, is not

the only one known in collections, as Mr. Gould’s beautiful plate of

the Waxwing in his ‘Birds of Great Britain’ represents the nest and

young, the latter drawn from two young ones which were captured

from a brood of five by Mr. H. E. Dresser, on the 4th of July,

1858, at Sandon, a small island near Uleaborg in the Gulf of

Bothnia. One of these nestlings, as Mr. Dresser informs me, has

on one wing five large tips and one small one, and on the other

five large tips.* The companion (possibly a female) has only three

very narrow tips on each wing, those of the first nestling are as

fine as in most old birds. The number of tips it will be noticed,

in this case are even in one specimen and uneven in the other.

Here, then, we have two out of three nestlings, showing five and

six tips in their earliest stage, and, as my list gives but three out of

forty-one adult males with as few as four tips to each wing, they

* The young bird figured by Dresser in his ‘Birds of Europe’ is described

as one “lately out of the nest” and, I presume, the same from which his

description of the nestling plumage is taken, the locality and date being

Archangel, 9th August. He also adds that the young birds figured by Gould

are younger than the one he describes and “ somewhat paler in colour, but

otherwise agree closely with it.”



are, no doubt, both males, thus starting in life with a fair average of

appendages, six and seven being apparently the rule and eight

altogether exceptional. The large sizo of the tips, therefore,

and the addition of the sixth on one wing in Mr. Dresser’s

nestling, as compared with Mr. Wolley’s, seems to indicate that

constitution may intluenco the number in the earliest stage, and a

vigorous young male may commence with six as a nestling and have

but two, or at most three, more to acquire.* Very line tips are

also invariably accompanied with richness of plumage, and the

beauty of the tips consists as much in their lateral expansion as

in their length
;

in some cases, as before stated, the projecting

point of the shaft being merely tinted, or but slightly more

developed. The same, in degree, no doubt applies to the

females, although instances of their acquiring more than six

tips are probably rare, and dependent, as well, less upon age

than constitution.

Females with scarcely a Wax-tip visible.

I should hero mention, however, that though my list contains

but one female with so few as two tips to each wing, I have now
before me a mature specimen killed in this county in November,

1872, which is so nearly devoid of waxen appendages that it is

only possible with a glass to distinguish a speck of red at the

tips of the shafts of two secondary quills in one wing, and

of one in the other. Of the nine fully developed primaries in

this singular bird, all but the two longest have a white patch at

the tip of the outer web
;
and in but one feather in each wing is it

possible to trace the faintest indication of this white patch becoming

yellow. The primary coverts are, as usual, edged with white, and

the tail-feathers conspicuously, though not deeply, margined with

* As a bird capable of breeding may be fairly termed adult, the advanced

state of these nestlings, as compared with Wolley’s parent birds, in the

matter of wax-tips is, I think, the strongest evidence in favour of con-

stitutional vigour, and not age, accounting for extreme richness of plumage

in this species ;
the cause of this, doubtless, may be sought in the conditions

under which the young are brought up—whether in seasons when food is

abundant, and easy of access, or the reverse.

VOL. in. 7.
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yellow. The chief peculiarity, however, iu this specimen, besides

the almost total absence of wax-tips, is the fact that the seven

secondary quills though but slightly (as compared with other

females) tipped with white on the outer web have the outer

and inner webs level with the extremity of the shaft, and the white

patch, except in one feather in each wing, does not approach the shaft

by one-sixteenth of an inch. The black patch on the throat is as

dark in color, though not so large, as in a fine male now before

me with seven wax-tips. I know of one other instance of the

same kind, a bird killed near Lowestoft in the winter of 186G-G7
;

but as I did not see it till some twelve months after, and the sex

was not noted at the time, it does not appear in my list.

Wax-tips to Shafts of Tail-feathers.

Specimens have been recorded from time to time, as having the

shafts of the tail-feathers slightly tipped with red as well as the

wings, but that this is very rarely the case is, I think, proved by

the' fact, that of the large number that I examined in the winter

of 186G-G7, or of which I had any description at that time, five only

showed the slightest trace of caudal appendages. Of these five

birds, four proved, by dissection, to be males
;
of the other, un-

fortunately, the sex was not ascertained; but of twenty-seven

females, identified as such, not one exhibited the least indication

of colouring in this respect. Whether, this peculiarity, however,

is or is not peculiar to the males my list certainly shows that its

acquisition is not confined to those examples having the largest

number of tips on the wings
;
and, though, in each specimen, the

richness of plumage was very marked, yet they could scarcely

be said to eclipse others whoso tail-feathers were not similarly

ornamented.

Of the examples thus referred to, Nos. 3 and 4 in the list,

killed on the 19th of November, were certainly, as to size and

brightness of plumage, two of the finest birds obtained that season,

and each had seven wax-tips on the wings extremely fine. No. 3

]md all the shafts of the tail-feathers tinged with red where they

pass through the yellow band at the extremity of the tail, but

only in the centre feather was there the slightest projection beyond
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tho webs.
.
No. 4 differed only in having no shaft projecting.

No. 28, killed November 28th, with six and five tips on the wings
only, but those very fine, had all the shafts of the tail-feathers

tinged, and one projecting. No. 99, killed on December 24th,

with eight and seven tips on the wings, had but a slight tinge

on the shafts of the tail-feathers, and no shafts projecting.

No. 100, killed on the 1st of January (sex not noted), with onlv six

tips to each wing, had the shaft of but one tail-feather tinged,

ami that projecting. The projection in any case, however, was
only equal in “ show ” to the poorest tips on the wings.

Colouring op the Primary and Secondary Quills.

Dividing the quill feathers of the wing into primaries and
secondaries, there appear, at first sight, to bo an equal number of
each, that is eighteen

;
but, after a closer inspection, it will be

found that there are really ten primaries, thus making nineteen

;

for although the first is nearly aborted (and the second, therefore,

the longest in the wing), it ought to be reckoned in counting
the remiges.

4 he two innermost secondaries, or tertials, have no white patch
on the outer web, and the first, nearest the body, is much shorter
than the next. That the second of these two whole-coloured
feathers is occasionally tipped with wax I have before stated, and
it makes the eighth tip in the few cases in which that number
occurs; but it the short inner feather is also reckoned this
would admit ot nine tips, and though I have never seen this

development I have more than once heard that such has been
known. In the seven secondary quills, with a uniform white
patch on the outer web, there is also a peculiarity of formation
which is by no means indicated in the figure* given by Macgillivray
(‘ British Birds,’ vol. iii. p. 532) of the wing of this species. I refer
to the irregularity of the webs at the anterior extremity of each
feather. By an inspection of the accompanying woodcut, it will
'be seen that the dark, or inner web, extends so much further

# Macgillivray, with his usual accuracy, describes the wing of this species
as having nineteen quill feathers, but in the woodcut referred to the ten
primaries are represented as all full grown.

7. 2
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down the shaft, with its waxen excrescence, than the outer or

white-tipped web, that the former extends considerably beyond the

white, and this, apparently, in proportion to the fineness, or

otherwise, of the wax-tip itself. A feature, which is scarcely

noticed when the wing is closed.

a. White patch on the outer web of secondary quills.

b. Wax-like termination to shaft.

Thus much then on the special feature, in this attractive species,

from which the familiar name of Waxwing is derived; but without

entering into any general description of the plumage, which is more

or less accurately given in most ornithological works, I will confine

my remarks to one or two points in the colouring of the wing

feathers which attract special attention in examining a large series

of specimens. First, as to the white or yellow patches at the

extremity of the outer web of the primaries. These patches,

in richly-coloured specimens, are of the most vivid yellow

on the inner primaries, the two or three outer quills having

the same markings less and less distinct, and either white or

nearly so. In a large majority of cases the two longest primaries

want this mark altogether, and the rest, graduating inwards, have

the patch white, or more or less suffused with yellow. In this

respect there is great variation in both sexes. In some examples all

the patches are white and mere narrow lines, but only in the most

brilliant males are they of a rich gamboge yellow. Again, one of the

surest indications of perfect plumage and constitutional vigour, in

this species, is shown by what I have desciibed in my list as the

“return” margins* to the primaries,by which I mean the continuation

of the light-coloured patch at the extremity of the outer web

along the tip of the inner iveb. This is usually white or tinged

* These “return” margins, as Professor Newton informs me, are very

plainly shown in Lister’s figure (Phil. Trans. [1685], No. 1 / 5, fig. 9) of thejhst

recorded English specimen. They are there visible on eight of the remiges.
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(almost black in some males) of the remaining portion of that web,

has a curious ladder-like appearance when the wing is closed.

a. Light-coloured patch on outer web of primary quill,

n. “Return” margin to inner web.

That the “return” margins of the inner webs, like the light-

coloured patches on the outer webs of the primaries, are, however,

given to variation, even in what may be considered richly-coloured

birds, will be seen by a comparison of both Gould’s and Dresser’s

plates with the following description taken from one of the wings

ol a fino male, in my collection, having eight and seven wax-tips

to the secondaries. The first primary quill being dwarfed I

“ Return ” os inner web.

Wanting altogether.

About J-inch, white.

Larger, all white.

Slight tinge of yellow next shaft.

Yellow i-inch, rest white.

33 5?

33 33

„ iVmcli yellow, not continued.

Wanting altogether.

Both wings arc very similar in their markings, and in both
the “return’ extends furthest in the sixth and seventh primaries.

And here I should remark that, as shown by the list, three of the

male birds with wax-tipped shafts to the tail-feathers had fine

“return” margins to the primaries, but I have no record whether
the other two were similarly ornamented.

On referring, also, to the list, I find that of the instances in

which 1 have noted the appearance of these “return”

commence with the second.

Patch on outer web.

1. A white speck only.

2. Small and white.

;>. Larger, and pure white.

4. Three parts yellow.

5. Rich yellow.

margins, seven
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examples were females and thirteen males j showing that this,

also, is no sexual distinction, although the yellow patch is never

so vivid in females as in some males, and in the former the

“return” margin is, I think, invariably white (see No. 75 in the

list), with the dark primary webs more liair-brown than black.

In considering this feature of the plumage, however, in connection

with the number of wax-tips, we do not find that it always

accompanies the highest numbers, though, on the other hand,

rarely present with the lowest, for, of the thirteen males in my

list exhibiting these markings, No. 59, with four and three tips,

had slightly developed “return” margins, whilst No. 42, with seven

fine tips on each wing, had no “ return ” margins. But if these

represent the exceptions, at least one dozen birds entered in the list

as having six, seven, and eight tips to the wings, accompanied with

more or less bright yellow patches on the primaries and the “return

* I am indebted to the late Dr. Brewer, of Boston, U.S.A., for the

following extract from a letter of Capt. Charles Bendire, 1st Cavalry, U. S. A.,

dated Camp Harney, Oregon, Jan. 10th, 1876. The writer after stating

that lie had recently obtained a fine series of Ampelis garrulus,

in various stages of plumage cpiotes, as follows, from the work of

Messrs. Baird, Brewer, & Ridgway (vol. i. p. 397), as to the presumed

distinction of sexes, and then proceeds to explain how these statements

differ from his own observations.
—“ The male, with the outer web of primaries

continued around ends of inner webs, also [‘return’ margins]. Female,

without white on terminal edge of inner webs of primaries, and with the

sealing-wax appendages smaller.”—“ According to my experience,” says

Capt. Bendire, “ I find that in this case the sexes are exactly alike as far as

the markings of the primaries are concerned. I took three specimens,

evidently very old females, in which the white involves the inner webs of the

primaries as well as the outer, and in which there is not the slightest

difference, in general appearance, from the old males. I also find that there is

a great deal of difference in the colour and its breadth, varying in the former

from bright gamboge yellow, in old birds, to a pale straw colour and a light

down [?] in younger ones
;
and likewise from half an inch to one-eighth wide.

The females in question have been very carefully examined by me. In old

specimens, the shafts of the tail-feathers in the yellow band are bright

vermilion red.” It will be seen from the above, that Capt. Bendire’s

observations in 1876 agree, as to the markings on the primaries in

botli sexes, with my own in 1866—67 ;
but we differ as to intensity of

colouring, fineness of wax-tips, and red tips to the shafts of the tail-featheis,

being an evidence of mature aye instead of, as I have suggested, being an

evidence merely of constitutional vigour in individuals.



margins well defined, may set the rule. Again in the seven

females having “return” margins, I find the number of wax-tips

range, without exception, from six to eight in each wing; but even

the female from Worstead (No. 75), with eight tips, had all the

“return” margins white, whilst No. 20, in which the “return,”

though white, was the most sharply defined, had but six small

tips to each wing.

Mr. Wolley’s nestling ami the parent birds afford us some

clue as to the gradual assumption of the yellow tinge on the

primary patches. Thus, in the nestling itself we still find the

patches on the outer web of the primaries, though small, the

largest being about five-sixteenths of an inch (the same measuring

over three-eighths of an inch in some males), and the majority of them

pure white; yet two or three of the middle ones are already showing

a trace of yellow, apparently spreading itself by degrees over the white.

In the parent birds, even the male is scarcely more forward in

this respect, having but three or four of the patches tinged with

yellow, whilst in the female all the patches are white but one;

and in neither is there the slightest indication of “ return ” margins.

As before stated, the female I possess, which can scarcely bo said

to have any wax-tips, has all but one of these patches pure white

and small
;
and I am inclined to believe that no female nestling

would be found to have any yellow on the primary patches; in

other words, that the assumption of the yellow tinge is probably,

more gradual in the female than in the male.

Plumage no Certain Test of Sex.

Notwithstanding the experience gained by the examination of so

many and various specimens I must still admit that, otherwise than

by dissection, I know of no certain test of sex. In this opinion,

amongst the most recent authorities, I am borne out by Professor

Newton in the fourth edition of Yarrell’s ‘ British Birds,’ and by
Mr. II. 1C. Dresser in his ‘Birds of Europe.’ My friend Mr.

Seobohm, however, to whoso judgment I would give all due weight

from his acquaintance with this species, both in this country and

abroad, and the examination, from time to time, of a large scries

of specimens, is inclined to decide the question of sex “ by the

markings on the wings,” and in his most interesting work on
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‘Siberia in Europe’* be writes of the Waxwing (p. 145, note) :
—

“ In females the white mark at the end of the primary quill

feathers is confined to the outside web, and resembles the letter I,

and is only slightly suffused with yellow. The wax-like appendages

to the secondaries are comparatively small. In the male a similar

white mark [the italics are mine] is continued at the end of the

inner web, making the mark resemble the letter V. This mark

is generally suffused with deep yellow, and the wax-like appendages

are twice the size of those of the female. It must be borne in

mind, however, that the male bears the plumage of the female until

after the second autumn moult.” In this description, Mr. Seebohm’s

I and Y marks on the primaries correspond to my “yellow patch”

on the outer, and “return” margins on the inner web.

The term while mark, as applied to the former should, I think,

read light mark, as it varies so much in colour in different specimens,

both male and female. In some males, as well as females, it is

pure white
;
and in females, occasionally, is only “ suffused with

yellow,” to use Mr. Seebohm’s expression
;
but I have never found

it so vivid in females as in some males.

I cannot agree, however, that the I mark is always confined

to the outside web in the females (see ante p. 338), as the list

indicates that in seven females (ascertained by dissection) the

I mark had become a Y, though this special mark of perfection

of plumage is, so far as my observations go, invariably white in the

female, with the dark portions of the webs more hair-brown than

black. Then, as to the wax-like appendages in the males, Mr.

Seebohm says they are “ twice the size of those of the females ;
"’

but that this does not hold good in all instances is shown at

p. 330, as also, that, in both sexes, as high a number as seven

wax-tips may still make but a poor show as to size.

Mr. Seebohm’s remark, also, as to the male bearing “the plumage

of the female until after the second autumn moult,” should be

'* In a communication to Dresser’s ‘ Birds of Europe ’ Mr. Scebolnn

makes similar but somewhat more extended remarks on the plumage of both

sexes, but the only other point to which I need allude here is with reference

to the occasional red tips to the tail-feathers, which peculiarity, lie says, is

found in both males and females ;
but, as shown at p. 334, I failed to

discover the slightest trace of caudal appendages in any of the females I

examined in 1866-67.



considered in connection with iny description of Mr. Wolley’s and
Mr. Dresser’s nestlings, both as to the size and number of the

wax-tips, the light marks at the end of the outer web of the
primaries being yellow in the young bird figured by Mr. Dresser,
and the latter’s statement that in this youngster “the inner webs
[outer!] of the secondaries are without any terminal band of white,”

which is present in my mature female which has no wax-tips at all.

Mr. Gunn, in Ids paper in the Huddersfield ‘ Naturalist,’ is

inclined to rely upon the depth of colour and defined outline of the
black patch on the throat in males as a guide to the sex, but
immature males so closely resemble, in this and other particulars,

more matured females that such a test cannot be wholly relied upon.
Ao. J3 in the list, a male bird, which had not quite completed

the autumnal moult, showed a slight variation from the ordinary
plumage in having two yellow bars on the tail. This had a curious
clFect, the new and short feathers, edged with vcllow, forming a line

above the longer ones.

Colour of Dupes, Food, &c.

Mr. Gunn is, I think, correct in saying that the younger birds
have the irides hazel or dark brown, and the older ones red. I have
certainly seen more of the former than the latter; and No. 101 in
the list, a male with “return” margins on the primaries, had the
irides carmine-red.

In this country the food of the Waxwing seems to consist entirely
of berries, Whitethorn haws and Privet berries forming their
chief diet. M ith the former I have found both their crops and
stomachs crammed and the whole intestines deeply stained with
the latter. They are for the most part extremely fat, being no
doubt in a wild state, as in confinement, ravenous eaters. Since
the great Waxwing year of 18GG—67, only a few stragglers occurred
from time to time in Norfolk till the winter of 1872—73, when
I examined some sixteen specimens killed in various parts of
the county between the 15th of November and the following
February; but these presented no fresh features of interest; and
the majority of them proved to be male birds in fine plumage,
having from four to six and seven tips on the wings, but in no
instance eight, or the slightest colouring at the extremity of the
shafts of the tail-feathers.
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LIST OF SPECIMENS—1866—G7.

No. Date.
Sex
M.

Sex
F.

No. of Tips on
Wings.

REMARKS.

1 Nov. I7tk — — —

3 Nov. 19tli M. Tips g of an in. All the tips of the shafts of the

7 each, fine tail-feathers tinged with red

;

only the centre one projecting

beyond the w,ebs.

4 33 M. 7 each, fine “ Return ” margins on pri-

maries. Shafts of tail-feathers

all tinged with red at the tips.

5 33
— — —

6 33
— — —

|7 3)
— — —

- Shot at Yarmouth.
8 33

— —
|

9 — — —
1

J10 Nov. 21st — — —
11 M. 7 each
12 M. 4 & 6 tips, small

13 f. 2 & 3 tips, very
small.

14 F. 5 & 4 tips

15 F. 7 each “Return” margins on pri-

maries.

16 Nov. 26th M. 4 each, small

17 M. 6 each

18 Nov. 27th — — 3 each, very small

19 — — 2 each, very small
Fine plumage.20 M. 5 each

21
33

F. 6 each “Return” margins on pri-

maries, but not conspicuous.

22 Nov. 28th M. G & 7 tips

23 M. 6 each

24 F. 3 each, very small

25 M. 7 each

26 33
F. 6 each This female only has the

“return” margins on primaries

sharply defined.

27 M. 5 & 4 tips

28 M. 6 & 5 tips Shafts of tail-feathers all

nearly § in. long tinged at the tip, one projecting,

“return” margins very bright.

29 F. 5 each

30 Dec. 1st M. 4 & 5 tips

31 — — 5 & 4 tips

32 Nov. 29th M. 6 & 5 tips

33 M. 5 each

34 F. 1 & 3 tips

35 Nov. 30th M. 7 & 6 tips

36 F. 5 & 4 tips

37 M. 7 each, very small

38 F. 6 each, very fine No “return” margins.

39 33
F. 3 each, very small
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No. Date. Sex
M.

Sex
F.

No. of Tips on
Wings.

40 Nov. 30th ___

41
42 Dec. 1st. 31.

F. 4 each, small

7 each, very fine
43
44

yy 31. 6 it 5 tips, fine

45 —
46 Dec. 2nd 31. 5 each

47 Doc. 5th 5 each
48

yy
— 4 & 3 tips

40
yy

— 6 each
50

yy
— — 4 & 3 tips

51 Deo. 6th 31. 8 each, 2 small

52 Dec. 7th 3f. 6 each

53 Dec. 8th -
|

' 5 & 4 tips
51. Dec. 5th F. 6 each
65 yy F. 7 each, very fine
56 Dec. 1st 1 I

BEMABKS.

No “retura '’ margins.

7 ividyellowon tail and prima-
ries, but no “ return ” margins,
and no red tinge on the tips of
the shafts in the tail-feathers.

Tips very fine, “ return ”
margins on primaries. No sign
of red at t ips of tail-feathers.

Fine tips, slight “return”
margins nearly white.

“
lteturn ” margins.

Slight “return” margins.

b7
58
so
60

yy

Dee. 3rd

31.

M.
M.

yy

64 Dec. 8th 31.

65 „ 31.

66 „
6/ Dec. 10th M.

68 Dee. lltli 31.

70
l

Dec. 12th

„ M.
Dec. 13th 31.

„ 31.

31.

75 Dec. 15th

00

6 & 5 tips

4 & 3 tips

6 each

F. 4 each, fine

F. 4 & 5 tips, fine

F. 4 each
4 each
7 each

F. 4 each, fine

6 each

7 each
F. 6 each

F. 5 & 4 tips

7 & 3 tips

7 each, fine

5 & 6 tips, tine

5 & 4 tips, very
small

F. 8 each

Slight “return” margins.
Fine “return” margins, but

white.

Patches on primaries straw
yellow.

About twenty seen,

j ^
Slight “ return ” margins,

i

Flock of sixty seen.

Dicli yellow, “return ” margins.
“ lteturn ” margins.

Eight tips, the innerone ineach
wing very slight, and “ return ”

margins to all the perfect pri-
maries except the first,but white.
Fifteen specimens. All killed

near Yarmouth in the last two
months. None more than 7 tips,
one with “return” margins’
but no tail tips.
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No. Date.
Sex
M.

Sex
F.

No. of Tips on
Wings.

IiEMAEKS.

91 Dec. I5tli F. 3 & 4 tips Tips very small, a more red

point.

92 F. 4 & 3 tips, very
small

93 M. 6 & 5 tips This bird was moulting his

tail, and the short feathers,

tipped with yellow, made a bar

above the long ones.

94 Dec. 17th M. 6 each, small

95 M. 7 each, line Slight “return” margins.

96 Dec. 20tli M. 7 each “ Return ” margins, fine, but

white.

97 F. 5 & 6 tips

98 Dec. 22nd F. 5 each, very small
“ Return ” margins mostly99 Dec. 24tli M. 8 & 7 tips

bright yellow, and slight red

tinge on shafts of tail-feathers.

100 Dec. 22nd F. 4 each, small

101 Dec. 27th M. 6 each “ Return ” margins, irides

carmine red.

102 F. 6 each, very small

103 — — 5 each, very small

104 Dec. 29tli — — —
105 — — —

The shaft of one feather in106 Jan. 1st — 6 each
tail tipped with red and elon-

gated.

107 Jan. 6th M. 8 each The eighth very slight,

“return” margins, but no tail

tips.

108 Jan. 7tli M. 4 & 5 tips, very
small

144 — — — — Thirty-six specimens were

killed in the neighbourhood of

Lynn between Nov. 24th and

Jan. 2nd; mostly males accord-

ing to the local birdstuffers.

I did not see any of them.

Total 41 27

Total length of seven males and seven females, the numbers indicating

the specimens in the list.

Males.

8J in.

8 in.

8J in.

71 in.

8| in.

84 in.

9 in.

Females.

75 in.

8:1 in.

74 in.

8 in.

84 in.

84 in.

8 b in.

No. 3

4
11

16
59
60
96

No. 14

„ 15

„ 21

„ 24

„ 66

„ 102



ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FROM CLEY-NEXT-TIIE-SEA

,

NORFOLK, 1880 and 1881.

15y F. D. POWER.

Read 20th December, 1881 .

Tiie following aro the more noteworthy captures and observations

made by my brother, G. E. Power, and myself, during four collecting

trips to tho above place; viz., in September and December, 1880,

and August and September of the present year (1881).

Hawks. Peregrines wore twice observed in tho month of

September last year. A female bird of the year was shot by

myself on the Salthouse beach on the 21st, and when brought

down was carrying a neatly plucked Ring Dove, of which the head

only had been eaten. A few days later I saw another near

Stiffkey
;

this bird being apparently gorged with food, as it

moved on in front of me for half a mile or more by a succession

of short flights, always, however, keeping just out of gunshot.

Merlin. Seen on several occasions during the month of Septem-

ber, in 1880 first on the 17th
;

in 1881 on the 7th of the month.

Rough-legged Buzzard (?). December 2nd, 1880, my brother

shot at and wounded a large Hawk, which he believed to be of

this species
;
and as they were not uncommon in the county at the

time, his surmise was probably correct. Tho bird was being

|

mobbed at the time by four Hooded Crows.

Siiort-eared Owls. Four or five specimens observed in the

month of December. In each case they started up from the long

|
grass on tho sides of the sea-wall.

Warblers, &c. The congregation of these, birds in the scanty

cover afforded by the beach and sand hills during each September

was remarkable, Redstarts being far the most plentiful. Exactly

one dozen were one day turned out of a small shrub round one

of tho sand hills. Next in point of numbers came Common
I Whitethroats, and besides them a few Whinchats and one Blackcap

were observed.



Blue-throated Warbler. Whilst watching a number ot

Redstarts along the sea-wall on the 3rd September last, my brother

observed a black-tailed bird which, alter following for some time,

he secured, finding, to his surprise, a young bird of this species.

Owing to its immaturity it is not a very striking specimen, the

throat mark being represented by a somewhat triangular yellowish-

white blotch, without a trace of colour. The specimen came to

me in the flesh, and I took the following measurements Length,

5£ in.
;

stretch of wings, 8J in.
;
wing from flexure, 2{5- in.

;

bill, b in.
;

tarsus, 1 in.
;
middle toe, § in. The legs and form

generally were very robin-like ;
the similarity being also noticed

by my brother whilst the bird was alive. The body was un-

fortunately thrown away before I had examined it for sex.

Sedge Warbler. This species was particularly numerous, but

I looked upon them as residents, from the fact that they were olten

singing even m the third week of September, the last being hcaid

so doing on the 28th.

Rock Pipit. In 1880 was first noticed on September 22nd.

This year, on 8th August, I feel certain I found this species

breeding on the Blakeney side of the harbour. I was hiding in

a ditch on the rough marsh, when I noticed an undoubted Rock

Pipit flitting restlessly to and fro close to me; on observing it

more closely I could see food in its bill, and that it was evidently

anxious to feed its young. These were, probably, hiding near at

hand, but I failed to discover them or any nest. Mr. Gurnoy has

since informed mo there is no authentic record of the nesting of this

species in Norfolk. I am sorry, therefore, I did not take more

trouble, and follow the matter up more fully.

Shore Lark. In the early part of December last year my brother

was fortunate to fall in with four or five of these birds, and

obtained two specimens. On every occasion they were found on

the highest part of the beach, and in the neighbourhood of Saltliouse

;

although generally consorting with the Snow Buntings, they soon

separated from them when followed, their wariness standing in

marked contrast to the fearlessness of the Buntings. One

of the specimens came into my hands, and proved to bo a young

male.

Skylark. Immense quantities reached the coast, travelling

S.S.W., on 23rd September, 1880, and following days.



tSxuw Bunting. Extremely numerous during the forepart of

December. Two or three of the Hocks seen were considered by
my brother to contain over one hundred birds. Every specimen

obtained—about a dozen in all—was in the dingy immature state.

Night-jar. Several specimens Jlushed from the sand hills during

the lirst few days of last September.

'Waders. Each year, during the lirst half of September, these

birds increased in striking numbers, but the migratory movement
was particularly remarkable this year, when from the 31st August
to the 9th September—strong N. and N.E. winds prevailing at

the time—my brother had the pleasure of witnessing an almost

constant succession of arrivals during the early hours of each

day. The course of these flocks was W. along the coast line, and
the flights were composed chiefly of Knots, Sanderlings, Dunlins,

Curlew Sandpipers, King Plover, and Golden Plover. Knots
and Sanderlings appear to have much preponderated, but the

species were often much mixed
;

three, on several occasions, and
once four sorts were picked up after one discharge. Perhaps,

however, the most remarkable result of this flock shooting was
the discovery of a Keove amongst some Golden Plover.

Knot. The greater abundance of these this year, as compared with
last, was very remarkable. They were then scarce even at the end
ot September, whilst this year they appeared early, viz., August 10th,

when I saw three, and were plentiful by the end of that month.
A specimen in partial summer-dress was obtained on the 30th.

Sanderling. The same remark applies here. In 1880. certainly

not more than half a dozen specimens were observed, this year
they were met with in countless flocks.

Curlew Sandpiper. Specimens in almost perfect summer
plumage were shot on August 12th and 27th; these were solitary

1&« The lui-,t flocks which appeared on September 1st

and following days were, probably, composed entirely of young
birds

;
nine which fell at one discharge all presented the grey

winter dress. In 1880 not more than three specimens were seen.

Little Stint. This year, so early as August 6th, and again on
the 12th, I observed a single bird consorting with a small party
of King Plover and Dunlin. On 3rd September, whilst the
migration was at its height, this species also turned up in force. On
an enclosed piece of marsh my brother walked through (they were
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so tame) a scattered party of twenty-three, and many other smaller

parties were observed that day In 1880 not one was to be seen.

Temminck’s Stint. One bird obtained, and two others seen.

Buff. These, or rather Reeves, were not uncommon, September

1st, 2nd, and 3rd, and four or five specimens were shot.

Grey Plover. An example, with blackish breast, seen so late as

September 2nd.

Turnstone. A full summer-plumaged bird obtained on the

lltli August, and another in faded red garb on the 25th.

Green Sandpiper. Quito a number of these occurred in

September, 1880. This year, however, the bird was scarce, one

specimen only being seen.

Purple Sandpiper. Half a dozen or more examples observed

in 1880 on September 24th and following days. This year the

first record was early, viz., the 12th of that month.

Gray Phalarope. My brother secured an example on 20th

September, 1880, from a pool outside the sea-wall; it was, as is

usually reported of this species, remarkably tame, so much so that

he at first mistook it for a wounded Tern. A few dark feathers

were still present on the back of this specimen.

WlLDFOAVL AND SEA BIRDS.

In 1880 our best specimen Avas a Tufted Duck—an adult female.

Teal alone Avere plentiful, and these only for a feAV days after a S.W.

gale during the month of September. Wigeon Avere occasionally

seen, and more rarely Sheldrakes. Pour common Wild Ducks (bred

in the neighbourhood) Avere the only ones observed. At the end of

September small parties of Scoters Avere daily seen winging their

Avay westward, close to the surface of the sea, and making for the

Hunstanton Mussel-beds according to general report.

During the first fortnight of December, the Aveather very mild,

all WildfoAvl Avere so scarce that my brother never once got a shot.

This year both Wigeon and Gull Duck appeared in some numbers

after the KE. gales at the beginning of September, and a single

bird, shot as it fleAv Avesterly along the beach, proved to be an adult

female Shoveller. This bird Avas shot on the 9 th, and Scoters Avere

observed so early as the 12th.

Razor-bill. A number of these birds appeared off the coast quite at

the end of September, 1880 ;
tAvo obtained Avere in full winter plumage.
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Red-tiiroated Diver. First noticed oif the coast each year
about the middle of September. On October 1st, 1880, we witnessed
an interesting spectacle in the migration of vast numbers of this

species along the coast passing S.E. For nearly four hours they
were passing, single birds and small parties up to ten or twelve in

number, in an almost constant stream, at something like a quarter of

a mile from shore, and rather more than a gunshot high. Only one
bird was secured, and this had a perfect red throat.

Terns.

Lesser Tern. In 1880 we were too late for this species. A few
immature birds, however, remained in the district up to the 14th
September.

Ihis year, during the first week of August, 1 had the pleasure, for

the first time, of seeing these birds in abundance. Once, I may safely

say, I observed two hundred in company; and on another occasion
camo upon seventy or eighty resting on the beach, and packed so

closely together, as to appear at a distance one white mass. Up to

the 10th ol the mouth old birds were frequently observed carrying
fish in their bills, and had doubtless young which still required to

be fed. The last specimen was seen on 29th August.

Common and Arctic. It would appear that the one replaces the
other to a certain extent

;
for, at the beginning of last August, I

found the former out-numbering the latter quite in the proportion
of twenty to one, whilst at the end of the month, and in September,
my brother noticed the proportion more than reversed, the Common
specios being in fact quite scarce.

Black Tern. Apparently uncommon. Four were seen on the
10th August last, one on the 11th, and an adult (black) bird on
the 27th. All the others were in the grey-and-white plumage.

Skua. One or more of these birds (species undetermined) were
engaged almost daily among the Gulls and Terns at the mouth of
the harbour in September, 1S80. This year they were more
numerous and appeared earlier, viz., 29 th August, My brother
obtained two Richardson’s on the 7th September, one a light and
the other a very dark brown.

Shearwater. On the three occasions we took a sailing boat in

September, 1880, two or three of these birds were met with at from
a half to two miles from shore. They never, however, came within

yol in. . .
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gunshot, not apparently from shyness, hut seemed rather to miss

coming near the boat than to avoid it. Tireless, indeed,, appeared

to be the wing of this species, their mode of progression two or

three short flaps of the pinions, and then a glide close to the surface

of the waters—constantly withal changing their course, was con-

tinued as far as the eye could follow. Only once did I see one

settle on the water, and then only for a few seconds, apparently to

secure a fish.

[In reading Mr. Power’s interesting notes the following remarks suggest

themselves. In August, 1SS0, we had a remarkable passage of Redstarts at

Cromer. I counted twenty-nine in three days, a thing quite unprecedented,

as it is at any time an uncommon bird with us. They were noticed passing

in the same manner at Flamborough Head (Zoologist, 1880, p. 4S6), and at

Tees-Mouth (Zoologist, 1881, p. 23), and at Cloy, as appears from Mr. Power’s

remarks. The capture of the Blue-throated Warbler, the second ever killed

in Norfolk, is a matter of great interest. Mr. Power having kindly sent it

for exhibition I have been able to compare it very carefully with the plates in

Dresser’s ( Birds of Europe,’ from which I make it out to be the white-spotted

species (Cyanecula Wolfi). The first Norfolk specimen, picked up dead in

September, 1841, was the red-spotted species, an adult bird (Zoologist, vol. i.

p. 180). Mr. Dresser figures C. Wolfi in seven plumages on three plates.

Mr. Power’s specimen agrees fairly with the right-hand figure on plate No. 3

:

also with the skin of a bird shot in Egypt, which I have always considered to

belong to C. Wolfi. The breast-spot in Mr. Power's bird is now almost pure

white, the slight tinge of yellow having nearly faded. With four exceptions,

which have severally occurred in Kent (Zoologist, 1853, p. 3945), the Isle

of Wight (Zoologist, 1866, p. 172), Yorkshire (Zoologist,
-

1876, p. 4956),

and the Isle of May (Zoologist, 1881, p. 451), all the Blue-throats which

have hitherto occurred in Great Britain, have belonged to the red-spotted

(C. suecica). It is worthy of remark that the day after Mr. Power shot his

bird, another was obtained in Kent (Zoologist, 1881, p. 471), but this proved

to be the red-spotted (C. suecica).

The westerly migration of the great Hocks of Waders in September,

observed by Mr. Power, at a time when we should have expected them to be

following the coast-line in a south-easterly direction, shows how much there

is still to be learnt on this subject. It is a great subject for inquiry
;
but I

am quite sure that the tabulated returns of many years must be collected

before any decision will be arrived at with any thing like certainty. At

Cromer, the Gull tribe of all kinds, at all seasons of the year, are almost

invariably to be seen going west. In addition to the notes printed I

may add, that on the 6th of September, 1881, Mr. Power saw a bird which

he believed to be a Glossy Ibis, which I have no doubt was the case, as on the

16th of that month one was shot at Lynn, and others have occurred this

year.—J. 11 . Gurney, Jun.]
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VI.

THE NESTING OF THE HOBBY.

By Frank Norgate.

(Communicated by tbo President.)

Read list January ,
1882.

For many years past I have carefully searched for and examined

almost every nest I could find, of Carrion Crow and Kestrel,

almost despairing of ever taking a clutch of Hobby’s eggs in

Norfolk. Two eggs I obtained through Mr. Knights (of Norwich),

who showed mo a stuffed Hobby, said to have been killed from

tbo nest whence these eggs were taken, in Ketteringhnm "Wood,

by Mr. G. Cooke in July, 1858. I wrote to him some years after

I10 left Mr. Knights, when I10 was living in Shrewsbury, and he

confirmed this account. I still possess these two Hobby’s eggs.

A few years ago Mr. Robert Howard of Taverham showed me
a splendid pair of stuffed Hobbies, which lie killed from a nest

in Foxley Wood.
On the 9th of March, 183G, Mr. J. Howard gave me a Hobby

(a hen-bird) which he shot six days previously at or near Bylaugh.
I always like to re-visit all Crows’ and Kestrels’ nests about once

a week throughout tho summer, and frequently I find, at intervals

two or more clutches of Crow’s and Kestrel’s eggs in one nest in

one season.

On the 21st of May, 1881, in Foxley Wood, I took a clutch of

five Hobby’s eggs, and several breast-feathers from a Carrion Crow’s
nest which I had (about a month before) robbed of Crow’s eggs. I

saw tbo Hobby fly from this nest. The two Hobbies kept sailing

about overhead whilst I packed the eggs, and walked to another

Oak tree containing another Carrion Crow’s nest, which I had
robbed on the 23rd of last April of three Crow’s eggs. I now saw
a hen Kestrel fly from this nest, and she looked nearly twice as

large as either of the Hobbies. I found and left four Kestrel’s

eggs in this nest.

A A 2
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Two days after taking tlic five Hobby’s eggs, I again visited

Foxloy Wood, where I saw two female Kestrels go off their nests

of four and five eggs. On going to examine another Carrion Crow’s

nest, several hundred yards to the north-west of that which con-

tained the five Hobby’s eggs two days before, I saw two Hobbies

on the Oak tree, evidently taking possession of the nest. They

seemed to object strongly to my presence, and flew close round me,

dashing through the underwood near the ground. The nest was

empty. These Hobbies were, I feel sure, the same birds whose

live eggs I took two days ago
;
and I was very unfortunate in

disturbing their new home so soon, for, on my next visit this

nest was still empty.

On the 3rd of June I went again into Foxley Wood, and found

two Jays’ nests containing four and five eggs respectively, dhcse

nests were, as usual, in the top of birch brushwood in the “high

fell ” or underwood of many years’ growth. I also found a nest of

four Kestrel’s eggs in an Oak tree
;
and on examining another

Carrion Crow’s nest on a tall big Oak in the east side of the

wood, a nest which I had robbed of Crow’s eggs about a month

before, I was delighted to find in it one Hobby’s egg. This was

by far the most beautiful egg of this species that I have ever

seen. The other five eggs before mentioned were of a richer and

darker colour than most Kestrel’s eggs (of which I have 158

specimens for comparison), but this one was like a Honey Buzzard’s

egg in miniature. I left it without touching it or the nest. On the

trunk of this tree was resting an imago of Nola cristulalis ; and I

took another Moth of the same species from another Oak tree, and

a nearly full-fed larva of Apaturn iris from the top of a broad-

leaved Sallow-bush of about twelve years’ growth.

On the 13th of June I again climbed to the Hobby’s nest,

fully expecting to be rewarded by a full clutch of unusually

handsome eggs, especially as the tree was very hard to climb, and

quite invisible from any pathway
;

but, alas ! though the tree

showed no signs of having been climbed, the nest was empty, and

I had to console myself with beating Salic caprea on my way

out of the wood, taking larva3 of Apatura iris, Trichiura cratcegi,

and the case-bearing Fumea nitidella.

On the 12th of July I saw a dead Hobby hanging in terrorem

in Hockering Wood ;
it looked like a hen-bird, and had been shot

a week or more before I saw it.
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On the 1 Itli of July I examined the same Carrion Crow’s nest
at which 1 had so unfortunately disturbed the two Hobbies on the
dord ot May, and though it looked deserted, and was surrounded
ivitli Spiders webs, which were visible from the ground, I was
surprised to find in it one egg, hot, chipped, and hatching. This

'“So was so large, of such a pale dirty brown colour, and so in-

distinctly marked, that I thought it might be a Kestrel's egg.

1 ho Oak foliage was at that time so luxuriant that I could not
see either of the birds, and it was only by an examination of the

young nestling Hawk when fairly Hedged, that I identified it as

a Hobby. I ho pleasure of this visit was increased by the sight

ot three or (our Apaturn ms flying. One of them, a large female,

tried many times to settle on my boots !

On the 3rd ot August 1 climbed up to see the young Hawk.
It was like a large ball of white down, the tips of the dark
Primaries being just visible through the down

; but I could not
identify it until my next inspection on the 12th of the same
month, when, by climbing very slowly and gently, I put my eyes
"within two feet ot the young bird, and admired it for about five

minutes, particularly noticing its very dark (nearly black) hood,
including the eyes. The very conspicuous mustachios were of
the same dark colour. 1 he throat and nock were of an orange
tint, the wings and upper wing-coverts being of a dark brownish-
grey colour. It then flew off the nest into another tree, and I
saw no more ot it. I was much surprised at finding a nestling
with such a dark hood, and such a bright orange tint on the neck.
One of the woodmen then took mo into a field just outside

the wood to show me a very large brown Hawk “as big as a hen,”
which he had just seen flying up from the ground into the wood
and out again, alighting on the same field. I was not, however,
fortunate enough to see it. Probably it was a Honey Buzzard,
or possibly a Common Buzzard.

Whilst driving in the parish of Bylaugh on the 15th of August,
I saw a Hobby (a hen-bird apparently) fly from a small Oak°tree
by the road-side

; it settled on the ground near the carriage, but on
the other side of the hedge.

I hope these apparently uninteresting notes such as this last, and
one or two at the beginning of this paper, may help to confirm mv
identification of the five Hobby's eggs. I am aware that there is
no proof of their identity as Hobby’s, and although I myself am
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quite satisfied about them, it was only fair to my readers to show

by the above detailed account exactly how much notice I took of

the birds. I do not pretend to recognize the eggs of the Hobby, or

of the Ited-footed Falcon, from some small high-coloured specimens

of Kestrel’s eggs
;
but I have watched the Hawks so carefully in

Foxley Wood that I could usually feel sure as to the species, sex,

and frequently the age, of the individual as it left the nest. I have

found cock Kestrels with barred tails (/.<?. in immature plumage)

nesting, but such nests never contained more than four eggs as a

clutch. The older Kestrels lay five and six eggs. Whenever I

start a small Hawk, or what at first appears to be a male Kestrel,

from a nest, if I am not certain about his tail being the full-dress

tail of an adult cock Kestrel, I now think it necessary to obtain a

better view of him or of the hen. I was not quite awake to this

when I first found the five Hobby’s eggs, and I mistook the Hobby

for a small male Kestrel. I was only undeceived when I saw that

both the parent birds were so much smaller and so different from

the hen Kestrel, which I put off her nest a few minutes later, the

two Hobbies and the hen Kestrel being in my sight almost at the

same moment.

VII.

THE LOMBARDY POPLAR (POPULUS FASTIGIATA),

And its destruction in the County of Norfolk, in tiie winter

OF 1880—81 ;
BEING A SUMMARY OF REPLIES RECEIVED TO A

CIRCULAR ISSUED BY THE SECRETARY OF TIIE NORFOLK AND

Norwich Naturalists’ Society.

By Herbert D. Geldart, V.P.

Read 31 st Jan., 1882.

The winter of 1880—81, which will be long remembered both for

the severity of its frosts and the violence of its snowstorms, proved

remarkably fatal to the Lombardy Poplar in this county
;
and as it

seemed that the damage done to these trees was not only greater in



proportion to the actual temperature of the season than might have

been expected, but was also much more than was sustained by

other trees and by shrubs usually found to be more tender, it was

thought that our Society might do good work by collecting

information and publishing some record of the extent, and, if

possible, also of the cause of this special injury.

With this view the following circular was issued by our

Secretary :

—

Norfolk ii Norwich Naturalists’ Socibtv,

Norwich, Sept. 21^, lbbl.

Dear Sir,

It has been commonly observed that Lombardy Poplars, both

old and young trees, are many of thorn dead or dying this year, presumably
in consequence of the severity of last winter’s frosts, and it is thought that

our Society might do well to collect information as to the extent of this

damage in the county.

Will you bo so kind as to answer the following questions at your leisure.

Yours truly,

W. H. BIDWELL, Hon Sec.

(1) To what extent have you observed Lombardy Poplars to be injured 1

(2) Do those trees which still show signs of life appear to have been injured

more on one side (say to windward) than the other, if so, on
which side t

(d) Do you think there is any special cause of injury (insects) besides the
cold of last winter ?

(4) Do you consider that it was the low temperature, or the long continuance
ot frost, or what other cause that made last winter specially fatal ?

To this circular answers were received from : The Ilight Hon.
Lord Walsingham, Merton Hall; Sir Willoughby Jones, Bart.,

Cranmer Hall
;
Rev. E. W. Dowell, Dun ton, Fakenham

;
Rev.

J. M. Du Port, Mattishall; Rev. H. Temple Frere, Burston, Diss

;

Rev. F. B. Goodacre, M.D., Wilby; Rev. H. P. Marsham, Rippon
Hall, Hcvingham

;
John Lowe, Esq., M.D., Lynn. Messrs. T. E.

Amyot, Diss
;
H. E. Buxton, Fritton, Yarmouth : C. Candler*

Harlcston; Martin Dodman, Titchwell; Edmund Ling, Hempstead,

Holt; Frank Norgate, Sparham
;

R. J. W. Purdy, Aylsham
;

T. L. Reed, Crow Hall, Downham.
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The liev. H. P. Marsham kindly forwarded a communication

of much interest, from J. Id. Humfrey Mason, Esq.

The best thanks of our Society are due to all who replied

to the circular, and especially to the liev. Id. P. Marsham, for his

very great kindness in collecting and sending information and

extracts bearing on the subject. As it would occupy a very large

space in our ‘Transactions’ to print all the letters received in full, I

have tried to summarize the views of our correspondents in as

condensed a form as I could, and hope I may have been fortunate

enough to have done so without losing sight of the principal points

to which they have alluded.

We will take the replies in the order of the questions.

(1) The extent of the damage.

Mr. Id. E. Buxton thinks, that of those in his neighbourhood,

Eritton, near Yarmouth (where they are not common), a “ con-

siderable number ” are dead.

Mr. Do'well says : “All but two in this neighbourhood IDuntonj

are killed.”

Mr. E. Ling (Hempstead, near Holt) : “Over 90 per cent, dead,

and the rest very much injured.”

Mr. Amyot thinks a “ full third of the trees within a radius of

seven miles of Diss are killed. Another third are fatally injured,

and the remainder are seriously damaged.”

Mr. l)u Port (Mattishall) : “95 per cent injured, 90 per cent, killed.”

Mr. T. L. lleed (Downham) :
“ Many are quite dead, but many

more seem to be blasted on the top from the north-east.”

Dr. Lowe (Lynn): “In this district I have seen not a single tree

which has escaped injury.”

Mr. II. T. Frere : “Almost all the Lombardy Poplars in this

neighbourhood [Burston, near Diss] arc severely injured, about

10 per cent, dead.”

Lord Walsingham sums up his observations : “At least four out

of seven dead, all injured.”

Sir Willoughby Jones says: “The Lombardy Poplars in this

neighbourhood [Cranmer Hall], old and young, are all dead.

I have seen none with any sign of life.”

Mr. IL J. W. Purdy (Aylsham) :
“ I have observed a large pro-

portion killed
;
I should say seven-eighths of those in this district.”
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Mr. l\ Norgate says : “All the Lombardy Poplars at llunton
seem to have been dead for two years or more. At Great
'A itchingham, half appear dead, and the rest nearly dead, but with
a few green twigs left.”

Lr. Goodacre (Wilby) says :
“ Nearly all about here arc more or

less injured and many apparently are quite dead.”

Mr. Candler writes : “In the neighbouring parishes of Alburgh,
M ey bread, Wingfield, Mondham, Needham, ltushall, and Syleham,
1 havo noted carefully the condition of 112 trees. Of these, 30
are quite dead, 07 are much injured, and only 9 are apparently in
a healthy condition.”

Io those replies, I may add, that of a row of twelve at North
Walsham, young and vigorous trees, every one appears to be dead.
Put Mr. Dodman (Titchwcll) considers “ the aged trees in many

instances to have sustained injury, although not more so in the last
than in the previous winter, in one or two instances so much so as
to be past recovery;” and a question arises, if we take this opinion
in connection with Mr. F. Norgate’s statement, “that all the
Lombardy Poplars at Eunton seem to have been dead two years or
more, and Mr. Ifumfrey Mason’s statement, “that about the month
ot August last year, ISSO, his gardener one morning called to his
notice how bad the Poplars were looking, their leaves falling ofT as
after a frost, and from this they never seemed to have recovered;”
and also a statement from a Dublin correspondent (to be alluded to
further on), that the Poplars in his neighbourhood suffered severely
in the winter of 1879-80; whether the injury this year is not
really as much due to the winter before last, as to last winter.
Wo shall return to this branch of the subject again, in considering
the replies to the fourth question.

To recapitulate—the damage is variously estimated at from 10
per cent (Mr. Frere), to 90 per cent (Mr. Ling and Mr. Du Port),
and “all” (Sir Willoughby Jones), killed. Put of those who go most
carefully into detail, Lord Walsingham gives “4 out of 7” (=57
per cent), Mr. Atnyot “a full third” (say 35 per cent), and Mr.
Candler’s careful analysis of 1 12 trees gives 36 (=32 per cent) killed.
I believe we shall not overstate the damage in assuming that, at
least, halt the Lombardy Poplars in the county were dead in 1881,
and that very few (“9 in 112” [Mr. Candler], “one-eighth” [Mr!
I urdy], “5 per cent” [Mr. Du Port]), escaped injury; the remainder
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being injured more or less, all the way from “fatally,” to a state

from wliicli tliey may possibly recover should more favourable

seasons be at hand.

(2) Is the injuri) more on one side than another, and if so,

v:h ich side ?

To this question Messrs. Ling, Aniyot, Du Port, Purdy, and

Candler, reply in the negative.

Mr. Frere writes: “I can see no greater amount of injury on

one side than the other. A tree most injured on the east side may

be standing next in the row to one where the west side has suffered

most.”

And Dr. Goodacre says: “Many of the trees which have partly

recovered have done so more on one si le than another, but no rule

seems to have been followed as to which side.”

On the other hand, Mr. Dodinan says: “The trees appear to

be injured more on the north side.”

Mr. Dowell : “The damage showed itself most in the tops of the

trees, generally on the north and east sides.”

Mr. T. L. Peed :
“ Those which show signs of life, are almost all

that I have seen, injured from the north-east.”

Dr. Lowe : “I have found hitherto, without scarcely an exception,

that the injury is on the north side .... Of those which still

show signs of life, it is on the south side only.”

Lord Walsingham says :
“ Greatest injury on north side where

any distinction.”

So far as I have myself observed, I quite agree witli Mr. Frere

and Dr. Goodacre, and I do not see that we have sufficient evidence

to attribute the damage to any particular wind, or to localize it as

coming from any particular quarter.

(3) Was there any special cause of injury, such as insects,

besides the cold of last winter ?

To this question all our correspondents but one answer “ No ”

as to insects. Mr. Ling alone answers “Yes” generally, and with-

out explanation.

Lord Walsingham says: “ There is no insect, so far as I am aware,

which could by any possibility produce in one season the effects

which we see.”
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And Mr. F. Norgatc : “I am of opinion that tho Lombardy
Poplar has lower insect enemies than the other Poplars, but that it

is loss hardy here, and unable to stand the last two severe
winters.”

Mr. R. J. \V. Purdy of Aylsham has, however, answered this

question by the suggestion of a special cause, quite unexpected
when the circular was drawn up.

*• I have no doubt the cause was a fungoid growth on the leaves
in the summer of 1880, as nearly all the trees killed lost their
loliago in August ol that year. The same Fungus attacks pear trees

moro or less every year.” Mr. C. R. Plowright of Lynn could not
give any information as to the name or tho occurrence of this Fungus,
nor had Mr. F. Forgato noticed it; and so late in tho season Mr.
1 urdy, although ho kindly took some trouble about it, could not
find any specimens for examination

;
but it must be remembered

that Mr. Purdy’s statement agrees very exactly with Mr. Ilumfrcy
Mason’s observation already quoted, as to the loss of their foliage
by the trees in August, 1880, and also with tho following from Mr.
Pit 1 ort :

“ Many trees near Mattishall had very poor foliage in

1880, and lost it very early.”

A Fungus producing a similar loss of foliage in Chestnut trees has
occurred on tho Continent, and is thus described :

—
ihe disease ol the ( hestnut tree, which recently made its ap-

pearance in Italy, spread last year [1880] with extraordinary vapidity.
In Liguria, and especially in the province, of Genoa, the trees were
everywhere attacked by it, almost entirely losing their leaves early
m tho summer, and in consequence failing to dovelope their fruit.
A. Piccono has no hesitation in attributing the malady to the attacks
of a parasitic fungus Septoria castaneev on the leaves, and also on
the branches. Its extraordinary developement he attributed to the
extreme humidity of the previous summer.”

Is it not possible that a similar Fungus may have existed in some
localities on tho Poplar trees, exciting comparatively but little

attention, as there was in their case no valuable crop to bo lost by its

attacks. I his is, perhaps, the best place for noting not a special cause
of damage, but a reason why the Lombardy Poplar should be specially
liable to injury which has been thus explained by Dr. Lowe
“ The low temperature alone will not yield sufficient cause, for, if
I mistake not, in 1800, with a lower temperature, there was no such
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universal destruction of these trees. The Lombardy Poplar in this

present year shows no sign of growth from the trunk, proving

thereby, that the root has suffered more than the trunk. The only

explanation of the facts observed which commends itself to me is,

that while in 1860 the effects of the frost were produced aerially,

last winter the effects of the frost were produced by the penetration

of cold into the ground, thus affecting the roots.

“ In porous shallow soils where the roots lie near the surface, the

trees are killed wholly or in part, but in the deeper soils escape to

a greater extent. In the shallow soils, those trees which receive

the sun’s rays at their roots, escape better than those in woods, or

where the roots are sheltered, and this I think is the reason of the

south side being the only part left alive. By roadsides, too, besides

obtaining the sun’s warmth, the roots passing under the road arc

better protected.

“Why is the Lombardy Poplar the only tree killed by last winter’s

frost 1 This is a question for which I find no satisfactory solution,

unless it be that their remote progenitors, growing in a district

where the soil is strongly heated in summer, and protected by sun

or snow from deeply penetrating frost in winter, have transmitted

to their offspring a peculiarity in the root fibrils which renders them

intolerant of prolonged cold. Whether this be so or not, the fact

of such wide-spread mortality in this species is certainly very

remarkable, more especially as no other kind of Poplar has shown

any sign of injury.”

(4) What was the came that made last whiter specially fatal t

Mr. Marsliam writes :
“ My own impression of the cause why so

many died last winter was not so much the actual cold, but from

the variableness of our temperature in England
;
freezing one day,

thawing the next, and the tree not being very hardy Avas not in a

quiescent state.” Mr. Marsliam contrasts the winter in Switzerland

(of 1858—59) Avith our English Avinter : “From what I remember

the frost lasted continuously for many Aveeks I do not

think it once thaAved till the general break-up, and in a very short

time the beautiful Swiss flora covered the neighbouring mountains.

It seemed as if Ave jumped at once from Avinter to summer : and

this severe continuous frost did not injure Judas trees, which Avore

killed in England in 1860—61.”
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Mr. Doilwell considers “the trees have been injured by the

extreme cold and long continuance of frost only.”

Mr. Buxton attributes the mortality which he has observed

among not only Lombardy Poplars, but also among Parches and
Alders, to the excessive rainfall.

Mr. Amyot “attributes the mischief rather to the sudden
changes of temperature, than to the extreme severity or long

continuance of tho frost
;

for l remember winters as severe and as

long in which Oaks and other trees have suffered, but I never

recollect to have seen the Lombardy Poplar seriously injured till

now. One of tho sudden changes to which I allude occurred at

Christmas time, when beautiful, mild and open weather was
immediately succeeded by intense and continued frost.”

Mr. T. L. Reed says :
“ The long-continued frost, after such a wet

season, destroyed tho trees in a similar manner to the winter of

1860, which was just such a season.”

Dr. Lowo says: “It appears to mo that it was both the low
temperature and its long continuance to which wo must assign

the remarkable effects of last winter. Tho low temperature alone
will not yield sufficient cause, for, if I mistake not, in I860, with
a lower temperature, there was no such universal destruction of
these trees.”. Dr. Lowe’s view, that the root structure of tho
Lombardy Poplar renders it peculiarly liable to injury in long-
continued ground-frost, has already been quoted under the replies

to the Third Question.

Mr. Frcre says :
“ I am quite at a loss to give a reason for tho

specially pernicious effect of last winter. The seasons in 1 860— 6
1

,

70— 71, and 79—80, had a temperature (extreme) about as low,
but no damage was done, so far as I know.”

Lord "W alsingham says :
“ Severe frosts in February, occurring

when snow hanging on the trees was partially melted. This killed
all young shoots and unripe wood. The snow probably hung and
dripped more on the north side.”

Dr. Goodacre “can only suggest, that the sharp cutting wind of
January 18th may have been the chief cause of the havoc among
Lombardy Poplars

; and perhaps their peculiar manner of growth
made it tell on them in a way it did not on other forms of Poplar.”

Mr. Candler writes :
“ I am afraid I have nothing to say on this

point. It is curious that last winter should have proved so fatal.
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Our older trees must have stood without injury many long severe

winters before last (as 1860.—61, when so much damage was done

in the London Parks). In parts of Northern Italy, too, where

this tree is very abundant and, I believe, indigenous, the winters

are often severe and protracted.”

But the following replies seem to agree in ascribing the effect to a

common, and, as I venture to think, the correct cause of the fatality.

Mr. Dowell “ attributes the fatality to the severe cold of last

winter acting on trees whose constitution had been weakened by a

succession of unfavourable seasons. The extreme cold winds of

June, 1880, killed or nearly so the young foliage of the Poplar

and other trees
;
and though the trees put forth a second crop

of leaves, it was but a sickly one, and the young wood never

ripened so as to stand the severe winter.”

Mr. Ling “ considers the wet and low temperature of the two

previous summers (nearly sunless) being a great cause, and the

severe frost in the winter following entirely completed the

destruction.”

Mr. Du Port thinks “ that the cause of the damage was the

severity of the frost affecting wood that had not been thoroughly

ripened, owing to the damp and cold summers of 1870 and 1880.

Many trees near Mattishall had but very poor foliage in 1880, and

lost it very early.”

Sir Willoughby Jones says :
“ The cause of this mortality is,

doubtless, the insufficient ripening of the young wood in the

summer of 1880. I think that, apart from the tree being moro

tender than the other Poplars, its mode of growth, and the close

packing of its branches and young shoots may explain the insufficient

ripening of its wood.”

Mr. F. Norgate “ is of opinion that the Lombardy Poplar is

less hardy here than tho other Poplars, and is unable to stand

the last two severe winters.”

In fact, we must look back to the year 1879 for the real origin

of tho mischief which showed itself in 1881. And in proof that

this is the correct solution of our problem, I will call but ono

witness, tho Registrar-General. Let us hear what he has to say

about the season of 1879—80.

July, 1879, “was dull, very cold, and sunless, with many days

of temperature seven to nine degrees below their averages. Rain
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fell on every day. during the first half of the month, and snow at

Holton on both the 4th and 8th, and at Cockormouth on the 9th.”

August, 1879, “was a cold and very wet month.”

September, 1879, “from the Gth rain fell almost daily.”

“The weather during the whole Quarter ending September,

1879, has been cold, wet, and sunless, being a continuation of the

bad weather of the eight preceding months.”

“The eleven months ending September, 1879, had a mean
temporaturo of 4GT4—there arc only two such seasons in this

century, 1813—14 and 1815— 1G.”

“The rainfall for the nine months ending September, 1879, was
unprecedented, amounting to twonty-nino inches. The year 1828
was the nearest, but that was 2 \ inches less.”

October, 1879, “ was dull and sunless.”

November, 1879, “exceedingly cold.”

December, 1879, “remarkably cold, and was the fourteenth month
in succession of low temperature. On the 7th there was a minimum
temperature of - 1 degree at Cambridge, Nottingham, and Stockton.”

January, 18S0, “was exceedingly cold, and was the fifteenth

month in succession whoso mean temperature was below the
average. Tho mean temperature of this month was 5! degrees
below tho average for 39 years.”

Let us hear tho same witness as to the season I860 81.

October, 1880. “The mean temperature of the air was
degrees below the average of 149 years. Going back to 1 771, there
are but seven years in which this month had so low a mean • and
but throe years in this century, ISOS, 1817, 1842. The rainfall

was exceptionally large; it was the coldest October since 1842
and tho wettest on record.”

November and December had about the usual average of both
temperature and rainfall.

January, 1881. “The weather from the 12th to the 27th
remarkable for its severity

; there was snow every day from the
9th to the 27th, excepting the 25th,” and we all remember what
tho 18 th was.

Now, the Lombardy Poplar is a native of Persia, and the date of
its introduction into Lombardy is unknown

; but though it was
carried to England by Lord Rochford, ambassador at Turin, in 1 758
it did not reach Tuscany till 1805, thus showing that it did not
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spread very fast even in Italy: It is a tree of very rapid growth,

often attaining the height of GO or 80 feet in less than thirty years

(one case of 125 feet in fifty years is recorded), and consequently

its wood is of very soft and spongy texture. But one sex, the male,

was brought to England, though both sexes are extant in Lombardy

;

and it has ever since been propagated here by sucker, and not from

seed; and we know that this method of propagation produces

debility of constitution, and inability to withstand the attacks ot

any enemy, disease, or hardship. What wonder then, that a half-

hardy tree of weakened constitution, when exposed to the hardship

of eleven months continued low temperature, such a season as had

not been experienced in this country for sixty-five years, and to a

rainfall during nine out of those eleven months “ unprecedented,”

amounting to 2 1 inches more than had ever before been registered

in this country in the same space of time, should sicken, and being

exposed during the winter which followed (1879—80) to a

December “remarkably cold,” with a minimum temperature of

— 1 degree in the Eastern Counties, and then to a January with a

mean temperature 5 1 degrees below the average of thiity-nine

years, making a total period of fifteen months successively, of

unusually low temperature, should fail to recover itself in the

summer of 1880; and being again subjected to the coldest

October for thirty-nine years, and the wettest on record, followed

by the furious snowstorms and severe frosts of last January (1881),

should succumb to so long a period of abnormally unfavourable

conditions; and even should the fungoid disease theory of Mr. Purdy,

or the peculiar root structure of Dr. Lowe, be confirmed by future

observations, I think we shall still be justified in considering the

fifteen months’ low temperature which continued to January, 1880,

and the unprecedented wetness of nine of those months, as the

predisposing causes which weakened the tree and deprived it of its

power of resistance, either to the attacks of disease, or to the

winter of 1880—81. And thus is explained the riddle, that trees

which survived 18G0—G1 died from the effects of the less severe

winter of 1880—81, for they had not in the former of these two

seasons suffered fom the same special weakening circumstances.

Mr. Purdy of Aylsham, has made a most excellent suggestion,

that those who possess dead or dying Lombardy Poplars, should

convert them from unsightly into beautiful objects by planting at
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their feet Ampelopsis trlcmpidata, the smaller Virginian Creeper.

He says :
“ I have several plants in my own ground, draping the

boles of living trees, which at the present moment aro extremely

beautiful in their livery of deep carmine.”

At about the same time as our Secretary issued his circular,

Mr. Southwell wrote to both the ‘Field’ and ‘Land and Water,’

asking for information as to the extent of injury beyond the

limits of the county. These letters produced many replies,

some published in the same newspapers, and others addressed

privately to Mr. Southwell, who has kindly allowed me the use

of them.

In ‘Land and Water,’ Oct. 15th, 1881, Mr. H. P. Malet,

writing from Florence, says :
“ Much damage was done to many

kinds of trees in France, Switzerland, and Germany, in the spring

of 1880.” The main destruction over many hundreds of square

miles was done in the spring of 1880.

In the ‘Field’ of the same date: “ Twenty miles round York,

the death or severo injury of Lombardy Poplars is almost universal.

I have been unable to learn any satisfactory explanation of this

result, except that the three past winters and sunless summers have

been quite exceptional. (G. 0.)
” “ The area of destruction seems to

extend over the wholo of the eastern and cast midland counties of

England. (P.P.W.)” And the editor sums up by saying that “ the

extensivo destruction of the Lombardy Poplar is corroborated in

letters from many correspondents.”

In roplies privately sent, Mr. W. Brown writes :
“ The Poplars

throughout the county of Wilts have suffered very much.”

Air. J . M. C. Montagu :
“ Most of the Lombardy Poplars in

West Dorset were killed or seriously injured last winter.”

Mr. Boss Mahon writes from Monkstown near Dublin :
“ All

such trees in this neighbourhood have been injured by frost, most
of them killed outright. I noticed this early in 1880 when they

-should have come into leaf, so the frosts of 1879 were severe enough
to affect them.”

Mr. G. J . Mather finds “ near Doncaster all are more or less

killed.”

And in replies to our Secretary’s circular, we find from Mr. Frere :

“ I should say the Poplars in Leicestershire are injured in about the

same degree as those in our own county.”

vol hi. B B
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Lord Walsingham “hears of similar injury and extensive

destruction of Lombardy Poplars on his property in Yorkshire and

in Cambridgeshire.”

But Mr. Du Port says :
“ At Oxford, among the college gardens,

it is the exception to find a damaged tree.”

Mr. C. B. Plowright :
“ The Lombardy Poplars in the West of

England do not seem to be injured at all.”

And Mr. Dowell writes :
“ Travelling from Norfolk to North

Wales in the end of June, through the midland counties, I noticed

that the Lombardy Poplars were less and less injured the further I

went west. In Wales they were not hurt.”

Prom these answers it appears that the injury is greatest in

Eastern and East Midland England, extending as far north as

Yorkshire, but that it grows less (so far as England is concerned)

in proportion as we travel westward, until in Wales the trees

“were not hurt” (Mr. Dowell), and in the West of England they

“do not seem to be injured at all” (Mr. Plowright) ;
and it

is curious how this gradation of injury seems to coincide (possibly

fortuitously) to a certain extent with the frost of the 7th December,

1879, when there was at Cambridge, Nottingham, and Stockton

a minimum temperature of — 1 (one degree below zero)
;
at Cardington

in Bedfordshire, + 2 ;
Leicester, + 4 ;

Hull, + 7 ;
Oxford, 1 1 ;

Greenwich, Marlborough, and Wolverhampton, 13 ;
Bournemouth,

1G; Bath, 18; Stonyhurst, 20; Plymouth, 21; Liverpool, 22;

Barnstaple and Torquay, 27 ;
and Llandudno, 28. Of course, I

am far from asserting that it was this frost alone which did all the

mischief
;
but it is a strange coincidence, that the injury should, to

so great an extent, coincide with the intensity of the cold of that the

coldest day of the first of the two winters we have been considering,

when the seed of the mortality of the seasons following seems to

have been sown.
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vnr.

FAUNA AND FLORA OF NORFOLK.

Fart IX. Hymenoptera.

C'lIRYSIDlDJE AND ACULEATA.

[Additions to former List, vol. ii. p. G 1 7
.]

Ey J. E. Bridgman, Y.F.

Read 2~th September ,
1881 .

Since the publication of my list, three seasons have come and

gono, and these, three of the worst for Aculeate Hymenoptera

that have been known for some time
;
each season, as far as my

observations in this neighbourhood have gone, has been worse

than the previous one. I have often walked for hours, and with

the exception of Wasps and Bumble Bees, have not seen half a

dozen aculeates
;

yet, in spite of this unusual scarcity, I have been

enabled to add a few more species to my Norfolk list.

Tetramorium lifpula. Nyl. I took a male of this rare Ant in

the neighbourhood of Norwich in 1878, but un-

fortunately put it on one side without note or

examination, and only discovered it by accident

after my list was published in 1879, too late to

remember anything for certain about it.

Priocnemis parvulus. Dahlb. I took two females of this

little Pompilus on Household, last September.

Pompilus consobrinus. Dahlb. Neighbourhood of Norwich.

This is one of the species separated by Mr. E.

Saunders from P. gibbus, with which it was

mixed, and from which it differs very slightly.

b b 2
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N I took a fine female of this very rare

IIoplisus bicinctus. Eossi. p Wasp, on tfie 1st of August this

Gorytes bicinctus. f year at Eaton, on the left-hand side

) of the lane, past Eaton old church.

Crabro podagricus. Lind. This species I met with at Brundall,

August 1 Oth, 1879.

S

I took this at Eaton, August 17th,

1879. This species is transposed

in my former list (p. 626) :

equestris ought to have been the

synonym of Sliaclcardi instead

of the reverse.

Colletes pioistigma. Thoms. I took a female Colletes on

Unthank’s Eoad, Norwich, on July 18th, 1875,

which Mr. Smith considered only a variety of

C. fodiens, with which view I could not agree.

On showing the Ilee to Mr. E. Saunders, he at

once said it was C. picistigma of Thomson, with

whose description it certainly agrees.

Andrena Clarkella. Kirby. This species I included in my
former list, on the authority of Paget. Since

then, I have met with a colony of it by the

roadside at Horning, on March 26th, 1880, but I

did not see any of its parasite Nomcida borealis.

,,
ana lis. Panz. I took a single male of this insect on

the occasion of the excursion of the Society to

Eeltliorpe on June 29th, 1881. There are four

of these little males with whitish faces, very much

alike in form, size, and colour, which are very

confusing to the beginner.

Halicjtus longiceps. Saunders. This name will have to sink into

a synonym. Mr. Saunders says (Ent. Mon. Mag.

vol. xvi. p. 97) that it is II. punctatissimus, Schenk.

Stelis piiaeoptera. Kirby. I took a single specimen on

Thistles at Brundall, August 10th, 1879.
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IX.

NOTES ON THE HERRING FISHERY OF 1881.

IJy T. Southwell, F.Z.S.

Read 28th February, 1882.

Ouu ever-watchful Secretary thinks it would be desirable to put on

record some notes on the Herring Fishery of 1881, which has in

some respects been an exceptional season
;
and although I possess

no special information on the subject, I am happy at his request to

place at the disposal of the Society such memoranda as I have from

time to time made on the progress and results of the fishery as they

came under my notice.

The spring fishery was commenced, or lirst assumed importance,

at Lowestoft in 1873, and since that year has been prosecuted with

varying success from that port. Yarmouth has not made a feature

of the spring fishery; at least, I have no return till 1879, when
only 112 lasts wero taken, and in 18S0 there were 226 lasts: in

the past season 23G lasts were taken.

The spring season opened at Lowestoft in the second week in

March. The fish were found fifty miles away, but the catches were
very fair, the boats for the first three weeks averaging something

like threo lasts each, and the price varying from £10 to £12 per last.

The first and second weeks of April were very stormy, and the

fishing unsatisfactory. On the 8th a boat arrived with half a last,

which fetched nineteen shillings a long hundred (132 fish), or at

the rate of £95 per last. On the same evening two other boats

arrived with two or three lasts, which brought the price down to

the still high figure of fifteen shillings and threepence per 132. On
the 11th, being Monday, and the fish “second day,” the price was
down to three shillings to four and threepence per 132, thus showing

the violent fluctuations which the prices are subject to, and how
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much depends upon the boats making a quick run in. The season

ended with veiy heavy catches, and consequent low prices, the

total result being 2797 lasts. The largest previous spring fishery of

which I have a note is that of 1874, viz. 254G lasts, which it will

be seen has been exceeded in the past season by 251 lasts.

There can be no two opinions as to the small size and inferior

quality of the spring Herrings, and it is a matter of great regret

that they should be taken at that season. The late Mr. Buckland

spoke in terms of unmeasured contempt of spring Herring, but

from their value as bait at that time could not recommend the

authorities to prohibit them being taken. Mr. de Caux (‘ The

Herring and the Herring Fishery,’ p. 131) says, that it is no

uncommon thing now, to see nets with from 40 to 44 meshes to

the yard, whereas, previous to 1864, the mesh was regulated by

Act of Parliament at one inch from knot to knot. He shows that

the small meshes destroy the large fish by catching them by the

nose only, and not by the gill-covers; they then drop out and are

lost
;
whereas the small fish, which ought to pass through, alone

are taken. Were a proper-sized mesh used the spring fishery

would be impossible, as the fish would pass through it and

escape.

In the middle of June, the Lowestoft boats engaged in the

Mackerel fishing brought in a large number of fine Herring, which

sold well, sometimes producing as much as ten to twelve shillings

per 132. The total midsummer catch was 374 lasts.

The grand Herring voyage, and the only one until of late years,

is of course the autumn fishery, which lasts, according as the weather

and season are more or less favourable, from October to December.

Then it is that the ports of Yarmouth and Lowestoft put forth all

their energy, and the fish wharves from day to day present a busy

and most interesting scene.

All round the coasts of Norfolk and Suffolk, for some miles

inland, a large proportion of the male population present a strangely

semi-nautical appearance, their rolling gait, blue guernseys, and

capacious witney trousers, into the deep pockets of which their

arms are thrust almost up to the elbows, indicate unmistakably

their familiarity with salt water. Many of these men spend a

very mixed existence
;
sometimes tilling the land, at others

ploughing the ocoan; but as soon as the land harvest is brought to
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a close, the large majority of them are off to the great harvest of

the sea—the Herring fishery. Some of the boats go north to the

Scotch or Yorkshire coast, but the number is greatly increased in

the home fishery.

The first arrivals from the North Sea were very good in quality,

and prices ruled high. A few fine fish were sold at the beginning of

the season at ten shillings per 132, or £50 per last, but the bulk

produced from £10 to £23 per last. On the 1st and 2nd of

October 1200 lasts were delivered at Yarmouth, and the deliveries

wore equally good at Lowestoft. The fishing continued good till

the terrible gale of the 14th of October put a stop for a time to all

fishing operations. After the gale there were eleven fishing crews

with 102 men missing, and the loss of boats and gear was estimated

at £10,000. Very bad weather was also experienced on the 22nd

and 23rd of the same month. The galo commenced on the Saturday,

and as the Scotch boats do not fish on Sundays, they did not go to

sea; the consequence was that they suffered no loss and were ready

for sea as soon as the weather abated
;
on the Monday they were

early afloat, and secured heavy freights, some of them taking from

eight to ten, and one even thirteen lasts. Five hundred lasts were

delivered at Yarmouth, which produced from £10 to £20 per bust.

Some bad weather followed, interrupting the fishery very much, but

with the month of November enormous shoals of Herring arrived

very near at hand, and the weather being all that could be desired,

the fishery at both Yarmouth and Lowestoft continued very good

to the end of the season, with the exception of a brief lull caused

by bad weather at the end of November. Some of the boats made

very large catches, eight, nine, or ten lasts not very unfrequent
;

one Lowestoft boat is said to have cleared £600 in a fortnight.

Early in December the fishery was again excellent, and the prices

good : the brilliant moonlight nights were very favourable for

fishing, and five to ten lasts were frequently landed by fortunate

boats, one Lowestoft boat, the ‘ Fisher Girl,’ coming in with a

“safer” of twelve lasts, worth about £200.

The total delivery at the Yarmouth fish wharf, was 16,488 lasts

of 13,200, or 217,641,600 fish, and at Lowestoft, 7362 lasts, or

97,178,400 fish.

The return for Yarmouth shows an excess of 1501 lasts over the

average of the autumn fishery for the past ten years, and that of
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Lowestoft a deficiency of 856 lasts for the autumn fishery over a

like period.

The brilliant success with which the fishery opened was followed

by a very slack period, which culminated in the sad destruction of

life and property in the middle and end of October. A sudden

revival, however, took place, and as prices ruled well throughout,

the season must be regarded, on the whole, as a fairly successful one.

Mr. de Caux writes me “ that the quality was as good as was

ever known.” Prices did not fluctuate violently, and he thinks

were fairly good, suiting both the fisherman and the fish merchant.

It Avas a good year for the men, but an indifferent one for

boatowners, the losses of the latter in gear being very heavy. The

fishermen, although paid by the share, do not contribute to loss or

damage to either boat or gear. The following are the returns for

the ten years ending 1880 :

—

* Herrings landed at Yarmouth and Lowestoft in the

Ten Years ending 1SS0.

Yarmouth. Lowestoft.
Year. Spring.

No. of
Autumn.

Lasts.
Spring.

No.
Autumn

of Lasts.

1S71 .
— 19,008 — 14,390

1872 .
— 14,451 — 6,920

1873 .
— 18,796 1877 10,937

1S74 .
— 17,724 2546 9,173

1S75 .
—

1 1,820 10S4 7,065

1876 .
— 12,S24 719 7,318

1877 .
— 18,899 574 7,803

1S78 .
— 10,154 790 6,611

1879 . 112 11,4S2 766 5,467

1S80 226 13,758 2198 6,503

338 148,916 10,554 S2,1S7

33S 10,554

149,254 92,741

* For the above returns I am indebted to Mr. II. Teasdel, Junr., the

Yarmouth Corporation Accountant, and Mr. It. W. Massingham, Harbour

Master of Lowestoft. The Yarmouth returns do not quite represent the

Avhole of the Herrings brought into that port
;
a few are landed elsewhere

than at the fish wharf, and on such no dues are paid. No means oxist of

ascertaining the exact quantities so landed, but during the last few years the

number has been small.
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The produce of the two ports during the ten years shows a grand
total of 241,995 lasts, consisting of 13,200 fish per last, or
3,194,334,000 fish. A last of herrings is estimated to weigh

, 25 cwt., at which rate 302,494 tons of wholesome food have been
landed at our two eastern ports during the period named. The
value of herrings fluctuates so greatly according to condition or
supply that it is very difficult to estimate the average market price,

but taking it at the very moderate estimate of .£10 per last, it will
be seen that this branch of the fisheries of the district has yielded
an average return of £241,995 per annum. The years 1878, 1879,
and 1880 have been less productive than usual, and have con-
siderably reduced the average return, which taken for a like period
to the end of 1877, showed an annual return of £25G,7G9.

X.

ON THE OCCURRENCE OF

SABINE’S GULL (XEAIA SADINII) FOR THE FIRST

TIME IN NORFOLK.

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S.

Read, 28tli February, 1882.

The gunners and bird dealers in larmouth were much exercised
last October (1881) by the appearance on Breydon,and its vicinity,
of two small Gulls with slightly forked tails which, when shot,*
answered to no species with which they were acquainted. One of

• Others were said to have been seen, but if, as I was informed, some Little
Gulls (Lams mxnutus) appeared at the same time, a doubt arises as to the
identification of species.
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these specimens, killed October 22nd, 1881, which I was fortunate

enough to secure for my collection, was sent to me in the flesh, and

being in immature plumage—as was also the other bird obtained on

the 17th—I should have had some difficulty in identifying it but

for the forked tail. In its adult state, Sabine’s Gull was, of course,

well known to me, and on turning to the coloured representations

of the young in Gould’s ‘Birds of Great Britain’ and in Dresser’s

‘ Birds of Europe,’ I found my specimen most accurately delineated,

the peculiar markings on the back and wing-coverts being quite

unmistakable. It proved, on dissection, to be a female, and the

other, which was purchased by Mr. Connop of Caister, was

ascertained by Mr. LoAvne, a birdstuffer at Yarmouth, to ' be

a male.

It seems somewhat remarkable that this Arctic species, which has

been procured several times in Great Britain, should not, hitherto,

have been recognized on some portion of our extensive sea-board

;

but, probably, as I have remarked in more than one instance * of

late years, in the case of additions to our list of rare and accidental

migrants,—the wanderers of 1881 may prove but the pioneers of

others of their race. In consulting, however, the records of

specimens said to have occurred in the British Islands, as given by

Dresser, and by Ilarting in his ‘Handbook of British Birds,’

I find that of fifteen killed in England and Wales, seven occurred

on the south coast from Sussex to Cornwall
;
one on the Thames

;

two in Yorkshire
; + one in Essex; and one in Cambridgeshire

{fide Yarrell), the only one observed inland. On the western

coast two have been shot at Weston-super-Mere, and one at

Milford Haven in Pembrokeshire. In Ireland seven specimens

have been recorded by Thompson and Blake Knox, whilst a

note in the ‘Zoologist’ for 1860 (p. 6974), by Thomas Edwards,

that he had once seen one on the Banffshire coast, is the sole

entry for Scotland. It is noticeable, also, that this species is

* The white-winged black Tern for example.

t One killed at Bridlington on September 5th, 1866, and one at the same

place, August 10th, 1872. See Cordeaux’s ‘ Birds of the Humber District.’

Mr. J. II. Gurney, Jun., also possesses an immature specimen, sex not

ascertained, which was shot by Matthew Bailey, near Smithwick Buoy,

three miles south of Flamborough Head, October 15th, 1S73.
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not included by Mr. John Hancock amongst the 44 Birds of

Northumberland and Durham.” Nearly all the above specimens

being, more or less, in immature plumage alfords, as Mr. Gould

remarks, “additional evidence that young birds wander much

further from their homes than adults.”

The name of Sabine’s Gull was given by Joseph Sabine

to this beautiful inhabitant of the boreal parts of the Nearctic

and Palsearctic regions from its having been first met with and

killed by his brother, Captain (now General) Edward Sabine, RA.,
in July, 1818 (when accompanying the expedition in search of

the north-west passage), on a group of three rocky islands, off

the west coast of Greenland, where they were associated, and

breeding in considerable numbers, with the Arctic Tern (Sterna

macrura)

;

laying their two eggs on the bare rocks,* and hatching

their young late in July.

Joseph Sabine first made known his brother’s discovery in

the twelfth volume of the 4 Transactions ’ of the Linnean Society,

in which he described the habits of this Gull; and several specimens

were also procured during Sir Edward Parry’s second voyage, on

the Melville peninsula; but, as Mr. Dresser observes, though

breeding in “the Arctic regions of Asia and America, it is but a

rare straggler to the northern portions of Europe.”

It appears doubtful whether any eggs were brought home by

General Sabine in 1818, though ample opportunities occurred for

taking them
;
but on the 10th of December, 1861, Professor

Newton exhibited at a meeting of the Zoological Society “the

ruins ” of a Sabine Gull’s egg, received by him from Dr. Baldamus.

The latter had obtained specimens t from von Middendorff, who
had found this species on “the lakes of the Tundras and the little

islets at the mouth of the Taimyr, breeding abundantly in company

* Sir John Richardson
(

4 Journal of Boat Voyage,’ vol. i. p. 262), who found

these Gulls breeding on an island off Cape Dalhousie says, the eggs arc
“ deposited in hollows of the short and scanty mossy turf which clothes

the ground.”

t The eggs arc described by Dresser as ‘‘dull brownish-olive, in tinge of

colour not unlike a nightingale’s egg, and are, here and there, marked with

an indistinct dull brown blotch, the larger end being more marked than any

other portion of the egg.”
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with the Arctic Tern as General Sabine had clone, twenty years

previously, on the islands in Melville Bay.”

The fact of Xema sabinii and Sterna macrura thus consorting

together at their breeding haunts is another link in the connection

between this small Gull and the Terns, to which it is so nearly

allied by its forked tail and the slenderness of its bill and legs.

In size it approximates to the Little Gull (Lams minutus), and like

that species has a black, or rather slate-grey coloured head, in its

adult summer plumage. There are but two species yet known of

the restricted genus Xema, of which X. sabinii is the type, and

X. furcatum a Neotropical and much larger form.*

The first specimen obtained in Great Britain was probably that

stated by Yarrell (‘ British Birds,’ vol. iii. p. 550) to have been shot

at Milford Haven in 1839 ;
and the first observed in Ireland was

the bird described by Thompson (‘Birds of Ireland,’ vol. iii. p. 309)

as killed in Belfast Bay in 1822.

I have, fortunately, had the opportunity of comparing my own

female, which, as before said, closely resembles the young bird

figured by Gould, with the other Yarmouth specimen, the sex of

which, as stated by Mr. Lowne may, I think, be fully relied on, as

it is not only somewhat larger than mine, but the tints of the

plumage are generally brighter. It differs, chielly, from my own in

the following points :

—

The bill, though the same length, looks stouter, being less tapering

in form.

The feathers on the crown of the head and nape of the neck are

darker in tint and more distinctly freckled.

The white line over the eye and extending back, forms a marked

feature, though scarcely traceable in mine, and the forehead, and

feathers extending to the nostrils, are of a purer white.

* Mr. H. Saunders, in a paper on the Larin se or Gulls (Proc. Zool. Society,

1878, p. 210), speaks of this second species “as a gigantic Sabine’s Gull,” at

present represented only in collections by two examples ;
one in the British

Museum from Chatham Island, in the Galapagos group, and one in the Paris

Museum, said to have been obtained at Monterey, California, but this locality

seems doubtful. See Mr. 0. Salvin “on the avi-fauna of the Galapagos

Archipelago” (Trans. Zool. Society, vol. ix. p. 506). Since this paper,

however, has been in the printer’s hands, Mr. Saunders has informed me

that he has, recently, received a third specimen of X. fxircatum from the

coast of Peru ; and two of X. sabinii.



The grey tints of the neck passing forwards and downwards in

front of the pinions, when closed (as shown in Gould’s plate), cover

a more extended space, are darker and more distinctly barred, but

in both the throat, breast in front and under parts, generally, are of

a spotless white.

The feathers on the back and wing- coverts have the terminal

margins much brighter, and the mottled appearance is therefore

more striking.

The outer webs of tho primaries are a moro pronounced black;

and tho sixth primary, as shown in the woodcut, has an oblong

white patch on tho outer web besides the white tip
;
the white of

tho inner web passing round the tip of the feather, where it joins on

to a black spot having this oblong white patch just above it. I

could find no trace of this peculiarity in tho corresponding feather

of my own specimen until submitted to a very powerful light,

when it was just possible to detect a lighter tinge on the web in

the spot where tho white patch would come, but no one could

detect this without purposely looking for it.

Sixth primary in TnE male from Yarmouth.

The tail-feathers have the black on the anterior portion, like the

primaries, of a richer hue, and the white marginal lines are much
more vivid.

The description given by Mr. Harting * of the Thames

specimen agrees very closely with my own, and though the sex was

not ascertained, it was probably, I should say, a female. Like

mine also, it had no “ white spot of an oval shape ” on the outer

web of the sixth primary.

* ‘ Birds of Middlesex,’ p. 252.
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It would seem, however, that the young of this species differ not

a little, inter se, independent of any sexual differences, as the first

Irish specimen (Belfast Bay, September, 1822), recorded and

described by Thompson, exhibited the following features, not

observable in either, or in one only, of the Norfolk birds, and not

in that killed on the Thames. The sex does not seem to have been

ascertained.

(1) A narrow line of 11 greyish blade closely encircling the front

and lower part of the eye.” “ Space immediately above the eye”

white, as in one only of the Yarmouth birds.

(2) Back, wing-coverts, etc., “ blackish grey, tinged with

yellowish brown.” On the outer web of the sixth primary

“a white spot of an oval shape appears,” as in Mr. Connop’s

Yarmouth bird.

(3)
“ Under part of throat and upper part of the breast pale

ash colour.” In both Norfolk birds the under part of the throat,

and passing downwards to the vent, between the grey patches that

front the carpal joint on either side when the wing is closed, is a

pure unbroken white.

The measurements of the two Norfolk birds are as follows, those

of the female taken in the flesh, and the other when stuffed :

—

Length from tip of bill to end of longest tail-

Female. Male.

feather ..... 1331 in. 14 in.

Wing from carpal joint to end of longest
primary (1st) .... 9f in. 10^ in.

Tarsus ..... 1£ in. If in.

Middle toe and claw . . , 11 in. ljin.

The hind toe and claw are exceedingly small, and Thompson
points out that it is “ placed so high that the point of the nail

does not reach within one and a half line of the ground.” Tail-

feathers twelve; the irides and bill in my bird were dark brown, the

legs and feet a soiled flesh-colour.
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XI.

LISTS OF NORFOLK NAIADACEJE AND CHAllA CEJE.

By Arthur Bennett, F.L.S.

(Communicated by II. D. Geldart.)

Read 28th March, 1882.

[Mr. Bennett has kindly placed the following lists at my disposal.

It is only necessary to remark that his provinces of “East” and

“"West” Norfolk refer to the division of the county adopted by

Mr. II. C. Watson in his privately printed ‘Topographical Botany,’

in which the County is divided by the mathematical line of

one degree of east longitude, and not to the divisions used by our

Society.—II.D.G.].

NAIADACE JE.

POTAMOGETOX.

1. P. natans. Linn. (vents !

)

E. Norfolk, Filby !

2. P. POLYGON1FOLIUS. PoUl\

E. Norfolk !

3. P. PLAXTAGIXEUS. Dll CrOZ.

E. Norfolk, Ormsby, Mr.

Glasspoole !

4 . P. rufescens. Schrad.

E. Norfolk, Asliill, Rev.

Trimmer !

5 . P. IIETEROPIIYLLUS. Sclireb.

E. Norfolk.

W. Norfolk, Trimmer’s ‘Flora.’

W. Norfolk, Trimmer’s ‘Flora.’

W. Norfolk, “ Dr. Lowe.”

1

W. Norfolk, Watson.
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6. P. lucens. Linn. E. Norfolk,

Heigham & ca

!

P. lucens, var. acuminates.

Schum. E. Norfolk, Yare

near Buckenliam !

7. P. prjelongus. Wulf. E. Nor-

folk, Buckenliam !

8. P. perfoliatus. Linn.

E. Norfolk, Eilby & ca !

9. P. ciuspus. Linn. E. Norfolk,

Eilby & ca

!

P. crispus, var. serratus.

Huds. E. Norfolk, Eilby !

10. P. densus. Linn. E. Norfolk.

11. P. zosteriefolius. Sebum.

E. Norfolk, Buckenliam !

12. P. acutifolius. Link.

E. Norfolk, Buckenliam !

P. acutifolius, var. major.

Eieb. Ditch at Buckenliam,

1881 ! An extreme form,

with peduncles f-inch.

13. P. obtusifolius. M. and K.

E. Norfolk, Haddiscoe, Rev.

K. Trimmer! Caistor! Rare

in the county 1

14. P. mucronatus. Schrad.

E. Norfolk, Caistor ! Bucken-

liam ! Ormsby Broad, Mr.

Glasspoole !

15. P. pusillus. Linn. E. Nor-

folk, Caistor, Buckenliam

& ca

!

1G. P. TRicnoiDES. Cham.

E. Norfolk, Framingham

Earl ! &c.

W. Norfolk.

?

“ W. Norfolk,” Geldart.

W. Norfolk !

W. Norfolk, Trimmer’s ‘Elora.’

1

Are any of the Rev. Iv.

Trimmer’s stations for P.

compressus, Linn., in W.
Norfolk? mucronatus is now

the name generally adopted

for this plant, here and on

the Continent.

W. Norfolk.

W. Norfolk, Dr. Lowe.
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17. P.pectinatus. Linn. E. Nor-

folk, Buckenham

!

P. PECTINATUS, var. PSEUDO-

marinus. Ar. Bennett. E.

Norfolk, Yarmouth ! A form

of pectinatus often named
P. marinus, Linn, (filifor-

mis

,

Noltc.). 1 have it from

Sweden, Bohemia, and Hun-
gary so named. The Bev.

K. Trimmer in Herb. Wat-
son calls it “ maritime variety

of pectinatus.”

P. PECTINATUS, var. SCOPAUIUS.

Wall, marinus, IIuds., non
Linn ! E. Norfolk, Runham! W. Norfolk, Trimmer’s ‘Flora.’

18. P. flabellatus. Bab. E. Nor-

lolk, Buckenham ! W. Norfolk, Prof. Babington !

PUPPIA.

1. R spiralis. Hartm. E. Nor-

folk, Yarmouth (Page, sp.
! ) ?

2. R rostellata. Koch. W. Norfolk (Hunstanton,

Symo
!
).

CHARACEiE.

1. Nitella opaca. Ag. E. Nor-

folk.

2. N. flexilis. Ag. (?) I have

never seen this from the

county, yet very likely to

occur, but very difficult to

discriminate from opaca

unless in fruit
,
one being

monoecious (flexilis), and

the other dioecious (opaca ).

3. N. translucens. Ag. E. Nor-

folk.

c cyol. nr.
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4. N. TENUISSIMA. Iviitz.

E. Norfolk, Eoydon Fen,

near Diss. Herb. Borrer at

Kew, 1852 ! This is a very

interesting addition to the

county, long known from

Cambridgeshire only. Lop-

liam Fen will very likely

produce it.

5. Tolypella glomerata.

Leonh. W. Norfolk, Cley, Rev. W. W.
Newbould.

G. Chara stelligera. Bauer.

Filby ! Potter Heigham !

The only stations as yet

known for this species in

Great Britain.

7. C.foytida. A. Braun. E. Nor-

folk, Potter Ileigham !

8. C. contraria. Kiitz. E. Nor-

folk, Potter Heigham ! An
elongated form, much like

C. jubata
,
A. Braun; only

found as British by Mr.

H. Groves in Cambridge-

shire, August, 1881.

9. C. iiispida. Linn. E. Norfolk,

Potter Heigham !

10. C. fragilis. Desv. E. Nor-

folk, Potter Heigham

!

C. fragilis, var. Hedwigii.

E. Norfolk, Potter Heigham

!

The following species are very likely to occur, as they are found

in the adjoining counties of Cambridgeshire and Suffolk :

—

Chara polyacantiia. A. Braun

!

C. aspera. Willd !

Tolypella intricata. Leonh !
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The following continental species are likely to occur in Eastern
England :

—

Chaba intermedia. A. Braun.

C. COUONATA. Tiz.

Tolypella NIDIFICA. (Mail.)

NlTELRA CAP1 TATA. Aft©
N. SYNCARPA. Chev.

[The above lists, coming from an excellent botanist who has made a
speciality of water plants, are very valuable

;
that of the genus Potamoyeton

supersedes the list already published in our ‘Transactions’ (vol. ii. p. 229
)

;

and of Characea; our Society has never previously published any list at
all.—II.D.G.].

XII.

ENTOMOLOGICAL NOTES.

By Frank Norgate.

Read 31 st January, 1882.

My larva) of Bombyx rubi went through their hybernation very
successfully in large perforated metal vessels containing growing
young Heather, which I dug up in the form of large turves.° More
than ninety-eight Rubi emerged as Moths during the months of
June and July, besides a pair of E. russula several Unanimis
Porphyrea, Lanestris, See., which were in the same vessels. These
vessels were kept out of doors during the whole winter, exposed to
the weather, with only stout canvas for coverings.

In June I obtained nine larvae of Apatura iris in Foxley Wood
by beating tall bushes of Salix caprea. By the 30th of June all
had pupated, and by the 16th of July all had emerged from their
pupa cases. Seven were females, of large size.

jc 2
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Iu July larvae of T. piniperda were very plentiful on Pinus

sylvestris, at Cawston.

Larvae and pupae of Stilpnotia salicis were so abundant at

Ilickling, tliat on the 5tli of July I climbed up a single Poplar,

and took from it forty of the larvae, and seventy yellow-haired

pupae.

On the 16tli I saw very many Iris on the wing in Foxley Wood.

During this month and August I took ninety larvae of Leporina

on Whitvvell Common alone, and at Cawston three larvae of

A. alni, and two of C. bicuspis. Also a few more Leporina in other

places. Almost all were taken by searching Alder leaves, not by

beating. I took several Leporina larvae from the fresh-broken

twigs of a bush which I had just thrashed in vain. Although I

have worked Alder in many parts of Norfolk, and in the New
Forest, I never found Leporina abundant, except on one small part

of Whitwell Common.

As an experimental trap for the Cerurce
,
I nailed some Oak bark

round the trunk of a Tacamahac Poplar, hoping that Bifida would

pupate under it, and be safe there from its natural enemy the Green

Woodpecker. On the 8th of November I took this bark down,

and found under it three cocoons of C. bifida, and two others,

probably A. aceris and A. megacephala. I might have found

many more if I had not repeatedly beaten every accessible bough

with a long pole before nailing up the bark. I took from this

Poplar, by beating, three or four larvae of Bifida, and many of

S. populi and A. megacephala, and probably wasted many more

on the ground. I think if this bark trap were tried on suitable

Alders, C. bicuspis might be obtained, and also A. alni, though

the latter would be very difficult to recognize, as it bores into the bark.

June 28th and July 2nd at Felthorpe I beat three Testudo and

twenty-two larvce of Ridens from stunted Oak; and on the 1st of

October, at the same place, eighteen lame of Test,ado, eight lame

of Hamula, &c., also from stunted Oak.

Larvae of S. ocellatus and S. populi have been fairly common.

In September I had one of the latter with thirty-two conspicuous

reddish-brown spots, besides the usual spot on the horn.

S. ligustri larva) have been unusually common on low Ash

twigs in hedges, but I found them also feeding on Lilac and on

Holly.
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At Gawston, C. reclasa and S. fuciformis have been plentiful
on dwarf Sallow and Honeysuckle respectively, but I was too
busy searching Alder to care to take many of these.

Tridens has been unusually common. I took eleven larvje in
September and October on Sallow, Whitethorn, and on posts and
rails. 1 have never found Tridens so abundant as Psi usually is.

Bembeciformis larva) were, as usual, very abundant, and in the
early spring 1 brought home from 'Foxley Wood alone as many
Sallow “spoils” (or butt-ends chopped off tho hurdle stakes) as
Idled a large wheelbarrow. Each of these “ spoils ” contained one
or more Bembeciformis.

Of Coleoptera I will only mention a few of those that interested
me most.

Duiing July, the big Longicorn
(
Snperda carcharias

)
was abun-

dant in the larva, pupa, and imago stages in Aspen, Tacamahac, and
other Poplars. I obtained many by splitting the trunks, and a
few by searching the outside of the trees.

Jwo beautiful steel-blue Weevils {Rhynchites pubescens) appeared
on my beating-tray at Felthorpc.

In Sparham I gathered about a dozen splendid blue and red
beetles

( Chrysomela distinguenda) from a small bunch of Linaria
vulgaris during September and October.

One well-marked specimen of Rhagium bifasciaium I raised
from a white pupa, which I chipped out of a rotten rail at Hilham.
On the salt marshes at Wells I swept about half a dozen

specimens of tho purple Apion Umonii from the Sea-lavender.
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XIII.

NOTES ON THE NIGHTINGALE.

An extract from a letter by the Rev. R. Sheppard, of

Wrabness, Essex, to the Rev. W. Whitear, of Starston,

Norfolk, dated 29th September, 1819.

(Communicated by Miss Mary Whitear.)

Read 28th March, 1882.

[By the kind permission of Miss Whitear, of Starston, to

whom the Society was recently indebted for some interesting

extracts from the “Calendar” of her late father, the Rev. W.
Whitear, E.L.S. (ante p. 231—262), and who has so recently

presented her father’s collection of eggs to the Norwich Museum,

we are enabled to publish the following very interesting notes

on the habits of the Nightingale from the pen of Mr. J. Harrison.

They were transcribed in full by Mr. Sheppard, to whom they

were communicated in the first instance, and embodied with other

ornithological records, though not of sufficient interest for repetition,

in a letter to his friend Mr. Whitear. Mr. Harrison’s observation

in the postscript to his letter, as to the priority of appearance of

the male Nightingale and other summer-migrants is perhaps the

earliest record of that fact, as it is now generally admitted to be.]

I shall conclude with a long letter from my friend Harrison, which

is Avortliy of Gilbert White himself :

—

“Great Oakley, Sept. 2, 1819.

“Dear Sir,

Whoever has an ear capable of being pleased with

the song of birds, cannot fail of being delighted to the highest

degree with the sweet note of the Nightingale, whilst walking

abroad on a still pleasant evening in the month of May. Before
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I came into this neighbourhood I was a perfect stranger to their

song [Mr. H. is a Cumberland man], but here being so much
struck with their plaintivo sprightly notes, I was determined to

procure one if possible, that very same season. This I accom-

plished by finding one of their nests, and have continued to retain

three or four constantly in my possession for the space of more than

sixteen years. You wished me to write down any observations I

might think worthy of notice respecting these sweet birds. The
few that I am able to communicate, I send you with the greatest

pleasure. The first nest that I found, being over anxious to have

them in my possession, I took the young home too early, and on
that account, they all, except one, perished before they were capable

of feeding themselves
;

their complaint was the cramp in their feet

and legs, which generally ends in death. This I find to be mostly
the case, when deprived of their natural food whilst too young.
'1 ho ono that survived was a malo bird, which was fed with lean

beef, mutton, sheep’s heart, or bullock’s heart cut very fine, free

from all fat, and mixed with a little of the yolk of a hard-boiled

eSo- -This is their common food when kept in a cage or aviary.

This bird, whilst young, was fed with the greatest attention and
care by ono of my domestics, and by having his name Dick or

Dickey with the words pretty dear often repeated, after he became
capable of singing, continually articulated these words in his song
as plainly as any Parrot or human being, and he continued to do so
as long as ho lived. Unfortunately a Goldfinch hung in the same
room where he was kept whilst young

;
he learned the notes of that

bird’s song most completely and distinctly, so that no one could
distinguish the song of one bird from the other, except in the tone,

and his repeatedly uttering the words Dickey, pretty dear.

However, ho never could obtain the real song of the wild
Nightingale. From my ill success in this first attempt, I was
resolved to make another trial the following spring, and being
fortunate, after a little trouble, in finding a nest not more than
200 yards from home, to prevent my losing them by the cramp
as before, by depriving them too early of their parents, I put
them into a cage just before they were capable of flying. I suffered

the cage to remain near the nest one day, and afterwards by degrees,

removed them to the house, where they were hung amongst the
shady branches of a vine, and the old birds attended and fed them
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there. Their next station was on the outside of a window, a large

sheet of paper being lixed on the inside, with a small hole through,

opposite to the cage, that I might thus discover with the eye on the

opposite side of the cage, what kind of insects the old birds

procured for them. Their principal food appeared to be flies,

spiders, ants, and small green caterpillars which are generally found

on the oak. They also occasionally caught the bees which were

kept in the same garden, which the young ones mostly rejected, and

drojrped to the bottom of the cage. The cause of the old birds

catching the bees appeared to be owing to a deficiency of other

food, there being but few oak trees near the house. Their next

station was at the bottom of an open window, and after continuing

there one day, they were placed inside, on the opposite side of the

chamber; the window being left open in the daytime, the old birds,

after a little caution, ventured in, and continued to feed them there

more tlian a week. Thus being kept and fed in a cage about a

fortnight after they were able to fly, the young became strong, and

the old ones very tame and familiar. My next plan was to make a

captive of the old cock bird and retain two of the young males

(there being only four in the nest) the other two were suffered to

depart with their mother. The choice of the males is not difficult,

to one attentive to their plumage, the strength of their call, and

the size of the bird
;
the males also two or three days after they

take their own victuals, make a little jabbering song, which the

females never attempt. The old bird, having the tips of his wings

tied together, lest he should injure himself by fluttering violently,

was put into a box cage with his young ones, and after being fed

with sheep’s heart and egg as described above (the meat being put

into his mouth after being opened with a small sharp piece of stick)

he soon took the meat himself, with which lie also fed the young

—

all Nightingales, after being first caught, require to have their wings

tied, two, three or more days, and as they will at first take nothing

but what is alive, they require to be fed once every two hours, by

having their bills opened with a small stick, and the meat given

them by force. By having Ants often mixed with their victuals

set by them, they at last, by pecking the Ants, learn to eat the

meat also without trouble. By this same kind of food you may

keep the Swallow, Martin, Redstart, Wagtail, Pettychaps, Cuckoo,

and all other kinds of insectivorous birds. The old Nightingale,
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mentioned above, continued to live with me upwards of five years,
was an excellent and bold songbird, and taught the young to sing
nearly equal to himself. The young sing through the winter, when
kept in a warm room, but do not become perfect in their song till

late in spring : the old ones, mostly begin in January, and continue
tlieir song till June. In one instance, I decoyed an old female
Nightingale home, whoso nest was upwards of a mile from the
house, by putting the young into a cage, and suffering her to feed
them every 20 or 30 yards; the old cock would not go the
wholo distance. After the old bird had attended them 8 or 10
days, I made choice of some, and took the others back (with their
mother when caught) to the place from whence I had taken them.
The old cock, immediately on their being liberated, burst out into a
song, and soon commenced to feed his young. The Nightingale is

a bird most easily taken, with a silk net-trap and mealworm if you
know his haunts. Those taken in April, when they make their
first appearance, are the best songbirds, but most difficult to tame.
The young taken in August or September, just before they take
their departure for another climate, are all good, but not equal to
the former, unless they arc kept in company with a good songbird
to make them perfect. The young are generally found late in the
season, on the sides of fields, planted with beans or peas, but
mostly beans. They have a certain call, watc, irate ; cur, cur,
which they often repeat at the setting of the sun, about the ’same
time that the partridges make their call

;
and by setting a net-trap

baited with a mealworm, near by in the midst of the hedge or
thicket, after scraping away the grass and leaves to make the earth
look fresh, you are sure to take them. None, that I have kept,
except the first, were ever capable of articulating words

; but none
were taken so young, nor had such attention paid them. Those
abiding in fields, near paths, and roadsides, are mostly easily tamed
when taken. Those taken in woods I have never yet been able to
keep alive, altlio’ I’ve made many and frequent attempts

; but
whether it is owing to a different and more delicate kind of food
they meet with there, or being of a more timid and fearful
disposition, I could never learn; probably it is partly owing to botli
causes. Ibis I have done, after being unable to make them feed,
I have given them their liberty again whilst weak from want of
food

; I let them go by the side of some field of beans near home,
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after plucking some feathers from one wing to disable them from

flying hack to the wood from whence they were taken. In the

space of a fortnight or three weeks I have caught them again, and

found little difficulty in taming them. The nest of the Nightingale,

when it contains young, is very easily found by one who is a little

acquainted with their nature, altho’ it is generally well secured

from the eye of a common observer. When you approach near the

nest, the old birds, from their anxiety, often repeat the notes icaic,

wate, cur, and by a little patience and perseverance in watching,

you may discover to what place they carry the victuals to feed their

young. The young, in this neighbourhood, commonly leave their

nests from the eighth to the fourteenth of June, according as the

old ones come early or late in the spring. If the hedge, where

they build, runs East and West, they make their nest on the South

side; if it runs South and North, they are to be found on the West

side—they invariably build on the warm side of the fence, mostly

near the ground, on the field side of the ditch (if there he one)

;

they like the shelter of a few small hushes, brambles, nettles, or

other weeds, to protect them from the sight of man and also from

other enemies. In woods, they generally build near the sides, or

where it is not too much shaded by tall trees. I hey mostly take

their departure in the month of August, or if vegetation continues

late, and the leaves upon the bean plant continue green, in

September—the Nightingale is also found [Mr. H. must here

mean the old birds] here in that month. Both in their arrival and

departure, their migration is very much guided by the state of the

moon, the mildness of the air, and a favourable wind. Those kept

in a cage or aviary, altho’ reared from the nest, evince a great

restlessness at the time of their usual migration, both in spring and

autumn, particularly at the full moon. I have found them in the

night-time beat and flutter so much against the cage or window

where they were confined, as to oblige me to tie the tip of their

wings together, to prevent their injuring their bodies; and at those

times they take but little food. In preparing victuals for this

bird, it is proper to clear off all the fat and tough skin from the

meat, whether sheep’s heart, bullock’s heart, beef or mutton
;
then

cut it in small long pieces, as much as is wanted, like worms, then

clip it very fine, chop a very small piece of the yolk of a hard-

boiled egg, and put it over the meat, or mix them together : this
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lias been my usual method. A tin pan is better than wood to put
their food in, as the meat continues sweet and moist much longer.

In hot weather it is necessary to feed them twice each day, as the
meat soon spoils by the heat. In winter also it is the safest plan,
if they arc kept in a warm room. Cleanliness is also very necessary,

or the bird will soon perish for want of this attention. The form
of the net-trap, and the kind of cage proper to keep them in you
have seen yourself. I havo almost fatigued myself with writing
down my observations, and I fear you will bo much more so with
the perusal of them. Yours, &c.

“ J. Harrison.

“T.S. The Nightingale is a solitary bird in its migration; they
depart singly, and return the same, not in pairs or flocks, like some
other birds. In spring, the males are to be seen three or four days,

and sometimes a week before the females make their appearance.

Whoever will observe, will find it the same with the Redstart and
most other summer or insectivorous birds. They return to their

usual haunts in spring, and build often in the very same place, if no
accident or misfortune befel them the preceding summer.—J. II.”

I think the above letter cannot fail of meeting with your appro-
bation and perhaps you will insert it nearly as it is— it is the
completest monography of the Nightingale I ever read. It would
seem that Kay’s Knot must have been in the plumage of the ash-

coloured Sandpiper, for he describes it with green legs; but what
puzzles me is the weight of his bird, only 2k oz. There has
been a great dearth of birds on the banks of the Stour this

summer. It was not till the latter end of August that I noticed
any Blackbackcd Gulls tho’ they were often to be met with
in their wagel plumage. They bow to each other like pidgeons,
frequently uttering IIor, Hor in a hoarse tone. Next month I hope
to procure for Mr. Sabine the Tringa pusilla which has not yet
arrived upon our shores.

Believe me very sincerely yours,

KEVETT SHEPPARD.

Wrcibness,

20th Sept. 1819.
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XIV.

ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FOR 1880.*

By Henry Stevenson, F.L.S., V.P.

Read 28th March
,

1882.

This year, as last, the entries in my note-book for the first two or

three months seem devoted rather to the weather than to matters

Ornithological, the dearth, as to the latter, being accounted for by

the severity of the early winter having driven migrants, and many

residents, far to the south, and later frosts, therefore, however sharp for

a time, failed to supply our local gunners with the sport they had an-

ticipated. The year commenced with an extremely mild temperature,

though with stormy winds, hut the evening of the 1st of January

was remarkable for a marvellous effect of sky about 4 p.m. and

lasting till sunset, which proved a general topic of conversation

and of comment in the newspapers. Its chief features were a wide

expanse of the deepest cobalt blue, such as one might expect only

in an Italian scene, the clouds, to the westward, presenting an

intensely vivid blending of orange, blue, and green, whilst a

singularly clear light rendered objects distinctly visible miles away

on the horizon.

The birds had an open time of it till the middle of the month,

when a sharpish frost set in with a N.E. wind and, with a slight

fall of snow on the 18th, continued with more or less severity up

to the 30th. The hoar-frost on the 28th and 29th was unusually

beautiful, the laden branches of the leafless trees looking at a

* I much regret that, through ill health and other causes, my Ornithological

Notes for 1SS0 did not appear in last year’s ‘ Transactions,’ but rather than

break the series, which commenced with our first publication, I have com-

pleted them for the present part, to be followed, I hope, next year, by

those for 1881 and 1S82. In the unavoidable absence, also, of Mr. Quinton’s

“ Meteorological Observations,” I have devoted more space than usual to

the general character of the weather during each month of the year.
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distance, in the bright sunlight, like whitethorns, or pear trees,
white with the blossoms of the early summer. The thermometer
at this time was said to have registered thirteen degrees of frost in
the ( ity, and brought our feathered pensioners back again to our
gardens and “charity boards.” A few Woodcocks were killed in the
county about this time, and many Wood Pigeons were observed at
^ 01'threpps passing along the coast from the direction of Yarmouth.
The effect of the frost upon garden shrubs, and especially Laurels,
was very marked.

A gradual break up, with a change of wind to the S. and S.W.,
began on the 30th, and the whole of the early part of February
was mild and springdike, and though skating was still safe, durum
the first week, on Wroxham Broad, Blackbirds, Thrushes, Robins,
and Hedge Sparrows were in full song.

On the 7th a flock of Fieldfares was seen at Northrepps, flying
high towards the sea; Partridges were paired, and the earliest
spring flowers were in bloom, but vegetation seemed, generally,
backward and received a further check from a severe frost on the
23rd, the wind changing suddenly to N.N.E. On the 28th, a
gieat quantity of Black-headed Gulls were seen at Horthrepps,
%ing inland, about one in ten or fifteen having the brown hood.
I heard from a broadman at Surlingham that some hundreds of
these birds visited the Broad this spring, settling “ like a cloud

”

as he described it, on the open water of “Bargate,” but they left to 'a
bird in a day or two. One or two dark Gulls, Skuas most likely,
had been seen previously.

March proved rather wot and windy than frosty, and a heavy
gale on the 3rd from S.S.W. did much damage to trees and
buildings, and this unusually stormy day closed with vivid flashes
of lightning. At Northrepps on the 4th, a few Hooded Crows
were seen going away to sea, and at Aylsham, on the 6th, others
wore passing eastward

;
and large quantities of these Crows and

Looks were observed at the same place on the 17th and 18th,
flying very high towards the east, A small flock of Goldfinches
appeared there on the 16th.

April commenced both with its accustomed showers and some
thunderstorms but, with the wind constantly changing from S.S.W
to vegetation remained backward and summer migrants]
if arriving about their usual dates, were late in announcing their
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presence by song. Hot days succeeded by bitter cold niglits tried

the Hirundines on their first appearance, and nesting duties were

delayed by a scant supply of insect food, apart from our rivers and

marshes, so that House Martins and Swallows scarcely appeared in

our streets till near the end of the month. Ihe catkins of the Silvei

Birch and other trees, at this season, are a daily attraction to the

various Titmice whose notes and antics enliven our city gardens till

the summer birds arrive. The Nightingale appeared in the suburbs of

Norwich, on April 17th and 18th
;
the Cuckoo at Thorpe, on the

18th; Swallow, close to the City, on the 17th; Willow Wren and

Whitethroat, on the 16th and 17th. In 1 Land and Water, for

April 10th, “a Norwich Naturalist” records, Chiffchaff and

Garganey Teal, March 10th ;
two Sand Martins, Hoveton, March

19th; and Wryneck, near the City, March 23rd.

Of later migrants, Swifts appeared at Cromer on the loth, and

Norwich on the 18th of May; Goatsuckers at Northrepps on the

8th; Turtle-doves at the same place on the 16th, and Spotted

Flycatchers at Beeston Eegis on the 31st. On the 23rd of May,

about 5-30 a.m., three Cuckoos were seen coming in from the sea at

Cromer and were observed to utter their notes as soon as they

landed. Near the end of the month a Corncrake and a Quail

were both heard in the neighbourhood of Aylsham.

May from the 1st to the commencement of the last week, with

but few sunny days and almost incessant N. and N.E. winds,

seemed but a bad imitation of October, and well might vegetation

remain backward. On bird life, the cold nights and scarcity of

insect food, together with the generally parched nature of the soil

(slight rains only occurring at long intervals), had a trying effect.

Swallows and Martins were observed on many occasions flying

feebly over the marshes and rivers and, Blackbirds, Thrushes, and

Starlings were at one time so “ hard up ” for worms and grubs for

their young that my “charity board,” lor the first time, supplied

the needful in summer (1) and even one or two Books condescended

to carry off soaked bread and other scraps to their nests. On two

occasions I soaked my grass plot with a garden engine, as in the

hottest seasons, and then the much deluded worms had a bad time

of it so soon as the birds discovered the effect of my artificial

showers. Only from the 23rd to the 30th, with S. and S.W. winds,

was the weather really warm, except on the 14th, when a scorching
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hot Jay was followed by a cold sea “roke” which, coming up from
tlie north, in the evening, damped everything. On the 17th,
migratory birds were heard whistling over the City.
dune proved as little like a summer month as the preceding, as

regards warmth
; but almost incessant rain brought food in plenty

for the birds. Fires, for the most part, took the place of sunshine
by day and, with few exceptions, and those chiefly in the last week,
the evenings were too chill and subject to white mists, for outdoor
enjoyment.

^

An occasional bright, dry, day proved a grateful change
and S. and S.W. winds were exceptional; but on the 8th a severe
thunderstorm occurred, the lightning doing much damage in one
or two localities near the City.

A nestling Magpie, just able to fly, was caught at Northrepps,
where an old one had been shot about a fortnight before. Two
Hooded Crows were also observed in the same locality on the 28th.

July, thanks chiefly to S. and S.W. winds, proved much more
genial in temperature, though with many more wet days than
imo ones, and the evenings, with some few exceptions, had still an
October chill about them. Severe tempests visited the city on the
ord, 10th, 26th, and 29th, with a deluge of rain on each occasion,
and some hail, which with an excess of wet, generally, had as serious
an effect upon the crops as upon the spirits of the farmers.

Insect food for the Uirundines abounded throughout this warm
moist weather and Mr. J. H. Gurney, dun., informed me that a
pair of House Martins, at Xorthrepps, commenced and finished a
nest at his house in three days. By the 19th, young Willow
Wrens which are not bred in my garden began to frequent the
shrubs, a somewhat earlier dato than usual. On the night of the
31st birds were heard passing over the City

; the day° had been
exceedingly cold and wet and the evening was dark and cloudy.A Magpie seen at Beeston, near Cromer, on the 2Gth, indicates
their still nesting, though sparsely, in that part of the county.

Piesuiuing that, of late years, the seasons have got altogether
mixed, summer may be said to have arrived in August, but though
several dry, scorching days, occurred early in the month with S. and
S.W. winds, a decided prevalence of N. and N.W. winds accounted
for the low temperature of the evenings. Warm rains were
frequent but, from the 14th to the 18th, we had five sunless days,
cold and dismal as November, with occasional white mists but no
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showers. Oil the 2oth rain fell heavily, followed, at i a.m. on the

26tli, by a little deluge with much thunder in the distance.

Two young Hawfinches, with a strong predilection for green

peas, were trapped at Keswick.

The first gathering of House Martins prior to quitting this

neighbourhood, at least, was witnessed at 7 a.m. on the 10th, when

about a hundred of these birds congregated on the lofty roof of the

chapel opposite my house and were gone, all but a dozen, by nine

o’clock. Only a few, still feeding young ones, were seen about till

the afternoon of the 26th, when over fifty assembled at the same

rendezvous, and again some thirty or forty appeared together on the

afternoon of the 31st. I think, probably, that in this month

House Martins, as a rule, with their early broods, flock together in

large numbers, taking advantage of some lofty building—as

Sand Martins do of the telegraph wires near their haunts—to

collect their forces, and that these, dispersing for food during the

day, roost in accumulating flocks upon the reeds and osiers

adjoining our rivers till the period arrives for a general departure.

With reference, however, to the first great assembly of these birds

on the 10th of August, it is worth noting that the following state-

ment appeared in a German newspaper drawing attention to the

early departure this season of Swallows and Martins and giving

the 8th of September as the more usual date;—“already by

August 10th it was observed all over North-Western Germany that

those of the House Swallows whose broods were fully fledged were

visibly preparing for their flight
;
most of the other Swallows had

already preceded them.” Between the 21st and 30th, amongst

summer warblers still frequenting my garden I noticed, the Willow

Wren, Nightingale, Bedstart, and Chiffchaff, the latter in full song

on one occasion.

Thanks to the notes and observations of Mr. J. H. Gurney, jun.,

we know that the same extraordinary migration of Redstarts and

Wheatears, at the end of this month, which Mr. Cordeaux records

(‘ Zoologist,’ 1880, p. 486) from the Humber district occurred, also,

on the Norfolk coast, the largest number seen, in the neighbour-

hood of Cromer, appearing on the 29th, 30th, and 31st, but the

Wheatears in far greater abundance than the Redstarts. Of the

latter, on the two last days, Mr. Gurney saw about 200, at Cromer,

Northrepps, and Gunton, yet, of this species, only a few pairs are
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known to breed, annually, on the furze-covered hills of the first-
named locality, and the Redstart, as a resident, is rare in that
neighbourhood. The Redstarts were nearly all in immature or
female dress.

Amongst other migratory notes for September, may bo noticed
a record by Mr. Cordeaux, in the ‘Zoologist,’ that on the 1st,
about 2 a. in., a Hock of Swallows beat against the lantern of
Hasboro light. 1 find the last dates for Swifts were Caister 19th,
Lowestoft 20th, and Cloy 22nd. Swallows were in plenty at the
latter place up to the 23rd when the last Sand Martin was seen by
Mi. 1 oner. Another gathering of House Martins occurred on the
chapel roof, by my house, on the 3rd, upwards of fifty congregating
by seven am. which had all loft by eleven, and only a few’ were
seen after that date. The wind was S.S.W. early, but changed to
R.N.h. in the afternoon, but the heat was intense, 84 degrees in the
shade. Only a few stragglers of Redstarts and Wheatears were
seen about Northrepps this month, but (as Mr. J. II. Gurney .Tun
informs me) Mr. F. D. Power, at Cley, found both this species and
Common Whitethroats plentiful amongst the scanty cover on the
beach, at Blakeney, up to the 23rd and 2Gth. A Yellow Wagtail
was also seen on the 23rd, and a Sedge Warbler was heard on'Vhe
2Mh. (9n the 30th he found Woodcocks in a plantation, in the
same neighbourhood, but none on the coast, In my own garden
I saw a Nightingale for the last time on the 2nd, Common White-
throat and Chiffchaff on the 14th, and a Lesser Whitethroat on the
all and loth

; the first of this species I have seen so near the
C lty, but the call notes of my aviary birds are an attraction to manyA birdcatcher brought me one alive about the same time.

Little Terns were seen at Cley on the 14th, Common and Arctic
on the 20th, and 27th. At Northrepps, on the 16th, Mr. J. H.
Gurney, Jun., saw two large and apparently migratory flocks of
Long-tailed Tits and at the same time and place he shot a Siskin
an early date for this species, but I heard of considerable flocks of
these birds on the Denes at Lowestoft, Suffolk, near the end of
September, and “clouds” of them are said this month to have ap-
peared at Heligoland. Mr. Cordeaux also (‘Zoologist,’ 1880, p. 486)
gives September 9th for the appearance of a large flock of Fieldfaresm Norfolk. Of other arrivals Mr. Power observed, at Cley the
Rock Pipit on the 22nd

; Tree Sparrow, 23rd
; and Grey Wagtail
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on the 25th. Migratory Waders were heard over the City on the

nights of the 23rd and 28th, very high up, wind N.W. on the

latter date.

In September, the first few days, from the extreme and continued

heat, were more trying to the sportsman than in any season for some

years past, with the sun at 84 and 86 degrees in the shade at

midday, and an indoor temperature, at night, of 75 degrees at

times. The evenings, warm and dry, were thoroughly enjoyable.

A change to hi. and N.E. on the 6th brought a cooler atmosphere,

and some rain, but next day the wind was again S.S.W., and so up

to the 11th when a heavy gale and thunderstorm occurred in the

night, with some hail. From this date the warm dry evenings

ceased and, to the 18th, both days and nights were cold and damp,

tire wind mostly S.S.W. ;
and intervals of sunshine were scarce

with frequent and heavy rains. On the 19th we had another

severe hailstorm, and then to the close of the month and with the

wind chiefly W.N.W. the days were fine, hot, and close, but with

a real autumnal chill after sunset.

With the commencement of October, Swallows and House Martins

seemed confined to a few pairs feeding late young ones in and near

the City but were pretty numerous at Wells next the-Sea up to the

2nd and 3rd. The latter were last seen at Northrepps on the 8th,

and I saw three young Swallows at Eaton on the 15th. Several

Wheatears were seen at Beeston near Cromer on the 13th, and one

at Blakeney on the 25th. Of arrivals may be noted a Pang Ouzel,

at Kougliton, near Cromer, on the 7 th. On the 8th, a small party

of Siskins appeared in my garden and seemed specially attracted

by the seeds of the, so-called, “ iady’s-pincushion ” (Scabreus?) so

much so that an adult male was soon caught in a cage trap, baited

with a few of its stalks, and the bird was, as usual, tame enough

in my aviary a day or two after. On the 9th of October in Land

and Water ’ I observed a note that, a few days before that date, a

Brighton fisherman caught six Siskins on his boat when about

three miles out at sea. I found a few Bramblings close to the City,

flushed from the side of a turnip field, on the 1 1th. On the 13th

at Beeston, near Cromer, Hooded Crows were seen passing in a

north-westerly direction, and in the afternoon ot the 20th half-a-

dozen of these birds passed over my garden going also N.W. At

Yarmouth, just prior to the 19th, Hooded Crows, Larks, and Snow
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Huntings were seen arriving with Redwings and Fieldfares, very
liigh up. Woodcocks were met with by the 5th about Overstrand
and Felbrigg and were plentiful on the coast, generally, by the 18th
and 19th, but were not apparently noticed in such numbers, at that
time, as on the Lincolnshire coast by Mr. Ccrdeaux (‘Zoologist,’

1880, p. 512). Snipe were not, I believe, plentiful anywhere in the
Lroad district this autumn, owing, no doubt, to the flooded state of
the marshes, but the great extent of water “ out ” was favourable
to the fowl though not to the gunners and, on the Ware, particularly
about Lrundall, Surlingham, and Strumpshaw, I heard of Ducks in
large numbers frequenting the half-submerged “ronds” and reed beds.

October, with rain on fifteen out of its thirty-one days,
might fairly be termed a wet month, commencing with so low a
temperature that, near Norwich, ice was formed on the night of the
3rd, wind W.N.W. The 5th was steamy hot with a S.W. wind,
and from warm showers led on to the settled down-pour of the Gth,
and a forty-eight hours’ rain. This, with continuous wet up to the
12th, caused flooded marshes in most parts of Norfolk, but we were,
happily, spared the disastrous gales and floods that occurred in the
Midland and Southern Counties. From the 12th to the 25th was
sunny and mild at times but, with the wind still, for the most part,

. or N.E., and with the exception of a cold rain on the 20th,
and hail, with rain, on the 22nd, was fine dry weather without the
snow that at that time fell heavily both in the Highlands and the
South ot England. In Surrey the depth of snow, on high or low
levels, varied from 4 inches to G or 8 inches on the 19th, with seven
degrees of frost on the evening of the 20th.

Four oat of the last six days of the month ivere wet, with a
deluge of rain on the 27th and 28th. A heavy gale from the N.E.
on the night of the 27th, stranded many vessels along the East
Coast with the loss of eleven lives by the upsetting of the 'Wells
lifeboat, and another severe storm on the following night did much
damage to trees, shrubs, and even plants in gardens

;
the rain driv-

ing in sheets with the force of the gale. Young House Martins
from late nests were seen about the 8th of November at Harleston,
in Norfolk, and lledenham, in Suffolk, and others, hovering over
the esplanade at Lowestoft, on the 18th.

Cn the 16th I received some fine Snow Buntings for my aviary
said to be the pick of about three dozen netted at Yarmouth, and

D D 2
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on the 17th I had three pairs of Twites from the same place. The

males had the rose-coloured tint on the tail-coverts, and yellow hills.

In the females the hill was greenish yellow, with a conspicuous

dark hrown line on the ridge of the upper mandihle nearest the tip.

They were all taken on the borders of Breydon. A single Magpie

was seen at Northrepps on the 2Gth. Woodcocks would seem to

have heen extremely abundant towards the close of the month, as

I heard of fifty-nine killed in the coverts at Felbrigg in four days.

November began appropriately, as the first winter month, with

a slight fall of snow by day and a sharpish frost at night, wind

N.W. to N.E., and owing to exceptionally high tides, on the 1st,

the marshes bordering the Yare, particularly between Thorpe and

Buckenham, were extensively flooded and, on the 2nd, presented a

sheet of thin ice. After the first week, however, with rain more or

less for a fortnight and a prevalence of south-westerly winds, the

weather was abnormally mild, though damp and foggy at times.

On the 20th, wind N. and N.E., we had frost, followed by snow

and hail, as in London the day before and, though the wind on the

23rd had changed to S. and S.W., the temperature was low and

skating good for a time. Even thus early the birds in the gardens

seemed pinched, and came readily for scraps put out for them
;
yet

almost from that date till the close of the month it was so warm,

with a S.W. wind daily, that Thrushes were practising their spring-

notes, Starlings whistling and many of my aviary birds were in full

song.

At Nortlirepps, on the 5th of December, a curious contest in the

air was witnessed between a Carrion Crow and a Short-eared Owl.

After some fifteen or twenty minutes it unfortunately became too

dark for the result of the fray to be known but, though, at first,

the Crow had the best of it the Owl looked like winning when

last seen. Of miscellaneous occurrences, in this month, I heard of

about a dozen Bearded Tits and a Magpie, as brought into Yarmouth

during the first week
;
and somewhat later a Grey Wagtail from

the banks of the Bure.

December, keeping up the same spring-like character as the

preceding month produced, for the most part, warm, fresh days,

or wet, steamy ones, with S. and S.W. winds. The only real

indications of winter were a slight fall of snow on the 15th, ending

in rain, a frost on the 17th with thin ice and the same on Christmas
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day ancl tllG day aftor, wind W.N.W.
j and on tlic 27th, between

live and eight a.m. we had a heavy snowstorm, at the same time
that several feet of snow stopped railway traffic in the north of
Scotland but, here, rain set in the same evening and the wind
shifted once more to the S.W.
The loss in condemned poultry, both in the London and provin-

cial markets, through the extreme mildness of the weather before
Christmas was reckoned by tons in the returns supplied to the
newspapers.

January.

Lernicle Goose. On tho Gth five out of a Hock of seven of
this, by no means common, species were shot at Horsey. Tho
weather was exceptionally mild at the time but they had, no
doubt, like those recorded in February 1870, been driven on to our
coast during the severe frost earlier in the season.

Little Grebe. During the late frost a Little Grebe was taken
alive on the shore at Blakcncy, and another at Mr. Buxton’s resi-
dence at Fritton was found consorting with the domestic fowls,
evidently « hard up ” and frozen out from the Broad. One Norwich
birdstuffor had five.

Great Spotted Woodpecker An adult male was killed at
Holkham about the 30th, and during the month Mr. F. E. Bird
shot a female at Wintcrton decoy.

M iiite-fronted Goose. A female, somewhat small in size but
well barred on the under parts, was shot on Breydon on the 5th.

Brent Goose variety. Mr. F. Norgatc thus describes a singular
variety of the Brent Goose (a male bird killed by Mr. Capps, at
Blakeney, about the end of January), which he first saw on the 27th
of April, in Mr. Back’s shop, a birdstuffer at Ifolt, “The plumage
of the upper and under tail coverts, vent, and cervical ring are
white, the breast, head and quills are greyish brown, the rest of the
plumage is very pale brownish grey, almost the colour of Columba
/ isona, the irides (glass) are blackish brown, legs, toes, claws, webs,
beak and nail are just painted pinkish red.” Back assured him lie

had taken pains to colour these parts exactly as they were naturally,
and believed he had succeeded as near as he possibly could with
paint.
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February.

Glaucus Gull. An immature female, from Yarmouth, on the 8th.

Grey Crows. These pests to the game preserver both here and

in Scotland are, according to Mr. J. H. Gurney, Jun., rendering

themselves additionally objectionable by devouring the barley

thrown down for Pheasants. ITe has himself driven them off the

grain at one or two feeding spots at Northrepps, and the keeper at

Hempstead killed six, at one shot, that he had watched this month

committing similar depredations.

White-fronted Goose. About the middle of the month another

bird of this species was sent up to Norwich, killed on Breydon.

Bewick’s Swan. Mr. J. IT. Gurney, Jun., recorded in the

‘Zoologist’ for 1880 (p. 139), the capture of two specimens at

Hempstead on the 18th. These birds had frequented one of the

ponds for some days, and were supposed by the keeper to be tame

Swans escaped from other preserved waters. On this occasion,

however, their musical notes attracted Mr. Gurney’s attention and,

on approaching them, they rose slowly on the wing from the shal-

low water where they had been standing. Owing to the closely

surrounding timber one, in its flight, struck its head against a tree

and fell, and on being run down and secured was found to have

destroyed one eye
;
the other bird was lost sight of for a time, but

later on was found and shot on an adjoining pond. They proved

to be male and female and weighed exactly the same, only nine

pounds and three quarters, though fully adult in plumage, lhe

disposition of colour, on the bill, also marked maturity and a sexual

distinction was remarked in that feature. “ In the female the yellow

did not extend over the ridge of the upper mandible which ridge

was black, slightly mottled with yellow, the same part in the cock

bird being entirely yellow.” In the gizzard of the latter, besides

small stones, “silt” and pond grass, were found legs of water

insects and the tail of a small fish. They measured five feet ten

inches from tip to tip of wing.

Of four Bewick Swans that appeared on Breydon about the 14tli

of February three, as I was informed, were shot, and Mr. Gurney

heard of one killed about the same time near Saxmundham, in

Suffolk. On the 28th I also purchased, in the flesh, an adult male,

one of four that made their appearance on Bockland Broad a few
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days before. In this bird there was a slight trace of black on the
ridge at tho base of the upper mandible but, in Mr. Gurney’s male,
as before stated, the yellow colour extended to the extreme base of
the bill.

March.

\ ellow-hammer, A curious variety, just netted, was shown me
on the 1st, the prevailing tints of the plumage being very light

and, in parts, white, with scarcely a trace of yellow.

Kittiwake Gull. A straggler from the coast, in full adult
plumage, was picked up dead (but in a perfectly fresh state), in a
marsh at Surlingham, on the Gth.

Sparrow Hawk. A beautiful adult red male of this species was
hi ought to me by a birdcatcher on the 27th, who had secured it in
his nets after it had struck at, and killed, two of his “call” birds.

Mis. Holmes of Wacton, near Long Stratton, also sent me on the
20th, a young male which had killed itself by contact with a plate-

glass window, but not, I believe, attracted by any cage bird in the
room.

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker. An adult male was killed near
Letton, about the 20th of this month.

AruiL and May.

Siskin variety. In ‘Land and Water,’ for April 3rd, 1880,
Mr. Gunn records the recent capture by a birdcatcher at Eaton,
near Norwich, of a cock Siskin with a white instead of black cap
to its head.

Hoopoe. One of these rarities, now-a-days, was, I learn from
Mr. Gurney, shot at Martham on April 2Gth.

Itixo Ouzel. An adult male with a conspicuous white crescent
on the breast was seen on the 11th of May, by Mr. B. C. Silcock,
in the parish of Brumstead.

A'vocet. On the 12th of April a specimen was shot at
\ ai mouth, and in the second week of May I was informed that a
second narrowly escaped the Yarmouth gunners, having to thank
its own wary instincts and not the “ New Act,” for its safety.

A\ hooper. About the 10th of May a single Swan of this
species, having put in a late appearance, was killed at Yarmouth.
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Woodcock’s Nest. Mr. P. Norgate informs me that on the

3rd of May a Woodcock flew from her nest of dried leaves, which

was placed in a bed of Mercurialis perennis, in a plantation at

Weston. The four eggs were just chipped when he saw them.

Hybrid Dove. On the 14th of May, 186-5, a Hybrid Dove

—

a cross between Columba turtur and C. risoria, was caught in my

garden in the Newmarket Itoad, and as no owner could be found

for it at the time, was kept in my house as a cage pet till its death,

on the 14th of May, 1880, just fifteen years to a day from the date

of its capture. How old this bird was when I first had it I have

no means of judging, as it was then in fully adult plumage and

continued in perfect health till within a week of its death, which

Avas caused by a severe cold affecting the lungs, but Avithout

showing the slightest indication of failing powers from advanced

age. This bird exhibited many characteristics of both parents in

its plumage, but inclining more particularly to Columba turtur in

the usual patch of black and Avhite feathers on either side of the

neck. Its note Avas peculiar, having a loud and resonant “ coo,”

differing from that of either the domestic or migratory Dove ;
it

Avas said, by some people, to resemble the note of the Cuckoo.

Tufted Ducks, Pochards, &c. Mr. W. E. Clarke very kindly

communicated to me the fact that the above species, Avith Shovellers,

Avero found nesting this summer on the various meres of the

Wretham estate, between the 16th and 19th of May. Two pairs

of Tufted Ducks Avere seen and, on the 17th, a nest of six eggs Avas

found, the old bird rising close by. The nest itself Aims composed

of grass, but Avithout down, and Avas placed in a tuft of herbage

Avithin six yards of the Avater’s edge.

Of Pochards, fifteen cock birds Avere counted on two of the

meres, and tAvo nests of six and seven eggs, respectively, were

found on a small island in one of them on the 19th. Shovellers

Avere numerous and a nest of six eggs Avas discovered on the same

island, and another on the heath, half a mile from the Avater, Avhich

contained eight eggs.

Great Crested Grebes. Many pairs of these birds Avere met

Avitli on the different pieces of Avater, especially on the Decoy mere

affording sheltering reeds, but only one nest Avas found, with three

eggs partly incubated.
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Common Sandpiper. The same informant states, that lie saw

a pair of these birds on the 17th, and another pair on the 19th,

on the margins of two of the meres on the open heath which, from

so late an appearance, seemed to suggest their remaining to breed.

This species, however, has never been known to nest in Norfolk.

Herons nesting at Hempstead. Mr. J. IT. Gurney, Jun.,

records in the ‘ Zoologist’ for this year (p. 3G6), the fact of a single

pair of Herons having nested for the first time at Hempstead, near

Holt. 'The nest was discovered in a medium-sized Scotch Fir, in

the heart of a considerable plantation of similar trees. Attention

was drawn to the nest from one of the old birds being, unfortunately,

found dead at the foot of the tree, with broken egg shells. The

young were not seen.

Norfolk Plover. I was glad to hear that this species was in

some numbers about Thetford this summer, and that several nests

were found on the lGtli of May both on the heath and the

cultivated lands adjoining.

Bee-eater The ltev. Kirby Trimmer, of Norwich, was informed

by his brother, who resides at Billingford, near North Elmham,

that, on the morning of the 19th of May, he saw an undoubted

specimen of Merops apiaster alight in, apparently, an exhausted

state on some iron railings in his garden. After resting for some

little time it flew to a shrub that was in flower, passing from

blossom to blossom, as if seeking for insects and then took wing,

flying off in an easterly direction and was not seen again. I know

of no occurrence of this species in Norfolk since June, 1854, but it

is worth notice, in connection with the above occurrence, that in

the ‘Field’ of July 3rd, 1880, a male Bee-eater is said to have

been taken at Beverley, East Yorkshire, on the 5th of June, and

that, on the 16th of August, another was shot at Tetney Loch, near

Grimsby, Lincolnshire, as recorded in the same newspaper for

September 11th, 1880.

Cormorant. From Mr. J. II. Gurney, Jun., I learn that no less

than three of these former residents in Norfolk appeared on the

Broads, in the neighbourhood of Yarmouth, about the middle of

this month.
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Snow Bunting. In the ‘Zoologist’ for 1880 (p. 301), is a notice

of a single bird of this species having been seen on Cromer beach

as late as the 10th of May; flying about, at the time, in company
with a common Sparrow.

June and July.

Spoonbills. Three of these conspicuous, and of course per-

secuted, birds were seen on Breydon about the 12th of last month,

and one appeared as late as the first week in July. All these,

apparently, escaped the gunners and some six or eight, altogether,

are said to have visited that neighbourhood at different times in the

spring and summer.

Jack Snipe in June. Mr. C. PI. Bird, of Somerton, near

Yarmouth, informed me that Mr. G. Boult, Jun., saw a Jack Snipe

this year at Winterton, on the 2Gth of June; and that he and
Mr. Boult together, saw three Jack Snipes, and shot one, in the

Potter Heigham marshes on the lGth of July, 1879. I know of

more than one instance of single birds having been met with in

Norfolk in June.

Stabling and Skylark varieties. On the 7th of July,

Mr. J. H. Gurney, Jun., saw a cream-coloured Starling at

Hethersett, near Norwich, with a flock of some five or six others

in the usual plumage
;
and on the previous day at Northrepps, an

exceedingly light-coloured Skylark, almost isabelline in tint.

Pochard. Mr. A. Patterson, of Yarmouth states, in the

‘Eastern Daily Press’ of July 16th, that he had seen, that day,

in a poulterer’s shop, a Pochard in quite an immature state of

plumage which had been killed at Martham.

Short-eared Owl. As an evidence of this species still nesting

in Norfolk, I can record an immature bird, with young feathers on

the head, as shot at Dilham about the 16th of July. Mr. M. C. II.

Bird, of Somerton, also informs me that a pair bred at Winterton

in 1879 and another pair, at Somerton, in the summer of this year.

Hawfinch. A young bird in its nestling plumage was killed at

Forncett on the 9th, and an old one was shot from a cherry tree, at

Eundenhall, on the 14th.
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Roseate I gun. An adult male of this rare Tern, now in Lord
Lilford s collection, was shot by Mr. G. Hunt, near Hunstanton, on
the 12th of July. Colonel Irby, who identified the species, informs
me, that another was seen at the same time, and their peculiar note
attracted attention. Hitherto this species has been included in the
Norfolk list, on the authority, only, of the late Mr. Youell, of
Yarmouth, as cited by the Messrs. Paget, but no specimen is forth-

coming to verify that statement.

Tenacity of life in young House Martins. Under the above
heading the following particulars are given by Mr. Southwell in the
‘ Zoologist ’ tor 1880 (p. 401), and being of local, as well as general,

interest I quote the main facts as ho has stated them. “On the 1st

ot July, a bricklayer, in cleaning the gutters round the house of Mr.
h . Kitton (near the Unthanks Road), knocked down a Martin’s nest

which tell to the ground with its contents, three very young birds and
a nest egg. The remains of the nest and young birds were swept
away with the rubbish from the gutter and thrown into the bin,

where they remained till Sunday morning [4th], when the nestlings
were heard chirping by Mr. Kitton’s children and taken out. The
children then fed them with sopped bread, which they took readily,

but died on tho following morning. Mr. Kitton estimates that
these young birds lived entirely without food and deprived of the
warmth ot the nest and parent bird for sixty-two hours, and that
irom the time of their violent ejectment from the nest to their

death, a period of eighty-six hours intervened.” This singular
incident is the more remarkable as one usually considers such
purely insect-eating birds as least likely to bear privation, and that
the combined effects, therefore, of cold and hunger, especially in the
case of nestlings, would be rapidly fatal.

Night-heron. An immature specimen in the possession of
Mr. Gurney Buxton was shot by Major Upcher at Ranworth, and
was taken to Mr. Cole to be stuffed, on the 22nd of July, but,

being then in a “ forward ” condition, had been killed, no doubt,
some days before.

Hooded Crows in Summer. Mr. G. Cresswell, Jun., informed
Mr. Southwell that a pair of these birds were constantly seen, this

summer, in the neighbourhood of Wolfertou Wood, on the Prince
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of Wales’ estate. A gamekeeper tried to shoot one at the time the

young pheasants were leaving the coops.

Sheldrakes at Blakeney. Mr. Cremer informs me that two

good broods were reared at Blakeney this year hut fears that all

were killed off, and the old Duck, of the largest brood, shot in July !

N.B.—Under the New Act, eggs are not protected, but birds are !

August.

Arctic Terns. On the 11th, Mr. T. W. Cremer shot two Terns

of this species at Blakeney, and as the colony of Terns had much

increased there this summer, and had not been molested, it was

supposed that both Arctic and Common Terns had remained to

breed.

Spoonbill. A male Spoonbill was shot on the 22nd of August,

by Mr. George Cresswell, in Terrington Marsh ;
one of two that had

been seen in that neighbourhood for some time previously.

September.

Sandwich Tern. A female, one of a pair seen on Breydon, was

shot on the 8th.

Spoonbill. A single bird was seen for several days about

Breydon, during the first Aveelc in this month.

Cormorant. An immature bird Avas killed about the second Aveek

in this month, near Yarmouth.

Hoopoe. A male Avas shot out of a turnip field, near Holt, on

the 22nd. I also heard of one killed about the same time in the

neighbourhood of Maldon, Essex.

White Swallows. Mr. Daclc, of Holt, received a white Swallow

on the 18th, killed near that town. A very pretty variety of this

species Avas also seen at Beeston, near Cromer, in August, by

Mr. T. W. Cremer. This bird Avas Avliite, Avith the exception of

the broAvn gorget on the throat, and the back Avhich seemed to be of

a light buffy tint.

Gannet. Early in this month an adult Gannet Avas caught, at

sea, off Blakeney, apparently asleep at the time, and being in poor

condition Avas probably ill.
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Manx Shearwater. Two or three were seen on different
occasions tins month, by Mr. Power, from half a mile to two miles
off the coast at Cley.

Solitary Snipe. Between the 3rd and 20th of September a
rather unusual number of Snipes of this species, appeared in the
neighbourhood of Yarmouth and Lowestoft, of which I heard of
some seven or eight examples. One was also killed at Beeston
near Cromer, on the 18th, and another at Cley, about the same
time. Mr. A. Patterson, of Yarmouth, found two of these to
weigh i ozs. and 7} ozs. respectively, and a third reached 7.1 ozs •

but one recorded in the ‘Field’ of September 25th, as shot at'
Cardon Colville on the 17th, was said to have weighed 11 ozs.
which being one ounce more than the heaviest bird that ever came
under Mr. Lubbock’s notice, I should consider extremely doubtful.
Grey Piialarope. A solitary specimen was shot at Cley on

the 20th. J

Pomatorhine Skuas. Xot more than two or three of these
birds, and m more or less immature plumage were, I understand
brought into Yarmouth by smacks this autumn. Mr. J. II. Gurney*
Jun., shot one near Cromer on September lGtli.

October.

Oreat Grey Shrike. This irregular migrant has occurred in
unusual numbers this autumn. I have notes of five or six shot or
seen between the 8th and 27th of this month. Two at Yarmouth
one at Gorleston, one at Fundenhall, near Wymondham, and one
seen at Trimingham on the 20th.

Shore Larks. Between the 12th and 31st of this month, I
heard of about fifteen shot at and near Yarmouth. One man is
saul to have found a flock of six, on the sands, near the Itifle Butts
which he shot one after another, the survivors rising and alighting
again at a short distance till the last was killed.

Little Gull. An immature bird was shot on Breydon on the
2nd.

Great Chested akd Solavokiah Grebes. Fire Great Crested
ami au immature Sclavonian Grebe were killed at Yarmouth about
the second week in October.
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Spoonbill. Colonel Coke informed me on the 29th, that lie had

seen, that morning, a single bird of this species which had taken

up its quarters on an island in the lake at Holkham. One had also

been seen on Ureydon, on the 27tli.

Shag. An immature specimen of this scarce bird, on the

Norfolk coast, now in the collection of Mr. J. H. Gurney, Jim.,

was caught off Beeston on the 7th of October.

November.

Stormy Petrel. Two of these wanderers from the sea coast

were brought to Mr. Cole, birdstuffer of Norwich, having been

taken at Harford Bridges, near this city, on November 1st, after a

smart gale from the N.W. on the previous night.

Great Grey Shrike. Two more specimens, one from Rockland

and one from Brancaster were sent up to Norwich on the 12th and,

near Yarmouth, one was killed at Burgh on the 5th, and another at

Ormesby on the 9th. I saw also two others, killed during this

month near Norwich. Both of these had fed on mice. The bird from

Brancaster on the 12th is probably the one recorded in the ‘Field,’

of November 20th, as having a dead sparrow in its mouth. The

same correspondent (from Titchwell) also states, in the ‘ Field of

November 27th, that he had since seen two others perched on a

hior fence on the road between Docking and Brancaster, about

half a mile from the spot where the first was shot. Mr. Dack, of

Holt, had one picked up dead in a chalk-pit, there, on the 4th.

Mr. Fountaine, of Easton, near Norwich, had also one brought to

him alive, near the end of the month.

Little Crake. Mr. B. C. Silcock informs me that, in the

second week of this month, ho received a bird of this species

which had been shot in the marshes adjoining Hickling Broad.

Common Snipe (large variety). About the middle of this

month, a fine example of the so-called Russet Snipe, the Scolopax

rusnata, of Gould, was shot at East Ruston, and was sent to

Mr. Roberts of Norwich for preservation. This specimen, from

the bright, ruddy tint of the plumage was, I should say, a bird of

the year, with the beak measuring 2j in., a marked feature in this

largo variety of the Common Snipe, for I cannot credit it with

specific rank.
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December.

Shore Larks.
_

On the 2nd Mr. G. Smith, of Yarmouth, sent me
a pair oi these birds alive which had been caught in a clap net,
that morning at Yarmouth. They were fine, healthy birds, and on
being turned into my aviary, consorted at once with the Snow
Lun tings. Mr. Power shot two out of four seen on Salthouse
beach between the 7th and 9th, and on the 17th, Captain Fieldeu
found a flock of seventeen, of which he shot two. An old
gunner of that district, who accompanied him, assured him

he. had known that kind of bird to appear there every year,
as long as ho could remember, and they always called then!
Buntings, same as the white-winged sort.” This flock was very
tame and allowed him to come close up to them as they ran
about, searching for food, just inland of the Marram hills, on the
cast side of the mouth of the harbour. On the 21st two were shot
at 1 1oikham, and on the 19th and 20th four more on Yarmouth
beach

.

Hawfinch. A pair were killed at Filby on the 3rd, and two
males and a female somewhere near Yarmouth on the 27th of the
previous month.

Pink-footed Goose. About the 10th of this month, two Geese
ol this species were shot at 1 tickling, and seven at Martham. There
were said to have been ten in the former flock, and thirteen in the
latter.

Spoonbill. A single bird, a female, was shot at Wells on the
13th.

Glaucus Gull. A young bird was shot on Breydon on the
20th of December, and a fully adult specimen at Knapton late in
October.

Great Grey Shrike. The Eev. E. T. Frere informs me of,
probably, the latest specimen obtained this year which was shot at
Diss on the 18th.

Ducks and Divers. Amongst the few records of hard weather
fowl in my notes for this year may be mentioned,—an immature
Long-tailed Duck, January the 12th, at Yarmouth. On the 31st of
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July, Mr. J. H. Gurney, Jun., purchased in the Norwich fishmarket

a female Golden-eye, an unusually early date for this marine

species. It had been brought in that morning by a countryman,

but the fishmonger did not know where from
;

it was supposed

from certain portions of the plumage to be a late bird of last year,

and, possibly, a wounded bird unable to migrate. It was moulting

but in good condition. A good many Scaups and Wigeon were at

Yarmouth about the middle of September, and I saw a young male

Garganey on the 29th. In the second week of November, a pair of

Velvet Scoters were shot at Welney Wash, and an adult female

Golden-eye, on Breydon, December 19th.

Of Divers I saw but two or three specimens, this year, of the

Eed-and-Black-throated species, all immature
j
but I would draw

special attention to the record by Mr. F. D. Power, in his notes from

Cley, in our ‘Transactions’ for this year, of an extraordinary

migration of Red-throated Divers, witnessed by himself and his

brother, on the 1st of October; the only bird secured having a

perfect red throat.

Raptorial Migrants. An Eagle was seen at Billingford about

the 26th of January and, on the 28th, a young female Rough-legged

Buzzard was shot at Stiffkey. A Peregrine was seen at Northrepps

early in February and, on the 14th, five large birds, supposed to be

Buzzards, were observed at Thorpe, in the same neighbourhood.

A Rough-legged Buzzard was also trapped at Bawburgh on the 12th.

A Hobby was seen at Northrepps on the 1 7th of May and an Osprey

was shot at Yarmouth on the 29th, probably the same seen on

several occasions at Burgh. Early in August several large

Raptores, supposed to be Buzzards, were seen about Northrepps

and Sherringham, and a young male Marsh Harrier was shot in

that neighbourhood about the same time. On the 14th of Septem-

ber a Marsh Harrier was sent to Norwich from the neighbourhood

of Cromer
;
a Merlin was seen at Blakeney on the 17th

;
and on

the 21st, Mr. F. D. Power shot a female Peregrine, on the beach, at

Wells, and saw another on the 1st of October.

On the 8th of October I purchased a finely marked, but immature,

Rougli-legged Buzzard, which had just been shot at Mousehold,

near the City, and I heard of another killed in the same locality

somewhat later. At the latter part of the month, also, this species
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appeared numerously on the coast about Nortlirepps, and up to the
.jOHi, Mr. J. H. Gurney, Jun., had seen or heard of about sixteen
in various parts of East Norfolk. Mr. A. Patterson, of Yarmouth,
in the ‘Eastern Daily Press’ of October 19th, states that ho had
seen, lately, several Short-eared Owls obtained in that neighbour-
hood and, on that morning had watched “a Bam Owl come from
seaward.” A Tawny Owl was also shot at Stififkey on the 1st.
On the 25th a Peregrine was shot at Filby, near Yarmouth, and
another was seen on the 30th between Eccles and Diss. November
and December were also remarkable for the occurrence of Eough-
1egged Buzzards on the coast from Wells and Blakeney to Yarmouth
and its neighbourhood. Some five or six were killed near Holt,
where three and four were seen at a time; and Mr. G. Smith
informed mo that many largo Ilawks were observed about
Yarmouth, and four shot, between the 3rd and the 19tli of
November, were Bough-legged Buzzards. One also at Welney
A\ ash, near Lynn and tlireo or four at Nortlirepps were seen
between the 1st and 22nd of the month. In December I have
notes of two at Wells, two near Yarmouth, and one at Barnham
Broom between the 3rd and 25th of that month. I am not aware
that a single adult bird appeared amongst them, though varying
much in plumage.

On the 30th of November a lion Harrier, much decomposed, was
picked up at Nortlirepps; another was shot at Hickling on the 3rd

;

and a third at St. Olaves on the 8th; all I believe immature
specimens. An Osprey also frequented the Hempstead ponds,
near Holt, tor nearly a fortnight in November.

Migratory Waders. These migrants began to assemble on
Breydon on the 12th of May or, “ Godwit day ” as it is called by
the gunners, including Grey Plover, Turnstones, Oyster-catchers,
Knots, Godwits, and some Black Terns, remaining till about the
-2nd. Three Wimbrels were also seen at Nortlirepps on the 3rd.A few Turnstones were killed at Yarmouth early in June, with
Eedshanks and Dunlins. By the 28th, Pigmy Curlews in red
p umage were shot on Breydon, and a stray Wimbrel at Eockland
on the Y'are.

On the 19th of July, Mr. J. II. Gurney, Jun., made a lengthened
search, but in vain, for the nest of the Green Sandpiper, a pair

E E
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having been seen repeatedly during the summer, on the margin of

a pond at Cawston, near Aylsham (see ‘Zoologist,’ 1880, p. 404).

A further search on the 4th of August was equally unsuccessful,

and he is inclined to believe that the birds did not nest there after

all. A bird of this species was brought to a Norwich birdstuffer

about the first week in August, and several appeared at Yarmouth

about the same time, with Turnstones and Little Stints (one

obtained in full summer plumage), and Pigmy Curlews. Mr.

G. Smith, of Yarmouth, states that, according to his observation,

the latter species retains its summer dress later than either Knots or

Godwits. On the 19th of August, four small Sandpipers, supposed

to be Totanus hypolencus were seen flying to and fro over the

Antingham ponds near Cromer.

Early in September, Greenshanks, Bar-tailed Godwits, and Knots

appeared on Breydon. About the middle of the month, also,

a Buff, two Oyster-catchers, a Greenshanlc, Sanderlings and Knots

(both reddish and grey), were obtained in the same locality.

A Little Stint, in full winter dress, was shot at Blakeney on the

17th. On the 27th of October a Green Sandpiper and some

Sanderlings were seen at Cley, and about the second week in

November two Purple Sandpipers were shot at the same place.

Another example of this Sandpiper was killed on Yarmouth beach

on the 3rd of December.
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XY.

OX THE OCCURRENCE OF

THE GREY SEAL (IIALICIICERUS GRYPIIUS)

ON THE NORFOLK COAST.

Ry Thomas Southwell, F.Z.S.

Read 28th March, 1882.

On the 29th December, 1881, Mr. F. J. Crosswell, of Lynn, informed
me that a largo Seal and its young one, evidently but recently born,
had a short time previously been killed on the Long Sand, in the
Y ash, adding, “I have little doubt they are what you name in your
hook, the Grey Seal, and aro quite different from the Common Seal
of our \\

r
ash.” As Phoca vitulina is by no means uncommon in

the Wash, and is quito well known to Mr. Cresswell, I naturally

felt anxious to establish so grand an addition to the Fauna of this

county, and at once took measures, as I thought, to secure the skull

;

but after a few days on again inquiring, much to my regret I

learned, that as the skull was a good deal injured, it was considered

useless, and, therefore, with the carcasses of both individuals, had
been converted into bait for Whelks (Buccinum undatum). This
was most unfortunate, as in the Phocidie, the cranial characters

afford the most certain means of determining the species where
any doubt exists

;
but through the kindness of Mr. Cresswell and

Mr. Garrod, to whom they belong, I have been enabled to examine
the skins of both specimens, which I now exhibit.

From subsequent inquiries I learned, that on the 24th December,
a Mr. Goodson, a Irinity pilot, and his son, when in the neighbour-

hood of the Long Sand, in the Lynn Roads, saw a very large Seal

watching over the dead carcass of its young one. On attempting
to capture her, the old female immediately showed light, and was
not secured until after very rough usage they succeeded in killing

VOL. III. E E 2
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her. Both mother and baby were then brought to Lynn.

Mr. Cresswell tells me the old female measured 7 ft. 1 in. in

total length, and 5 ft. 9 in. in girth behind the flippers. The skin

of the old one now measures 6 ft. 9 in. from the nose to the

extremity of the hind flipper, and 3 ft. 11 in. in breadth just

behind the fore flippers, the corresponding measurements in the

young one being 381- in- find 17\ in. The colour of the old one is

yellowish buff, indistinctly clouded with spots and blotches of dark

brown. The indistinct character of the dark markings arises from

the under fur, forming the spots, being of a dark colour, whilst the

long hairs are of the prevailing yellow or buff hue. The dark hue

prevails most on the back, the sides being mottled. The dark

markings are more conspicuous when looked at from the rear, that

is, in a direction contrary to the set of the long hairs. The colour

of the young one is a beautiful silvery white, a slight tinge of

sooty hue appearing on the muzzle, back of the head, and for some

distance along the spine, but being quite overpowered by the white

at about two-thirds of the length from the nose. The fur is

beautifully thick and long. The fore flippers, which are attached

to the skin in the old female, measure from the body to the end of

the first claw (along the curve) 9-£ in., and in the young one 0} in.

The claws are very long, a striking characteristic of the Grey Seal,

the first claw measuring in the old and young animals, 2| in. and

1| in. respectively; the first two claws in each animal being

nearly of equal length. The claws of the hind flippers are also

very long, but weak and flattened, the skin extending beyond their

points, the flap of the outer digits extending fully two inches beyond

the insertion of the claws. The mystacial bristles are numerous,

Avhite in the old, slate-coloured in the young one, flattened, and

slightly crenulated. I am inclined to think these mystacial

bristles, if better understood, would be very useful as an external

aid in determining the species of seals. They appear to me, so far

as I have been able to ascertain, to bo very constant in their

characters in different species.

There are only two species of Seal known to breed on the shores

of the British Isles. Plioca vitulina produces its young in the

spring, and although born white, the white coat is shed at the

time of birth, or immediately after, and the young one takes to the

water at once. The other species, Halichcerus <jri/2>hus, does
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not in this country produce its young till late in the autumn,
and is the only species of Seal in which this exceptional habit

has been observed
; its first coat, which is white, is not shed

for some Aveeks. Till this change takes place the young Seal

does not enter the Avater, and should it by accident be

driven from its resting-place, it probably perishes. It thus

happens that the sand banks of the great estuary knoAvn as the

Wash, Avhich are submerged by every tide, although forming

excellent nurseries for the young of the Common Seal, many of

Avhich are annually born there, are utterly unsuited to the Grey Seal

for a like purpose
;
and it seems probable that the death of the

little one, Avhoso skin is on the table, Avas caused through its being

deposited by its mother on a sand bank, from which it Avas swept
to destruction by the rising tide. From the season of the year

in Avhich this little one Avas produced, its Avhite coat, and its

untimely end (if my conjecture as to the cause bo correct), there

appears to me to be no doubt that it is the young of the Grey Seal.

The distinguishing characteristics of the old one, are its great size,

lierco disposition, the colour of its pelage (although from the

extreme variation to Avhich the species is subject, this alone is by
no means a safe guide), and the great length of the claws of the

fore flippers. Even although avo have not the evidence of the

skull, Avhich Avould have been perfectly conclusive, I think there

need not be the slightest hesitation in claiming the Grey Seal as a

straggler to tho Norfolk coast.

The Grey Seal inhabits the North Atlantic, extending from
Nova Scotia eastward to the British Isles, Denmark, and the Baltic

Sea
;

its northern range extending to Southern Greenland, Iceland,

and the Norwegian coast as high as latitude 70
3
N., folioAving very

closely Humboldt’s isotherm of 30 a

,
but it is not found in any of

the islands of the Arctic seas. In the British seas this species is

found on the eastern coast of Ireland, and is said to have been met
with in the Isle of Wight and Plymouth (Mr. Parfitt, howev’er,

does not include it in his list of the Mammalia of Devon), from
the coast of Cornwall, northward to the Isle of Man, the Hebrides

and Orkneys, and on the east coast as Ioav as the Farn Islands, and,

avc may hoav add, the Wash between the counties of Lincolnshire

and Norfolk. On the Hebrides it seems formerly to have been

very abundant, and Martin, in his ‘Description of the Western
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Islands of Scotland’ (171 G), says, that when they assembled to

bring forth their young, which took place in the month of October,

an annual attack was made upon them by the natives, and that as

many as 320, old and young, have been killed at one time.* In

1837 it appears still to have been well known on the Hebrides,!

and in 1880 Mr. Alston! speaking of this species says, that it is

“very abundant on the rocky shores of the outer Hebrides

and among the Orkney and Shetland Islands.” Professor Turner

also gives some interesting information with regard to the breeding

of this species in the same locality, in a paper “On the Placentation

of Seals,” published in the ‘Transactions’ of the Eoyal Society

of Edinburgh (vol. xxvii., 1875, p. 289). On the Earn Islands,

according to Mr. Selby,
||

about 100 years ago, they were very

abundant, but owing, first to the depredations committed by a
“ respectable individual ” who rented the islands, and who himself

in 1778, killed seventy-two young ones, and subsequently to the

disturbance caused by the erection of the lighthouse on the island

which formed their chief place of resort, they were at the time lie

writes (1841) greatly reduced in number. In the present day the

vast increase in the number of vessels navigating the seas sur-

rounding the British Isles, and more especially the disturbance

produced by the numerous steam-ships, will probably soon drive

these grand beasts from their former resorts, and it may be that

to this cause the appearance of the Grey Seal in so unsuitable a

locality as the sand banks of the "Wash is to be attributed.

* Pinkerton’s ‘Collection of Voyages and Travels,’ vol. iii. p. 594 (4to. 1S09).

t Wilson, Mag. Zool. and Bot. vol. i. (IS37) pp. 540—541.

t ‘ Fauna of Scotland,’ Nat. Hist. Soc. of Glasgow, p. 15.

[|
Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. vol. vi. (1841) pp. 462—466.
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XVI.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

Mus alexandrinu.s. A Rat of this species, which I now exhibit,

was killed by Mr. Arthur Grimmer, on board a wherry, at the

St. Swithin’s wharf in this City, on 13th August, 1881. The
wherry on board which it was killed, was delivering maize brought
from Yarmouth, she having shipped her cargo at that port, from a

London vessel which loaded at tho granaries in Victoria Docks;
it is impossible, therefore, to say whether the Rat first saw light in

London or Yarmouth, or even at the wharf at Norwich. It was
doubtless, however, either an immigrant, or bred from imported
paicnts, which probably came to this country in a cargo of grain
from some port on the Danube or Black Sea.

I ho Alexandrine Rat is said by Lord Clermont first to have been
observed by M. Geolfroy St. Hilaire in Egypt, whence it was no
doubt introduced into Italy with merchandise. In the south of
Italy it has established itself to the exclusion of M. rattut, but does
not seem to have been equally successful in dislodging the more
formidable brown Rat, as both species are found together.
Although it is frequently found in vessels discharging corn from
Egypt, it does not seem to have established itself in this country,
being probably kept down by the common species. It seems probable
that this species is occasionally mistaken for M. vattus, which it closely
resembles; indeed, M. de lisle ( ‘ Annales dcs Sciences Naturellos’
loi 18 Go, pp. 173 222), after a long series of experiments on the
interbreeding of the two forms, arrived at the conclusion that they
arc to be regarded merely as geographical races of the same species,
and considers M. alexandrinus to be the older or parent stock.

In the two species of British Rats we have a remarkable instance
of the succession of races. From the absence of the remains of
M. ratfits in the refuse heaps of the Roman age, it docs not at that
period appear to have inhabited Britain. Bell says that it did not
airive (probably from France, as its Welsh name signifies ‘‘French
Mouse

)
till the middle of the sixteenth century, and that Gesner

(died 1565) was the first to describe and figure it. The brown Rat,
misnamed the Norway Rat, was first observed in Europe, in the
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south of Russia, about the year 1727, having come from the

neighbouring part of Asia by Astrachan. It appears to have been

introduced into England about the year 1727, and into France a

short time after. Thence it has spread to almost every part of the

world by means of shipping, and the effect of its introduction on
the black Rat, which it found already established, has been the

gradual extermination of the latter; not, perhaps, by direct

antagonism, but simply from the fact of there not being room
for two species so similar in habits and food, both of which
are exceedingly prolific. The result has been that the weaker of

the two has gone down in the struggle for existence, the black Rat,

itself not truly indigenous, giving place to its more hardy relative

Mus decumanus. The history of the black Rat in this country is

thus very instructive, as illustrating the faunal changes which we
know to have taken place.

Neither the Rabbit, black Rat, brown Rat, common Mouse,

and probably the Hedgehog and common Field Vole (A. agvestis),

arc known to occur fossil, they must therefore be regarded as recent

immigrants. Mr. Newton has shown that the remains of the small

Vole, formerly believed to have belonged to A. agvestis, are really

those of the continental form A. arvalis. It seems likely, therefore,

that the latter race has been exterminated in this country by the

present species (A. agvestis), precisely as the black Rat has been

displaced by its more robust brown cousin in later times.

For the sake of comparison I give the following measurements

of this species, also of M. rattus and M. decumanus.

e

g
o
V

Ja

M. rattus.

.1/.

alcxandrinus.

I
£
Q

<

No. 1

(see below).

No. 3

(see below).

In. Lines In. Lines In. Lines Iu. Lines Iu. Lines In. Lines

Length of head and body 9 — 7 — 6 — 7 6 8 7 8 7

„ ears — 8 — 10 — 11 — 9 — S — S

„ tail 7 5 7 6 8 — 5 G G 1 7 1

Note.—Since the above was read I have received, from the same locality

at different times, through the kindness of Messrs. Squirrel 1 & Utting, three

other Rats, exhibiting more or less the characters of both M. alexandvinus

and M. decumanus. The first, received on March 25th, 1882, had the

general appearance of M. alexandvinus as to colour, texture of fur, and

elongated muzzle, but both in size and tail much more nearly resembled
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M. decumcinus. Number two, received on March *27th, also resembled
M. alexandrinus, in having the upper jaw much longer than the under,
but the head and body were much longer and the tail shorter. The
feet were strongly tuberculated, eyes large, bright, and black. General
colour slate black, hair long and coarse, a somewhat triangular or heart-
shaped spot of white on the chest, and the fore feet white. The third,

received on May 9th, closely resembled number two, but was even more
robust. Numbers two and three appeared identical with Thompson’s
Hits hibernicus (Nat. Ilist. Ireland, vol. iv. pp. 1G—IS). But for

M. de l’lsle’s assurance that he could not induce M. rattus (which he
considered specifically the same as M. alexandrinus) to interbreed with
M. decumanus, one would be strongly inclined to regard these rats as
hybrids between the Alexandrine and our native Rat, more especially from
the fact of their occurring so soon after an undoubted individual of the
former species had been captured in the same locality, and it may be, that
under more favourable conditions than those to which M. de l isle s Rats
were subjected, the result would have been different. I have added
to the above table the corresponding measurements of Mvs hibernicus as
given by Thompson, also of numbers one and three referred to above.

—

T. Southwell.

Wiiite-bbaked Dolphin (D. albirostris) at Yarmouth.
On loth September, 18S1, through the kindness of Mr. de Caux
of Yarmouth, I had the opportunity of examining a very young
specimen of the White-beaked Dolphin (Dclphinus albirostris

)

which had been taken in the nets of the ‘Two Brothers,’ about
forty miles of! the Norfolk coast, on Saturday, 10th September.
It will bo remembered that this species has now been met with
several times on the coast of Norfolk (See Trans. N. & N. Nat.
Soc. vol iii. p. 119), but the chief interest in the present individual

is its extreme juvenility, appearances indicating that at the time of

its capture it had not long enjoyed a separate existence. Its

captors say that it died almost immediately upon striking the net

;

and that its mother, which accompanied it, swam round and round
the boat for two hours, occasionally leaping quite out of the water,
in evident distress at the loss ot its little one. In outline and
colouration this specimen scarcely differed from Mr. Clark’s figure

(Proc. Zool. Soc. 1876, p. 679), except that the patches of lighter

colour near the pectoral and dorsal fins were scarcely observable,

and the oblong patch on the posterior half of the body was much
less distinct. On the white portion of the upper jaw, about
midway between the lip and the line where the black colour

commenced, were four soft bristles on each side, about one inch in

\ OL, III. p p
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length
;
they were arranged in a line, and about a quarter of an

inch apart. The following measurements, the animal being so very

young, may be worth recording. And here I wish to correct an

obvious error in a table of measurements of an individual of this

species, given by me on p. 150 of the present volume—in the

fourth and fifth measurements in the table, for caudal fin read

dorsal fin.

Ft. In.

Total length from anterior edge of upper lip to notch in

middle of caudal fin (in straight line) . . . 3 10

From upper lip to anterior edge of dorsal fin (along curve) 1 104

From anterior edge of dorsal fin to notch in caudal fin

(along curve) . . . . . .23
Base of dorsal fin . . . . . .08
Vertical length of dorsal fin . . . .06
Pectoral fin from junction with body to tip along anterior

edge . . . . . . 0 114

From anterior edge of upper lip to angle of mouth . 0 Gj-

Frorn anterior edge of upper lip to anterior edge of blowhole 0 8}

From point to point of the flukes of caudal fin . .011

It is worth mentioning that the fishermen spoke of this species

as well known to them, under the name of “Scoulter;” a previous

individual which was exhibited on Yarmouth beach was also,

without hesitation, pronounced by the fisherman who looked at it

to be a Scoulter. It is difficult to say whether that name is applied

by them to this species only (if so it must be more frequent than

avc imagine), or whether other species are included Avith it
;

it is

quite certain, however, that there is no confusion between this

animal and the common Porpoise, Avhich is always spoken of by its

proper name.—T. Southwell.

Oh Seals, a Sturgeon, and large Eels observed in the Ouse,

at Bluntisham, Huntingdonshire. Hearing that a Seal had been

captured during the month of November in the Eiver Ouse at

Bluntisham, Huntingdonshire, and taken to the Cambridge

Museum, it seemed to me that the occurrence of the common Seal

so far inland Avas a curious circumstance; and I Avrote to my friend

the Bev. John Rumpf, rector of Bluntisham, to ask for further

particulars. Mr. Rumpf has been so good as to send me, in reply,

the folloAving notes, Avhich I think are Avorthy of record :
—“ The

Seal Avas seen on or about the 1 8th of November, in the Ouse, by a
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lad out fishing, nearly opposite the Rectory. He thought it was an
Otter, and pursued it in his boat till it took refuge in an open ditch,
where he struck it with his spread* and killed it. It was only
2 feet G inches long, so I imagine it was very young. There are no
locks in the water-course from the sea at Lynn, forty miles off, to
the staunch or lock at the end of the glebe in this parish. On
the 3rd December another Seal was seen at Earith Bridge t
making its way back to the sea on the ebb, the river at the time
falling rapidly. A few years ago, an old lighterman of Earith
caught a seal, which became very tame, and would answer to his
call and come out of the river to be fed

; after some months,
however, it met with the usual fate of pets. Every year enormous
Eels follow the Smelts to our staunch, and two or three years ago
we had a very large Sturgeon sporting about in the staunch pool.”—
J. H. Gurney.

Additional note on the nesting of the Buff (see ante, p. 277).
It appears that the opinion expressed in my Address, that a few
pairs of Buffs and Beeves still nest in Norfolk, is incorrect, for
fiom inquiries I have since made, it seems they are extinct They
were breeding on our broads, when Mr. E. Booth, whose notes upon
the species are very interesting (from observations made in this
county), published a catalogue of the birds in his museum (1S76)

;and Mr. Thomas Southwell, and the Bev. A. II. Evans, who has
kindly sent me some notes, speak to a nest two years later, from
which the young safely hatched off. Although this is so, my
remarks as to the preservation of our rare indigenous species’ may
not be inapplicable, as it is possible, with protection, they may go
back to their old breeding-places as the Short-eared Owl has done.
At present they are a spring migrant, and may be still seen in
flocks at the end of April. At this time, says Mr. Booth
(lc. p. 142), “ they are seen, or rather used to be, in flocks of from
ten or twenty, to five or six times that number. On two or three
occasions in Norfolk, I have been able to crawl within a few yards
of one of these large bodies, and have had a first-rate opportunity
for observing their pugnacious habits.” This spring a flock of

* A fennian’s pole for leaping ditches and for “quanting” a boat or wherry

same^parish.

***** BIlintisha”h «d forming part of the
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twenty was seen, and the Rev. A. H. Evans says a pair certainly

remained until the middle of May, and were supposed to have a

nest; hut though he spent a long time looking for it, he did

not find it.—J. H. Gurney, Jun.

Tengmalm’s Owl. On the 30tli October, a Tengmalm’s Owl was

captured at Cromer lighthouse, as it was fluttering on the sides of

the lantern, about two o’clock in the morning, the wind being at

the time S.S.E., cloudy and misty. I was on the hills shortly after,

and anticipated the lighthouse-keeper, who was going to send it up.

The bird wras an adult male, not thin, and yet so light, that it

only weighed three ounces and a half. The ear orifices are asym-

metrical, and the skull larger on one side than the other. Ey the

help of the woodcuts in Dresser’s ‘Birds of Europe,’ I could feel

this peculiarity through the skin. Another peculiarity in the

species is that the median portion of the furcula is not ossified.

J. H. Gurney, Jun.

Lobelia urens, Linn. Some of our members who study the

geography of plants, and the botanical links between our island and

other lands, may be interested to hear that Lobelia urens, Linn., still

grows plentifully in its one English habitat, Trilmington Common,

near Axminster. I went with some friends last autumn to search

for it, having been told it was disappearing, owing to cultivation

and other causes. Though late in the season (the last week in

October) we were fortunate enough to find three plants in bloom,

and several in seed. X am happy to say that a close inspection of

the ground showed an abundance of young plants springing up

under the shelter of the long wiry stems of Carex palndosa and

the coarse grasses "which form tussocks all over the hill side.
°

A. M. Barnard.

Memoir of Dr. S. P. Woodward. The following passage

from a letter written by Sir Charles Lyell to Mr. Darwin (dated

March 11th, 1SG3) is of interest in connection with the remarks

on Evolution in the memoir of Dr. Woodward
(
anie

, p. 303—307).

Lyell says: “Woodward is the best arguer I have met with against

natural selection and variation. He puts eoncliological difficulties

against it very forcibly. He is at the same time an out-and-out

progressionist” (‘Life, Letters, and Journals of Sir Charles Lyell,

Bart.,’ vol. ii. p. 3G4).—IT. B. Woodward.

/ , /2
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The Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists’ Society

has for its objects :

—

1. The Practical study of Natural Science.

2. The protection, by its influence with landowners and others, of

indigenous species requiring protection, and the circulation of

information which may dispel prejudices leading to their

destruction.

3. The discouragement of the practice of destroying the rarer

species of birds that occasionally visit the County, and of

exterminating rare plants in their native localities.

4. The record of facts and traditions connected with the habits,

distribution, and former abundance or otherwise of animals

and plants which have become extinct in the County; and the

use of all legitimate means to prevent the extermination of

existing species, more especially those known to be diminishing

in numbers.

5. The publication of Papers on Natural History, contributed to

the Society, especially such as relate to the County of

Norfolk.

6. The facilitating a friendly intercourse between local Naturalists,

by means of Meetings for the reading and discussion of

papers and for the exhibition of specimens, supplemented by

Field-meetings and Excursions, with a view to extend the

study of Natural Science on a sound and systematic basis.


